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PREFACE

This report documents the iritial development and testing of instrumentation
to measure the five functions of schooling as defined by Dr. William Spady,
Research Sociologist, National Institute of Education. The categorization
and definitions of the five functions provided the beginning point of developtfient
of the instrumentation. The purpose of this contract was to develop and
conduct exploratory tests of an instrument to measure these five functions.
This report provides the results of that development and initial testing.





CHAPTER I: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY

Introduction: The Five Functions of Schooling

Sociologists have for years examined the functions performed by schools as
social organizations. Dr. William Spady, Research Sociologist with the
National institute of Education, has synthesized these discussions and has
identified five major functions which all schools perfor 7. for society. The
total social experience of schooling is largely determinea by the way in which
these functions are individually and jointly 'manifested and carried out within
schools. The functions as defined by Spady are: (1) custody control,
(2) selection, (3) evaluatioa/csrtification, (4) instruction and (5) socialization.1

A discussion of each of these functions appears below.2

Custody/Control

In modern society children between certain ages are required by law to attend
schools for a certain number of hours per day. School staffs' have legal
authority over students while attending school. The effect of this is to grant
to schools (within certain limits) legal custody of the child for those hours.
The school must at a minimum be able to insure the safety of the children and
the orderly pursuit of activities. In addition, there is usually the expectation
that schools will do more/than just provide custody; they will see to it that
students are exposed to instruction. The combination of the non-voluntary
nature of schooling and the "more than custodial" expectations for schooling
create the need for a complex set of internal mechanisms and procedures for
a school to successfully perform custody/control. The school manifestations
of this are the system of rules, and the rule making and enforcing mechanisms,
both formal and informal, which govern student conduct.

Selection

In any society there are selection mechanisms by which individuald are dis-
tributed among (allocated to) various occupations and rules. In modern society
schools are a major compiment of this selection mechanism, for the degree of
access that students have to jobs and future educational experiences after
finishing school it influenced by what -has happened during their school Careers.
This is particularly true regarding the grades and credentials students receive,
the programs they have followed, and the skills they have mastered.

Internal to the school there are also mechanisms and procedures by which
different stuents have different degrees of access %programs, courses,
teachers, and facilities. These distribute Students across the various activities
so that schooling affects different students in different ways. This internal

2
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selection process is generally the initial force in assuring that schooling has
external selection consequences. The school manifestations of the selection
function are the criteria, frameworks, mechanisms and procedures by which
internal selection is accomplished.

Evaluation/Certification

In any society there are mechanisms by which the quality of a person's con-
tribution to the things the society values is determined and recorded. Schools
formalize a major component of this achievement process for modern societies.
While there may be disagreement about the relevance of the standards set by
schools, or the validity of their application, standards for studts are set,
these are applied to the work of the students, and judgments of the degree of
attainment are communicated to the student and to the outside society. The
school manifestations of evaluation/certification are the criteria, framework,
mechanisms and procedures by which this is done.

Instruction

Every society has procedures for Instructing its children. In modern society
these procedures have been formalized and institutionalized in schools; they
are expected to provide a major component of the instruction conducted by the
society. Schools are expected to systematically attempt to increase the
information base, _And to improve the cognitive, physical, and in some cases
the affective skills of students. What we typically know as the curriculum of
the school are those specific secsences of materials and experiences to which
students are exposed in order to facilitate the acquisition of these skills.
The manner in which this exposure takes place and is reinforced is a result
of the instructional process or pedagogy used by the teacher. Measuring the
instructional function of the school, then, requires a measuring of the content,
sequencing, and nature of students' formal learning experiences; and the
settings, mechanisms, and procedures which define those experiences.

Socialization

Every society has processes for socializing its children, for developing in
them the attitudes, beliefs, expectations, and values for successfully perform-
ing roles in specified social systems. In modern society, schools accomplish
a major component of the society's socialization, whether as a consequence of
other activities in the school, or as a result of conscious effort. To analyze
the school's role in performing its responsibility to prepare youngsters for
life in a complex secular society is to acknowledge not only the relatively
limited range of information and skills that is typically intluded in the formal
curriculum, but also the centrality of the teacher as an agent of both society
and the school in shaping the elaborate belief, expectation, and behavior codes
that characterize "normal" or "appropriate" behavior. Note that the socializa-,
tion function of the school seems to attach social meaning, significance, and
utility to the capacities developed by the instruction, but conflicts often arise
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regarding the clisjurstion between outcomes and capacities that facilitate one's
accommodation to :he role of student, and those that enhance one's effective-
ness in roles outside the school. In other words, things that make youngsters
acceptable as students will not necessarily make them successful or happy as
adults. The school manifestations of the socialization function are the
mechanisms and procedures by which schools shape the beliefs, expectations,
and behavior codes that they do shape, some of which may have more utility
within the school than outside.

Methodology

The definition of these five functions provided the concepts and framework
for the development of control and testing of instrumentation to measure the
functions. The original contract called for the following sequence of events:

1. Using the descrip. Ion of the five functions. of schooling, a review
of relevant literature and existing instrumentation would be conducted

2. A detailed definition of the various operational manifestations of
each function would then be developed and reviewed by consultants

3. An initial Iliaft of the instrument would then be developed

4.. The instrument would be initially tested in several schools in which
the problem solving processes of NIVREL's Rural Education Program
were to be tested

5. The data from this initic.1 test would be used to revise the instru-
ment. Standard item analysis and instrument reliability procedures
would be used

6. The revised instrument would then be used4In a pre-post basis in
a sample of schools involved with the problem souring processes
of the Rural Education Program. The instrument would also be
used in a sample of schools other than those involved with the Rural
Education Program.

7. Analysis of data from the pre-post test would then be conducted in
order to further refine the instrument, eliminate items which did not
have a high correlation with a particular function, and identify
relationships between functions

8. The instrument would then again be revised and submitted to NIE
along with recommendations for Nagler work on the instrument

1i 4



A reconceptualization and integration of several components of the Rural
Education Program' forced a modification in the above procedures. The
scheduling changes prompted by these modifications in the Rural Education
Program made it impossible to test the instrument in the schools using the
Rural Education Program's problem solving processes. The contract intent
wit! maintained in the contract modification, i.e., there would be two tests
of the instrument. These tests, however, were conducted in schools ,they
than those utilizing the problem solving processes of the Rural Education
Program.

Results of 4slAterature Review

A review of relevant literature and existing instrumentation was structured
by the operational guidelines established for the developmant of instrumentation
to measure the five functions. These guidelines established that the instrument
shout h- re the following cli..-.:.,acteristics:

I. Breadth of Content: the instrument must be sensitive to the critical
features not only of ordinary schools but also of unique and unusual
schools.

2. Breadth of Interpretation: the instrument must describe the crit
features of schooling, and explain the importapce of aspects of the
operation of schools which people often regard as of no consequence.

3. Concreteness of Description: the instrument should ascribe the
critical features of schooling in a way that others could replicate
them.

4. Utility /Causality: the instrument should focus on features of
schooling that can be manipulated or changed, if pOssible with pre-
dictable consequences.

5. Ease of Use and Interpretation: the instrument must be able to be
used and interpreted by local people, within their budget and time
constraints, if it is to be useful to a wide variety of schools, and
if it is to be able to provide the needed perspective for their change
efforts.

6. Focus on Students: the instrument should focus on the ways schools
affect students, not adults, as this is the basis on which school
changes legally ought to be made.

5
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Several of the more systeniatic studies of schooling in the literature
did use carefully developed instrumentation, but they tended to be liwited
to investigation of one particular aspect of schooling (i.e., they would
not meet our breadth criterion),, or they involved observation and
interviewing, techniques too expensive and difficult to use, or they focused
on an individual student'erexper' .nd perceptions of schooling, rather
than inquiring into how thingE beneraIly done by thEnschool.

The measures vihich most closely approkimated the oriteria were the
various organizational climate, and classroom climate or learning environment
instruments. The basic methodology is to use a questionnaire consisting
of statements about an organization, to whicti respondents indicate "true/false"
or "agree/disagree" (sometimes with two point scales; sometimes with three
or four). The respondents are those who wprk in the organization. When
applied to schools, the respondenti include 'the students.

The methodology has been used extensivelysto*study the environment of
various organizations: (Moss and Houts, 1968; Stern, 1970; Moos, 1972;
Gerst and Mood 1972). In an otherwise critical essay on the substance of
the concept "climate," Guion is careful to point out that the methodology
is not the problem:

Perceptions of organizational climate can be used as
estimates of attributes of organizations... The items
to be treated as genuinely descriptive, are those in
which the frequency of endorsement fa not significantly
different from 100% or '0%4 (Guion, 1973, P. 1.24) -

The relative ease-of-use of this methodology (questionnaires could be filled
out by everyone in a school in an hour or so), the possibility of statistical
treatments that would be useful to local paople (we could provide canned
programs, graphical printout for comparative purpose's), and the content
flexibility of the method (we icould easily plug in questions on the structure
and processes of the organization that accomplish each function), led us tq
select this as our, approach to describing schools.

xisting instruments to measure school climate, however, had other
,problems in satisfying our needs, even if the items could be interpreted
as describing characteristics of the organization. The ChTenizational Climate
Description Questionnaire (OCDQ) of Halpin and Croft (1960 measures teacher
and administrator characteristics, not the mechanisms and procedures by
which schools affect students. Stern's High School Characteristics Index is
based on student perceptions of their school, but its length (thi-41, scales,
ten items per- scale) and reliability are problematic (Rizzo, 197u, Jones, 1968).
Its theoretical basis is also of limited utility for our purrnses. Stern began
with personality dimensions, and looked for aspects of the environment which
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could constitute the "Press" to match personality "Needs." The scale
definitions (Stern, 1970, Appendix A) describe an organization in terms of /
the personality characteristics of the pepple in the organization, not
(as we wanted) a description of the structure and procedures of schools
which affect students.

There is a long history of efforts to assess, aspects of the "classroom
climate." While the 3 are releirant to only a portion of an entire school,
it seemed initially that they could serve our purposes for the classroom
portion of the instrument. Closer inspection, however, proved otherwise.
In general these efforts have been targeted on the elementary school classrooms,
not the high school; they have concentrated on codilig teacher verbal behavior;
and the methodologies have been observational. There have been several
efforts to deirelop questionnaires of the type we selected, for use in high school
classroom measurement (Walberg, 1968; Anderson and Walberg, 1968;
Anderson, 1970; Steele, House, and Kerins, 1971; . Trickett and Moos, 1973).
The Trickett and Moos Instrument has some items' (one set of variables)
labeled the "Constitution of the Classroom and Teaching,Innovations," but
the items are not tightly related to any general taxonomy of types of classroom,,
structures add processes. The Anderson and Walberg work, while powerful
in many ways, makes use of what they label high,Inference items. While they
selected these because of their higher likelihood of predicting learning butcomes,
they are of limited value if the intent is to make changes In what is happening
in the classroom. They end up measuring general affect in the classroom,
rather than the processes responsible for that affect.

The Instrument which most nearly approximates our needs is the- Steele,
House, and Kerins "Class Activities Questionnaire (CAQ)," developed to
evaluate programs for the gifted in the State of Illinois. They specifically
use low-inference judgments of 'p-evailicg patterns of instructional emphasis"
with at least the possibility that the data, in addition to being valuable as
an evaluation, could be used to manipulate the envirmnnental demands to
produce optimal learning. The difficulties with thewinstrument are its shortness
(it was focused on a particular set of -Innovations, not a broad view of classroom
activities), and its assumption that the class is operating as a group. They
had difficulty using the instrument in an independent study glass. To the degree
that we need an instrument that is capable of use over time in circumstances
where instruction will move toward such alterngtive structures as independent
study, their instrument is too limited. It represents a goOd"model of what
can be done, and their efforts at validation are particularly admirable.

Even at its best a methodology which asks those involved in a situation
to describe its characteristics is not without its limitations. fn a recent
thorough review of the literature on organizational climate, James and Jones,
(1974) cited several limitations of relying on perceptual aneasuremeat:

1 'I



Purely perceptual measurement does not permit
differentiation between diverse but important different
situations: inconsistent or capricious behavi 'r;
behavior adapted to individual needs; differences caused
by different opportunities to observe; differences caused
by individual characteristics; and instrument error.
(P. 1104)

We recognize these limitations. Some are esilentially validation problems. ff,.
for example, an item behaves strangely, it may be possible to design ways to
find out why, and either eliminate the item, or interpret it accordingly. Some
of the limitations appear to us inherent, and merely reflect the need for
additional measures if there is a need to separa.te out some of the ambiguity.

...
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CHAPTER II: DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT

In developing the instrument, literature was reviewed to identify the underlying
dimensions of a valid conception of each function. Discrete aspects of a
school's operation which pertained to each function were then identified.

. Operational Parameters

Having identified the dimensions of each of the functions, the following
operational decisions were made regarding the nature of the instrumentation
to be developed.

Limitations on the Instrument

1. The instrument wilt focus on high schools. This is necessary to deal
adequately with the evaluation/certification function.

2. The instrument will focus on organizational and quasi-organizational
parameters of school operation. These are most susceptible to et ange.

3. The instrument will be descriptive; it will focus on what schools do
and how they do what they do in terms of such organizational variables
as instructional arrangements, rules and processes used). It will have
a scope broad enough to track changes which are likely to come about. -
It will not deal with what respondents would like to see happen.

4. The instrument will focus on students and what happerut4o.them in
schools. While teachers and administrators will respond to ftte
instrument, describing what happens to studenti in the schools, the
instrument will not probe what happens to teachers or administrators
in a school.

5. The instrument will be simple enough that local people can use it and
interpret the results.

Technical Nature of the Instrument

The instrument will be a questionnaire. Some Items will focus on the. school
as a whole; others will focus on the courseiclpssroom. The student version
will be designed to be filled out by students during a class period, with
reference to the class in which they find themselves at the time they fill out
the instrument.

10



Some aspepts of the way a school performs each function are carried out
at the classroom level. That is, the teacher in a classroom has certain
custody/control, instruction and evaluation/certification responsibilities that
he/she performs in some way; the teacher uses some selection mechanisms
for acquiring students for the class and allocating them among whatever
range of instructional activities he/she provides and there are almost
certainly socialization consequences to the way in which the class is run.

Similarly, some aspects of the way a school performs each function are
carried out at levels other than the classroom (for example, by administrators,
by counselors, by the department). This instrument will use only two levels:
the classroom and the school (i.e., respondents are asked either to describe
how something is done in their classroom or in the school). Analytically,
all aspects of the performance of each function that. are not carried out in
the classroom are considered to be carried out by 'the school."

Since the aspeOts of each function that are carried out at'the classroom level
can be carried out in a variety of ways, any one classroom will represent
a certain pattern of carrying out those aspects of the five functions. While
this may vary somewhat from,day to day or week to week, the questiommire
will be intended to tap the consistent pattern of each classroom. It is
expected that within one school the classrooms will exhibit a wide range
of different plttdrns.

Since the aspects of each'function that are carried out at "the school" level
can also be/ carried out in a variety_ of ways, any one school will represent
a certain pattern of carrying out t4ose aspects of the five functions. While
this pattern will vary somewhat from day to day and week to week, the

questionnaire will be intended to tap the consistent' pattern of each school.
It is expePted that schools will differ botly'in terms of the pattern exhibited
in carrying out the functions .and in terms of which aspects of each function
are carried out at the classroom-level and which at the school level.

The folloiving pages describe the critical dimensions of each function and
how these dimensions were operationalized through question and item construction
in the drafts of studen, questionnaire. It should be noted that after the first
draft was \pretested for administfability and clarity of questions and items,
a decision was made- to split the questionnaire into two parts so that any one
student; would fill out only one7half of the instrument. This would still
provide adequate numbers for stat:stical purposes in any one classroom--
At the same time, it would allow for completion of the instrument within
the time spin of one classroom 'period. The reader will therefore note
references to "Form ,A" and 'Form B" of the questionnaire which appear in
Appendix A.

'18
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CUSTODY-CONTROL

Six dipensions of Custody-Control as a function of schooling were identified:

1. The extent of the rules; the range
of the types of behavior which are
being controlled

2. The nature, severity and duration
of the usual punishment for
breaking a rule

3. The equity of enforcement of the
rules

4. Knowledge and clarity of the
rules

5. The nature of the due process/
appeal process connected with the

PI*

6. The possibilities of influencing the

The Items Relating to Each Dimension

1. The Extent of Nuke

rules

=III =III

some schools or teachers attempt to
regulati everything. Others have
only a few critical rules.

some schools or teachers are much
more lenient than others for the
same offense.

some schools or teachers play
favorites or are influenced by
various irrelevant factors to deal
more =less harshly with some students.
In other schools only a few circumstances
can legitimately temper a punishment:

some schools or teachers have rules
which are specific about what can or
cannot be done. In others the rules
are deliberately vague to allow more
discretion to those enforcing the rules.

some schools or teachers are much
more likely to have ,tudent rights
safeguarded by having due process or
an appeal process built in to the
enforcement of rules than ctiletiv

some schools or teachers involve
students in drawing up the rules and
have the basis of a social contract;
others imposd rules to varying degrees.

2. The Nature, Severity, and Duration of the Usual Punishments for realcipg a Rule

These two dimensions are combined in a single set of questions. A large number of
actions are listed and respondents are asked to indicate the type, of punishment which
that action would receive in their school. The categories of punishment are:

19
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I

Rule exists but no
punishment is usual:

Warning:

Restriction of
privileges:

Suspension:

Expulsion:

No one pays any attention to violations.

Yelled at, warned what will happen if the action abntinues,
told to stop. No long-term consequences. The incident
is over quickly and generally forgotten.

Probation, detention after school, ineligibility for athletics,
extra assignments, monetary fine, removal from class.
Often counselor, vice principal or principal involved.

Denied permission to attend school for several days.
Need to be formally reinstated.

Permanently denied permission to attend school.

The set of questions is divided into two parts: the classroom level and "the school level."
The instructions and a sample item to illustrate the format for "the school level" items
are

"Helm is a list of actions which some schools have rules against..

yo school l es no against it, circle nixter 1.
happen to a studentent in school if one were caught doing it. If
Fbr each action circle the response that best indicates what would

-No rule against this that I knew of
-Rile exists but no pinistreent is usual

Warning
-Rea triction of privileges

7,4:tsppensacn
- Expulsion

1 2

2. Smoking cigarettes (outside
any designated smoking area):

3 4 5 6 -Punishment for the first or
occasfbnal offenses

4 5 6 -Punishment for repeated -s
offenses

1- 24 3

20
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The instructions and a sample item for the "classroom level" items are:

Fob each of the following actions circle the.msponse that best

inoicates what whAlld happen to a student Injour class if me
were caught doing it. Note the addition o response number 7.

1- No rule ac:ainst this that I know of
2-Rule exists but no punishment is usual

. -Warning
4-Restriction of priveleges

-Suspension
E l-xpusion

- Student's grade is lowered

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1. Arriving late to class:
-Punishment for the first or
occasional offenses

-Punishment for repeated
offenses'

Comments

Note that the "classroom" set is the only place where response option 7, grade is
lowered, is provided.

wimmolme

"No rule agains this...." (Number 1) as a response option provides the measure of the
extent of the rules. The other five (or six) responses measure the nature and severity
of the usual punishment. The question also asks respondents to distinguish between
a first or occasional offense and repeated offenses. The full question can be found on
pages 14-16 of the questionnaire, half in Form A and half in Form B.

The Items

Thd actions selected for use as items were chosen to meet these criteria:

1. Each action should be common enough and problematic enough that schools
will have rules about it.

Students should know whether there is a rule about each action and what the
-Punishment would be.

3. Each action should be such that different schools will differ widely. In how
they control it.

4. The actions should cover a wide range of different kinds of student behavior.

21 14



The, actions used, grouped by content, are:

1.. Personal appearance/dress

Boys wearing shoulder length hair

Girls not wearing bras to school

2. Attendance

Skipping school

Ariiving late to class

Being in the hall during class time

Leaving the school grounds during school hours

3. Personal vices

Smoking cigarettes (outdde any designated smoking area)

Being high on drugs

3. Crimes against others

Fighting another student

Taking something from another student either by theft or pressure

Stealing from the school

Striking/fighting with a teacher

Damaging sc 1 property

4. "Political" actions

Organizing students to protest something

Distributing written material critical of the school

FLatising to salute the flag

Bringing in a speaker to addriss some students (without first getting
permission) who says things that some teachers or parents find
objectional or offensive

15
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5. In--classroom offenses

Copying someone else's work

Cheating on an exam

Not turning in an assignment

Talking back to the- teacher

Objecting to a teacher's punishment of a student

3. Equity of Enforcement of the Rules

The issue of equity of enforce sent involves the degree to which punishmenia for
equivalent offenses are fair and just for all. This does not mean that all punishments
must be equal. They may be adjusted under certain circumstances (for example,
in the legal system punishments are less if no previous offenses, if extenuating
circumstances, if temporarily insane: harsher if previously guilty, if premeditated
and deliberate). They specifically ought not to be adjusted because of ascriptive
characteristics of the person which are irrelevant to the action in question.

This question !s designed to get at whether certain characteristics of students
affect the degree of harshness or leniency. A sample question is:

In the following questions we want to knave how equally rules are

enfOrced in your school. In each situation given below, indicate
whether the circumstances would cause the penalty to be less,
whether t hey would make no difference, or whether the penalty would

be harsher. Circle one number for each situation.

- The penalty would be less, lighter

-It would make no difference
3- The penalty would be core, harsher

A student breaks a rule for which the usual penalty is
expulsion. mat diffe.tinoe, if any, would it make if
the student: Comments

I 1 2 3 1 Is young

23
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Ten characteristics of students are used.

1. Is young

2. Has parents who are wealthy or well-known in the community

3. Is popular with other students

4. Has older brothers or sisters who had a bad reputation in the school

5. Has a reputation for causing teachers trouble

6. Is a girl

7. Is nonwhite

8. Gets good grades

9. Is a lading athlete or cheerleader

10. Is not widely known in school

Four categories of usual punishment are used. The fourth,
lowered, is written so that it refers to the claisroom level.

IP
1. A student breaks a rule for which the usual penalty is

difference,if any, would it make if the student:

2. A student breaks a rule for which the usual penalty is
difference, if any, would it make if tfie student:

huavingcene'swghraatde

level

expulsion.

suspension. Whet

3. A student breaks a rule for which the usual penalty is a restriction of privileges.
What difference, if any, would it make if the student:

4. A student breaks a rule for which the usual penalty in your class is to have his/her
grade lowered. What difference, if any, would it-make If the student:

The same set of ten characteristics is used for each of the four categories of
punishment. The question can be found on pages 18-19 of both forms.

4. Knowledge and Clarity of the Rules'

In order to obey the rules one must know whit the rules are and they must spell out
what is and is not permitted clearly enough so students know when they are violating
them. One question probes this. Another probes whether students know what they
should not do, even if they have never seen official rules. It is possible that the norms
of behavior are quite clear, regardless of what the rules say. The two questions and
response categories are on the following pages. One question is on Form A, the other
on Form B.

40
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PART G - KNOWLEDGE AND CLARITY OF THE RULES

How clear are the rules in your school or class? Circle one number
for each type of rule.

1-Very Clear - The rules spell out exactly what would cause this to happen-
2-In Between - The rules spell out More or less what would cause

this to happen
3-Very Unclear-The rules are so general it all depends on who

catches _you
rIllpn't knot/that the rules are concerning this

V

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 A

1. How clear are the rules for which violation
usually leads to expulsion?

2. How clear are the rules for which violation
usually leads to suspension?

3. How clear are the rules for which violation
usually leads to a restriction of privileges?

4. How clear are the rules for which violation
usually leads to a warning?

5. How clear are the rules iny2LKcjassfor which
violation usually leads toIc7.-eredglades?

- 18



5. The Nature of the Due Process/Appeal Process Connected with the Rules

The legal system assumes innocence, provides for trial by jury and allows appeals.
An administrative system of rules and regulations in most organizations provides
for administrator ac'ountability for conformity to the rules by the administrator's
employees, though increasingly there are various grievance review procedures by
which employees can appeal what they view as unjust punishments.

This question probes the nature of the due process, or an appeal process, if any,
which exists in the school. It assumes that the existence or nature of due process
or an appeal process might well change depending on the seriousness of the offense.
Therefore, respondents are asked to describe the processes separately for each
category of rules.

Sample items are found on the following pages.

All four key categories of rules are used in the stems and the questions are split
betwcen Form A and Form B.

Appeal Process:

1. If a student has been expelled and yet thinks he/she is innocent

2. If a student has been suspended and yet thinks he/she is innocent

3. If a student has received a-punishment of a restriction of Privilege and yet
thinks he/she is innocent

4. If student has received a punishment of,having her this grade lowered and
yet winks she/he is innocent

Due Process:

1. If a student is accused of commiting an act (violating a rule)
that could lead to expulsion and thinks she/he is indocemt

2. If ,a student is .accused of committing an at (violating a rule) that could lead
to suspension andthinks she/he is innocent,

3. If a student is accused of commiting an act (violating a rule) that could lead
to a restriction of privileges and thinks he/she is innocent

. If a student is accused of commiting an act (violating ,a rule) that could lead
to having his/her grade lowered and thinks he/she is innocent

The items can be found pages 22-25 of each Form of the instrument.
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PART H THE APE r.AL PROCESS

In the following questions we want to knim what a student can do if
he/sfie has received a punishment and yet thinks he/she is innocelit?

H-I . If a student has been suspended, and yet thinks she/he is innocent

1. Can sne/he appeal? . (Check one)

75- 1., No (Skip to next page)

2. Don't knew (Skip to next page)

3. ET Yes

.2. If yes, to whcm? (the& more than one, if appropriate)

School Board

Superintendent

O Principal ,

vice Principal

7 counselors

O ors.
I:I Other. Students

Others (Explain) :

27
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PART I - DUE .PROCESS

In the following questions we want to know what a student can
do if he/she has been accused of committing an act (violating

rule) that could lea36371panishment, and thinks he/she is
innocent.

If a student is accused of committing an act (violating a rule)
that could lead toIRillsion and thinks she/he is innocent

1. Is there (or can the student request) a hearing? (Check one)

23 - 1. Z] No (Skip to next page)

2. Li Daretlallow (Skip to next page)

3. 0 Yes (Go on)

2. If yes, who conducts the hearing? (Chedk more than one, if
applicable)

0 School Board

Superintendert

Prinicpal

U Vice Principal

0 Counselors

0 Teachers

0 Other Students

.Others (Explain):

28
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6. The Possibilities of Influencing the Rules

The legitimacy of rules has to do with the degree to which people agree the rules
are good and ought to be obeyed, regardless of whether they actually do obey them.
If the rules are; perceived as legitimate, the punishments for violation are usually
also accepted as justified.

The bases of legitimacy are complex, but one aspect appears to be the degree
to which those who are expected to obey the rules feel involved in the process of
making them, and feel able to influence the rules.

In this item students are asked whether they feel able to influence the rules.

IPART E INFLUENCE ON THE RULES

or each category c.c rules helm, circle the lumber which most
closely represents the arrount of influence students in your
school or 'in your class have in making up the rules.

I- Students have a great,deal of influence

IL-Students have same influence
1-Students have very little, if any, influence

1 2 3 1.

2 3 2.

1 2 3 3.

1 2 3 4.

How mach influence do students have in
raking the rules that they would get expelled
for violating?

Haw much influence c3o students have in
making the rules that they would get
suspended for violating?

Hoe much influence do students have in
raking the rules that they would be
punished by a restriction of priveleges
for violating?

In this c ss how null influence do students have
in =king the rules that they would have their
grade lowered for violating?
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General Questions

In addition to these specific kinds of questions, a number of general items are used
to tap the general atmosphere of the schools and the classroom toward rules and
their enforcement. Stadents indicate how true each of a number of statements is.

The instructions and a sample item to illustrate

C-I
For each of the follcwing statements, rate had true it is
in your school. Circle one number for each statement.

1- Definitely true
2-Tends to be true

1

- Tends not to be true
- Definitely not true

- Dcn't knot

1r

1 2 3 4 5

The items are

Comments

1. Owe you've gotten into
trouble, 'Teeple will always

suspect you when anything
goes wrong.

grouped below by content.

Items Imp a Closed. Rtttid of Rules

Lack of Freedom from Rules or Authority:

1. You need

3. Teachers in this school feel they need to accompany their students from
place to place or check to see that they did go where they said they "ere
going.

permission to do anything around this school.

4. No matter whe
to see that you

re you are In this school, someone is always watching you
don't do-something wrong.

8. It is very import
look right.

ant to most teachers in this school that students act and

30
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Suspicion, Zeal, Harshness of Enforcement:

2. Most teachers seem to think students are always up to something, so
they Just wait for someone to do something wrong.

9. Students are expected to report other students, if they see them
violating school rules.

Items Implying an Open, Flexible System of Rules

Freedom from Rules or Authority:

3. 'There don't seem to be many rules in this school.

8. Nearly all the rules around here are necessary.

Lack of Suspicion, Zeal, Harsh Enforcement

2. The principal is usually understanding if a student does something wrong
and will give him/her the benefit of the doubt.

5. As long as you're not harming anything, the teachers here really don't
bother much with enforcing rules.

6. When you do something wrong, the teachers are really understanding
and.sympathetio here.

Items Tapping Knowledge art 1 Clarity of the Rules

7. Moat of the rules here are very general and vague.

5. Most of the time, I never know there's a rule against something until I get caught.

7. .Even though I've read or been told what the rules are, I'm often unsure whether ,

something I do is against the rules or not.

Items Tapping Equity of Enforcement

6. Teachers expect student leaders to be exaniplei and are much harder on them
if they do anything wrong.

Items Tapping tepgmacy of the Rules

4. Most of the rules around here actually help us learn.

31
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In-Classroom Items

2, The teacher can make the class do what she/he wants. Anyone who doesn't go
along will get punished.

2. The teacher doesn't expect us to question whit she/he wants us to cto.

3. The teacher has to try to persiade students to do things they/ay she/he wants.
She/he can't simply threaten tolxmish them if they don't go along.

(

32
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SELECTION

Selection as a function of schooling has both internal and external consequences.
Internally students are placed into different programs, courses, facilities or
with different teachers( which gives them different school experiences. The
different opportunities for access to jobs and-future educational experiences after
finishing highlschool as a result of being selected into different school experiences,
constitutes external selection. The questionnaire focuses on internal selection into
courses and the mechanism by which this happens. Because of the impossibility of
tracking high-school graduates longitudinally within the time frame and cost limits
of the projected use of the instrument, no items deal with external consequences of
selection.

The items deal with five dimensions of course selection:

1. The mechanisms by which a student -- Some schools simply assigp students.
ends 1,p; in a particular course Others allow varying degrees of

student choice or influence.

2. The frequency of availability of
the course

3. Who affects the selection of
a course and in what ways

4. What factors affect selection

5. The ease of changing courses

Some courses. are available every
quarter, term or semester. Others
are available only once a year, or
less.

In different schools the decision as
to which course a student will take
is made by different levels of
personnel; with varying types of
influence by others.

In different schools different combinations
of factors affect whether a student gets
into a course.

In some schools a student (Jan change
courses whenever he/she wants to
change; in others it is very difficult
to change, regardless of the legitimacy
of the reason for wanting to.

ITEMS RELATED TO EACH DIMENSION

1. The Mechanisms by Which a Student Ends Vp in a Particular Course

This a branching series of questions with subsequent responses dependant on
earlier ones. The first of the series divides respondents into three groups:
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those who are in a course because it is required; those who elected to take
it; and those who were Resigned to It for reasons other than that It was
required.

The initial question is: (See page 26 of either form)

1. Am/ did you come to take this course?

C/1

Skip to

QUeSti
6

(check one)

0 i don't know. I just found thli on my schedble.

2. 0 It was required.

0 I wanted to take it; I selected it by myself.

0 I was advised to take it, and selected it for
that reason.

0 I selected a different course, but I'm here anyway.
(`drat else did you want to take?)

Answer
tuestion 2

then skip to 6

3.

4.

5.

By itself this item should receive very different responses in different schools
and classes.

Subsequent items then explore responses 3, 4 and 5. One probes the nature
of the entry mechanism once a student has selected a course.

2. If you selected this course, either because you wanted to or
because you were advised to (responses 3 Or 4 of auestion
which of the following is true? .

51

2.

0
4. 0

3.

It was open to anyone.

It was open to anyone who met the prerequisites, and
I did, so I automatically got in when I applied.

I was selected frau those who applied.

It required approval, which I got.

Three others probe how it is that students are diverted away from what they
want to take.

3- If you selected a different course but are here anyway .

(response 5, question 1 ) , which of the following is true?

52 -1. I couldn't schedble what I wanted.

2.. 0 I didn't meet prerequisites for the course I wanted.

3. 0 The course was full by the time my name came up.

4. 0 I was denied permission to take thecourse I wanted and
'this yes, left.

S. 0 I was talked out of taking what I wanted.
17'



4. If you were talked out of taking Wi". tinted
question 3) , who talked you out of it?

53-1. CD Parents

1

2. ID Friends

3. 0 Teacher

4. 0 Counselor

5. 0 Other (Explain)

5. If you were talked out of taking what you wanted (response 5,

question 3), what argurent was most convincing to you?

54"i. Fl I would do poorly in the course

2. 0 It wouldn't help re to be what I wanted to be.

3. 0 None of my friends were taking it.

4. The teacher dislikes pecple like me.

5. p People like me generally don't take courses like this.

6. Other lExplain) :

It is in the mechanisms probed by these latter three questions that a lot of
the values of a particular school or course are revealed.

2. The Frequency of Availability of the Course

The consequences of the internal selection mechanisms are much more severe
If a student has only one opportunity to take a course, or if he must wait
a lengthy period of time before he can try again. Older students, in particular,
may graduate before they get another chance.

The questions are: (See .page 27 of either form)

6.. If you didn't take this course at this tine, when is it offered
again?

55-/. ri Next quarter

2. 0 Next semester

3. 0 Next year

4. 0 Never

0 Other (Explain) :5.
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7 Would you be able to take it then or at some later time
if you didn't take it now?

59-1. (a Yes
2. E3 No

We expect schools to differ a great deal in the number of courses which are
offered frequently enough so that the consequences of missing one are minimal.

3. Who Affects the Selection of a Course and in What Ways

The role of various authorities in deciding who is selected into which courses
is probed by this question. It is anticipated that schools will differ greatly in
the roles that various authorities play.

The question is: (See page 29 of either form)

fib that extent did each of the following ;tarsals or groups
affect whether you got into this course? Circle ale number
for each item.

Note: If the Purse you are in nag is to what
extent -did each of the following whether you
got this tezcher and levb1 of difficulty of this
course,

- One of these people this Person) attkiSillSallica
2-One of these people (this persori)_hed.

3 -One of these people (this persai
4 -These people (this person) bndzunnyango

5 -1.1teLt know had much influence these peoplei
(this person) had its

1 2 3 4 5 1.

1 2 3 4 5' 2.

1 2 3 4 5 3.

1 2 3 4 5 4.

1 2 3 4 5 5.

1 2 3 4 5. 6.

1 23 4 5 7.

1 2 3 4 5 S.

Teacher

Principal or Vice Principal

School Board or Stperintindent of
Schools

Guidance Coalselors

Psychologists or Physician

Other Authorities .Outside School

Other Students

Parents
While students may not know accurately the role of some of these people, what they thick
they do will be of great interest, compared to the responses of the authorities in the

29
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4. What Factors Affect Selection

Many of the charges of discrimination agairst schools claim that students of
certain racial and social groups do not have the Mune opportunities that white
middle and upper class students do. This item probes whether certain
characteristics do seemlo entitle one to preferential treatment.

The question format ang a sample item are: (See page 28 of either form)

K-II

c4T

Indicate had each of the foll circunstances would have
affected a student's chance offalg into this.ccurse.
Circle one number for each circumstance.

Note: If the course you are in,naw its required, answer this
question in terms of getting the particular teacher and
level of difficulty of the course you, are in.

1- This would have made it easier for the student to get in
2This would have had no effect on whether the student got in

This would haVe made it harder for the student to get in

Garments

1 2 3 1. If the student were a boy rather than
a girl.

The full set of items (split between Form A and Form B of the instrument) and
the characteristics they probe are:

1. If the student were a boy rather than a girl

2. if the student were non-white rather than white

3. If the studOnt were one of the less intelligent
students in the school rather than one of the more
intelligent

4. If the student's friends were well-regarded by the
staff in the school rather than not well-regarded

. If the stud -,nt had a more adult attitude about school,
rather than a childish one

6. If the student's paients were wealthy, rather than
poor

1. If the student were younger (freshman or sophomore)
rather than older (junior or senior).

iii

Sex

Race

Intelligence/
Ability

Peer Group

Maturity

Social Class

Age

13
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2. If the student's parents were better known in the Parental Influenqe
community rather than unknown

3. If the student's older brothers or sisters had done Sibling
well in school rather than poorly

4. If the student's grades were pretty low rather than Performance
pretty high

5. If the student were well known in the school rather Peer Group Status
than not well known

*6. If the student tended to upset and antagonize people Personality
rather than get along well with them

5. The Dope of Changing Courses

The degree to which selection decisions can be "Changed and the blasts on which
they can be changed will differ from school to school. In schools which rarely
allow changes, the selection function will have more direct and more
demonstrable consequences than in schools where great flexibility' is permitted.

F;

to

Thia item probes the ease with which a change can be made, given different,
reasons for desiring a change. The question and a sample item are:.(See page 30 of
either form)

Sqvcee you went to switch out of this course after the -tare is
well underway.. If you asked permissicn to switch out and gave
each of the following reasons for switching, indicate for each
one hose easy it ould be. Circle one mmter for each reason.

Note: If the course you are in now is required, answer this
question in terms of switching to a_ different teacher
or level of difficulty of the same course. If the
course you are in now is not required, answer this
question in terms of switairng to an entirely different
course.

-Very easy .
2 -Fairly easy

-Fairly difficult
-Very difficult or impoisible-

-Dcn't imcw; to, may knowledge no ces has ever tried it

ger

Comments

1 2 3 4 5 1. Personality conflict with teacher.
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The full set of items, split between Form A and Form B, are:

1. Personality conflict with the teacher

2. Failing or nearly failing course

3. Course too difficult

4. Dislike the subject
4,

5. My friends\re in another course

6. Another course would better prepare me for the type of occupation
I eventually want to have

1. Can't get along with other students

2. Course too easy

3. Too much work required

4. Something else seems more interesting

5. I want to leave school earlier in the day to get a job

6. My parents are- upset with some of the things we've been studying

General Questions

In addition to the specific questions probing each dimension of selection, a number,
of general items ask how difficult or, easy it is to do certain kinds of things which
are related to the selection function in a school. In some cases these item overlap
the more specific questions to provide an internal reliability check. The question
and an item to illustrate the format are: (See page 25 of both forms)
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Indicate hod easy or difficult it is to do each of the
following things in your school. Try not to be influenced
by whether or not you personally would want to do these
things. Just indicate how easy or difficult it would be if
same student in your school wanted to. Circle one number
for each question.

1Very easy
2--Fairly easy

3Fairly difficult
4Very difficult or irlipossible

5 Don't ?mod; to my knowledge no one has -ever
tried it

1 2 3 4 5 Take a course even if you haven't
had all of the prerequisites (the
courses you are supposed to hie
had which lead up to it).

The complete set of items (split between Form A and Form B) are given below,
grouped by content:

peiLree of Tracking /Importance ,f P.:erequisites

1. Take a course even'if you haven't had all of the prerequisites (the
courses you are supposed to have had which lead up to it.)

7. Take any combination of courses 3 uu lik- inwhatever sequence pleases you.

Capacity to Create Unusual Courses or Circumstances

2. Take a course by choice with students at least a grade yotmger than
yourself.

3. Take a course that your parents don't want you to take.

1. Take a course with students at least a grade ahead of you (older).

2. Get into the same course where all your friends are.

3. Take a course which is mostly taken by students of the opposite sex.

4o
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Flexibility in tin Selection Mechanisms

4. Not have to take a course over again if you once fail it.

6. Repeat just the part of a course you had trouble with or need to improve in.

9. - Take a course over again if you owe fail it (or do very poorly in it).

8. Have a new section of a course created if enough students want it.

9. Create anew course if enough students want it.

4. Not have to take a course if you can show that you know all the material
which will be covered. For example, get credit for the course if y
pass an exam, rather than taking the whole course.

7. Switch to a different course in the same subje:t if the course you're in
now seems either too easy or too hard.

8. Switch to a different subject once the course has started if the course
seems uninteresting or inappropriate. r

Range of Factors among Which One Can Select
9

5. Choose exac,ly die teacher you want in each course.

f

6. Choose the content .nd the kind of teaching that interests you in a course.
0

5. Participate in some useful out-of-school work activity during school
time and get credit for it.

34
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EVALUATION-CERTIFICATION

Evaluation-Certification as a function of schooling comprises the mechanisms of
setting standards, applying these standards t,4? the work of a course, determining
to what degree thefftve been met and communicating that judgment to the student
and to others via some recording mechanism. Though evaluation-certification has
some schoolwide aspects--often, for example, the permanent remold is standard
for the whole school--the bulk of the evaluation-certification function is found
within classooms. For this reason most of the questions apply to the classroom level.

Unlike he two F 'owl functions the items for this function are notcrouped in
a few focused ms. bather, a great number of aspects of evaluation-certification
were identified any 4eparste items written for eac' . These are grouped below in
four categories:

I. The Relati onshi between the Work of a Course and the Evaluation stem

1. Who determines the work to be done to get a particular grade and how
is this done

2. How flexible is the evaluation system

3. What is the time frame of the tasks/of the evaluations
o

4. Whan (during the course) ar' evaluations made
40

5. To what cagree does everything get evaluated

6. How important to the course is the evaluation of work

U. The Nature of the Feedback/the*Use of Evaluation Information

7. What is the frequency of feedback

8. What Use is made of the evaluation information

9.. How are the eveluationa communicated

10. How helpful are the evaluations
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HI. The Nature of the Grading Standards

11. The type of standards

12. When the standards are developed/announced

13. Who determines the standards

14. Who does the evaluating

46
15-. How consistently are the standards applied

IV. The Nature of the Final Evaluation /

16. Who determines the final evaluation and how

17. What information is used in determining a final evaluation

18. What Is recorded on the permanent record

In the section below the items are grouped by the above titles. Most of the questions
are either of the True-Not True variety, such as:

1- Definitely tr.ue
-tends to be true

- Tends not to be true
- Definitely not true

-Don't knae,

64 1 2 3 4' 5 The same 'grading standards are applied equally to everyone

or multiple choice. In the listing below, the True-Not True variety will merely be
marked T-NT. Half of the items below are in Form A; the others in Form B.

..

4
M-
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I. The Relationship between the Work of a Course and the Evaluation System

1. Who determines the work to be done to get a grade and how Is this
determined?

One multiple choice question provides four options to probe the student
and the teacher roles: (Page 36, Form A)

Silo decides the amount and quality of work that has to be

"dale to get a particular grade, or credit for a unit of

miork? (Check one)

1. 1:3 Usually the teacher decides.

2. c:3 Usually the teacher discusses it with eadh.student.
Each student's oontract may be different.

3. E] Usually it is decided outside the class. The
teacher has very little power to decide anything,
or to change what has been decided.

4. C] The studatto decide.

2. flow flexib:e is the evaluation system? ,

Flexibility of the system involves the degree to which different students can
do different things and still be evaluated fairly. Such flexibility deo
permits offsetting poor performance on one thing by superior performance
on ,nether. The two questions, both multiple choice, are:

BOW many different sets of activities axe available as
alternative ways to get the sane grade, or get credit
for a unit of work? (Check ow)

1. El Usually there is only one set of activities (No
alternatives. Everyone must do the sane things) .

2. C] Usually there is more thal one set of activities
(there are alternatives; there is some choice).

(Page 36, Form. A)

CcumP_nts

In determining the final grade, or credit, can ;cox

performance an unit of wank be of.!set by superior work

an another? (Crock acre) (page 36, Form B)

1. Usually yes.

2. 0 Usually nc.

4
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3. What is the time frame of the tasks/of the evaluations?

Spaciy has identified one importit distinguishing geature of different
types of evaluation--whether the performance tasks are time-bounded
or not.''' These five "T-NT" questions are split between Form A and
Form93. (pp 12-13)

10. Every task we get has to be d within a specified amount of time (B)

11. If a student feels he/she needs it, he/she can usually get additional
time to do any piece of work before he/she has to turn it in to get
evaluated.

(B)

14. The teacher seems to effect all or most stuck Its to achieie
similar levels of performance, but within flexible time periods,
some taking longer than others.

(B)

14. The teacher seems to expect all or most students to reach similar
levels of performance within the same period of time.

(A)

8. When we have tests, we have as much class time as we need to (A)
, work on them. No one ever has to rush to finish.

4. When (during the bourse) are evaluations made?

These three "T-NT" questions cover three points in time. They are
spilt ktween Form A and Form B. (pp. 12-13)

15. The teacher a..ways determines at which level we already can
perform on a standard before beginning a new unit of instruction.

16. The teacher usually checks on our progress'while we are working
on an assignment, instead of just waiting until we turn it in to see
how wethd.

16. A student's progress toward the goals for student learning is
always evaluated after instruction.

38
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5. To what degree does everything get evaluated? (Page 36, Form A)

N-IV

C

In. each of the following questions, check the one response

which is most like the course.

Casrents

What counts toward the final grade, or toward credit for

the unit of work? (Check one)

1. 0 Usually every piece of work we do coasts.

2. Cnly fai things count.

3. D. Regardless of him many things we dot the final grade
(or whether or not we get credit) is usually
detennined by ally ate thing (far example, a test
at the end of the term) .

6. How important to the course !s the evaluation of work? (page 12)

13. The process of evaluating learning in this course takes a great
deal of time and attracts a great deal of attention. "T-NT"

II. The Nature of the Feedtathe Use of Evaluation Information

7. What is the frequency of feedback? (Page 12)

This one "T-NT" question should distinguish courses where feedback is
frequent from those with "end-of-semester only" feedback.

9. No one knows tmtil the end of the course how what they have
done has been evaluated.

8; What use is made of evaluation information? (Page 12)

Two "T-NT" questions cover two possibilities:

12. The level of each student's perforMance is made public to other (A)
students and used to compare one pupil to another.

13. The level of a student's performance is used by the teacher to
show the student ways he/she can do better.
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.9. How are the evaluations communicated? .

The way an evaluation is communicated is often as important as the
judgment itself. One question lists a number of possibilities and
asks respondents to indicate how often they happen. ( Page' 34, Form A)

N

H How often doei the teacher of this course use each of the following
to, tell you his/her evaluation of your work? Circle one number for
eah statement.

1 Happens often
saretires

Happens rarely
1Never has happened

w w
1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2' 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

asrrents

1. Grades written on work..

2. Written comments /Hates.

3. Individual conferences, in private.

4. Counents to the whole class
(recognition or criticism).

5. Posting of grades/rank in class.

6. Other (E plain)

Two "TNT" questions also are used; (1 _,e 11)

5. If the teacher's evaluation of a piece of work is negative, the (A)

teacher usually communicates it to the student privately.

6. If the teacher's evaluation of a student's work is positive
(deserving recognition) the teacher usually lets it be known publicly. (B)

10. How helpful are the evaluations?

11. The only thing I learn from evaluations in this course is my grade. "T -NT"
(Page 12, A)

8. The evaluations t receive in this course are usually helpful; "T -NT"
T learn from them how to improve my work. (Page 11, B)
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C.

EEL The Nature of the Grading Standards

11. The type of grading,standards

These questions, all "T-NT" in format, cover comparative standards
or grading on a curve; criterion-referenced standards: blanket
standards; and adjusted or flexible standards.

7. If I do better than most other students, I get a high grade. (Page 11, B)
If I do worse than most other students, I get a low grade,
regardless of *hat my actual level of accomplishment has been.

9. We all receive the same grade, so ,how well I do depends on how
well others in the class do. (Page 12, B).

7. The teacher adjusts how hard she/he grades according to each
student's ability. (Page 12, A)

10. Everyone could get an "A: if we all did A' quality work. (Page 12, A)

15. Performance standards themselves, as set by the teacher, seem
to be flexible. All students are not expected to achieve the same
levels of performance. (Page 12, A)

1 The teacher does not alter a grade because of a student's
attitude. Students are graded on performance. (Page l2, B)

12. When the grading standards are developed and announced

One set of-multiple choice questions probes whether there are any known
standards and if there are, when they are made up aiid by whom.

(Page 35, Form A & B)
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Hag is your overall evaluation (grade) for the course determined
!ma all the information that the teacher has available?

Note: If you do now know hag the decision will be made for the
entire course, answer the questions with respect to the
unit of the course just completed.

;Co decides and in what way? (Check 'me)

1. 0 The teacher decides

.2. q

3.

4. 0

The teacher uses a formula and standards to decide.

I use a fonula and standards to decide.

I just decide.

Camients

If a forrouLa and standards are used, when are they detennined?
(Check one)

The formula and standards are
the infausetion is in (at the

The formula and standards are
beginning of the course.

made up after all
end of the course).

established at the.

One additional "T-NT" question focuses on the issue of when the standards
are announced: (Page 11, B)

5. The teachers, standards for evaluating work are 'seldom known by
students in advance

Who determines the grading st. andarda (Page 35, B)

A continuation of the multiple choice set listed under No. 2 raises the
question of who determines the standards, providing three options.

If a formula and standards are used, who makes than up? (Chedc one)

1..0 The forsula and standards are made up by the teacher.

20 The fortmda and standards are made up by people
outside the course.

3. ci The formula and standards are made 1: by re;
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14. Who does the evaluating?

In most courses the teacher does the evaluating. Two questions in this
set probe for other situations: cases where someone other than the 1

teacher is involved in the evaluating. Some of the options are more centralized
(e. g., the principal); others are 11v-se open (e.g. , involving students is the
evaluating).

Two questions are used: one to' probe how often something is done;
the other to probe how importantit is if it is done. The questions and an
item to illustrate are (Page 32, 33, both forms)

FIT
:

Indicate haw oftisn each of the fallowing happens in this coarse.
Circle one timber for each statement. .. _

.

Ccxtrrents

If each of the following happens, indicate how important it is in
determining your final grade in the cokse. .

1This never has happened
2This happens and has great importance the teacher gives it just

as is or acre consideration than if he/she had clone the
evaluation
rr. This happens and has. awe ittp:ortancethe teacher does take it

into account
4This happens, but. has little or no importance --the teacher

hardly even considers it
This happens but I don't know how important it is

1 2 3 4 5 1. Does your teacher ever ask you to
evaluate your own work?
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The full set of items, 'split between Form A and Form B, are (the
same set is used fOr each question):

1. Does your teacher ever ask you to evaluate your own work:

2. Are yoti ever asked to evahiate the work of other students?

3. Does the teacher ever have you take a schoolwide test as part of
the evaluation?

a

4. Does the principal ever evaluate your. work?

1. Does your teacher ever ask other students in the class to evaluate
your work?

2. Does ypur teacher ever ask someone outside the class to evaluate
your work?

3. Does the teacher ever have you take a departmentwida test as part
of the evaluation of your work in the course?

15. How consistently are the standards applied? (Page 11, A)

6. The same grading standards are applied equally to everyone. 1,7-NT"
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IV. The Nature of the Final Evaluation

16. Who dett :mines the final evaluation and how?

One multiple choice question explores the relationship between
teacher and student in establishing the student's final evaluation.

(Pake 36. both forms)
Garments

that is the relationship between the teacher and student
in the decision about your overall evaluation (grade)?
(Check one)

1. El Ile teacher makes a final decision-without caisulting
the student

2. U Ilse teacher makes a tentative decision and 'discusses
it with the student before making it final.

3. The student makes a tentative decision and discusses
it with the teacher. The teacher then makes final
what they agree on.

4. 0 Tte student makes the final decision without
consulting the teacher.

17. What information is used in determining a final evaluation?

This question lists a variety of aspects of a course that might be used
and also asks respondents to indicate how important each is.

The question and an item to illustrate the format are: (Page 31, both forms)

Indicate how important each of the following is in determining the
final evaluation (grade) you receive in this course. Circle one
number for each aspect.

Note: If you do not /gnaw haw inportant these pre for the entire
course, answer the questions with respect to the
unit* the course just axpleted._fit

2 ;ace importance

I 111
Little or no importance
Don't

1 2 3 4

Comments

1. Quality of your written cLssEmork
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The full set of items, split between Form A and Form B, are:

1. Quality of your written classwork

2. Grades on teacher-made tests,

3. Quality of your oral participation. For example answers to
er questions, taking part in discussions, maldng speeches.

4. Past record in school work

5. Willingness to help others

1. Quality of your written homework.

2. Classroom, attitude and behavior

Quality of the projects you do
.

4. pa* record in extracurricular activities

5. Thi ivay yciu dress

t

18. What is recorded on the permanent record?

Three multiple choice questions, the second of whiehcovers the variety
of possibilities: (Page 34, form A and B)

4'
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0/1

rJ

Does your performance in this course get permanently recorded?
(Check one)

35-1: 0 Yes. There is'a permanent record, kept by the school.

2. 0 No. There is no permanent record, only my copy of any
evaluation.

Mat information about your c..c.,rk in the course is recorded
on the permanent record (if' there is one?) (Check all
which apply)

1. 0 My grade in the course

2. .0 Written canmnts about ne fran my teacher

3. 0 Pow well 141id -on each of a set of carpetency
') tests.

4. 0 My rank in the class

5. 0 Davit know

6. 0 Other (E:colain:

Contents

Catinents

fails, is this recoraed on fiTh7her permanent
one)

. Yes

2, a No

Came

One 711-NT" question probes for a situation that permits a second chance:

9. If we do not do well in a course, tLere are opportunities to improve
the grade later o er the course is over.' (page 10, A)

5 4
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INSTRUCTION

Instruction as a function of schooling consists of the mechanisms by Which schools
make a systematic attempt to increase the Information base and to improve the
cogil e, physical and affective skills of studenti. Since these attempts are always
ni within classrooms, the questions probing this function are focused on the classroom.

Four question formats are used: the standard "True-Not True" format, one that probes
haw often the teacher m ices certain things for the course, ooe that prcibes the
teacher's acceptance of different types of activities (required to not permitted) and
oisb-r-tha asks the percentage of time spent in different types of activities.,

the number of ways one can categoiize instruetional activities is very large. We have
used:

1. A set of teacher behaviors commonly agzeed to be important
(True-Not True &mat; some itemszphrased negatively)
("T-NT") -

2. A set of student influence questions ("T-NT")

3. A set of questions about the variety of options available ('T -NT ")

4. A set of procedural qustions about the clatir ("T-NT")

5. A set of student behaviors ("Required-to-Not Permitted" format)

6. A set of cognitive behaviors based on Bloom's Taxonomy
("How Often Required" format)

7. A set of types of class and homework activities ( "Amount of Time" f--mat)

1. A Set of Teacher Behaviors

The "True-Not True" format, with an example, is:

For each of the. follotnring statements, rate how true it is 1

in this class. Circle One number. 5 each statement.

Definit4ly trim'
to be true

-irek3s not to be true
-Definitel- not true

Don't

4,-mw.47707

Comments

1 2 3 4 5 The teacher makes us' do things
cilit.11 are of mare interest to
him/her than to the crabs.
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The items split between Form A and Form B are:

1. The teacher makes us do things which are of more Merest to him/her
than to the class. (Page 11,, B)

2. It is hard to predict what Zhe teacher will tell us to do next. The way
she/he reacts seems to depend on how she/he feels at the time.

(Page 11, A)
3. The teacher Can he trusted to do things that will help students rather

than harm them.- 11, B)

4. Students don't feel confident that what the teacher wants them to do i$
in their, own best interest. (Page 11, A)

17. The teacher expresses delight in the efforts

17. The teacher rarely encourages and supports
their efforts to learn.

or achievements of studerts.
(Page 13, A)

tl'e slower students in
(Page 12, 44610.

18. The teacher rarely shows concern about students' personal problems.
(Page 12, B)

18. The teacher usually understands what information or 1..elp is needed
by students.. (Page 13, A)

.

19. The teacher frequently asks students how their work is progressing.
(Page.13, A)

20. The teacher does not seem to believe in the value and Importance of
what is being taught. (Page 13, A)

20. The,teacher brings in his/her own experiences with the subject matter
while teachin3. (Page 13, B)

21. The teacher is good at explaining and interpreting the subject matter.
(Page 13, A)

Part of the set is phrased :n terms of a personal relationship to the student.

21. The teacher usually disCiplines me when I need to be disciplined.

22. Th-J teacher liKes me. (Page 13, A)

(Page 13, B)

24. Thetsacher usually understands me.

25. The teacher usually helps me wherever I need help.

22. Tha teacher is usually fair to me.

(Page 13, A)

(Page 13, A)

(Page 13, B)

24. The teacher rarely tries to find out how I feel about things.
(Paga 13, B)
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23. The teacher rarely pays attention to my ideas andopinions.
(Page 13, B)

30. The teacherexpetts me to do only a certain quality work and teaches
me accordingly. (Page 13, B)

J

22. The teacher rarely notices when something is bothering me.
(Page 13, A)/

2. # Set o"tudent Influcnce Questions

Ties L uses the same "True-Not True" format.

25. Students have little influence over what subject matter the course
will cover. 1 - (Page 13, B)

26. Students have a lot of influence over the kind of learning activities the
course will, have. (Page 13, A)

30. Students have a lot of influence on the physical atmosphere of the room
(color of the walls, type of furnishings, etc..). (Page 13, A)

27. Students have little choice as to when, where, and how learning
activities may be pursued. (Page 13, A)

3. A Set of Questions Abciut the Variety of Options Available

("True-Not True" format)

4. When the teacher wants us to do something, she/he permits the class
to consider different ways of doing what she/he wants or doing other
things Water i. (Page 11, B)

26. A variety of learning activities are provided within any class period so
different students are doing different things at the same time.

(Page 13, B)
27. A variety of learning activities are provided from day to day.

(Page 13, A)

4. A Set of Procedural Questions About the Class

("True-Not True" format)

28. Class activities and assiglments are explained clearly.
(Page 13, B)

28. Materials are plentiful and easily available for use by students.
(Page 13, A)
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29. The materials and learning activities used in this course rarely hold
my attention (Page 13, B)

29. Class learning activities are ended with a review or something that
sums up what was covered.

5. A Set of Student Behaviors

as

The item format and an example are:

,(Page "3, A)

Different teachers like different things to happkal in their
classrocms. We want to know haw this teacher feels about each
of the following kinds .of activities place in this class.
For each statement below, circle the number which is mos,
like the way things are in this class.

1 Required (The teacher requires it)
2 Encouraged but not required (The teacher wants you to d; it)
I Permitted but not encouraged (Doesn't matter cne way

or the other to the teacher)

Permitted but discouraged (The teacher doesn't like it)
Not permitted 0

Does not apply to this course

Caments

1 2 3 4 5 6 1. Students offering an opinicaof course

material that differs fran the teacher's.

The complete set of items is: (Page 37, A and B)

1. Students offering an opinion of course material that differs from the teacher's.

2. Students raising questions about the wPy the teacher ass.,gns grades.

3. Students raising questions about the teacher's rules for class behavior..

4. Students raising questions about the way the topic is being taught.

5. Students giving presentations or.demonstrations to the class.

6. Students writing reports about topics that personally interest them.
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7. Students learning more about a topic they're studying by using resources
outside the school.

8. Students playing games which involve taking the part of oth,nr people or
characters.

1. Students asking for clarification of something the teacher has already said.

2. Students offering an opAnion of course material that differs from the textbook.

3. Students relating thi.ngs that happen outside of class to topics they study
In clam.

4. Students raising questions about why they are studying a certain topic.

5. Strdents raising questions about the kinds or number of homework
assignments.

6. Students writing reports about opics studied in class.

7. Students speaking out and giving their own opinions about things.

8. Students using computer terminals, tape recorders or other available
machines.

6.- A Set of Cognitive Behaviors Based on Bloom's Taxonom

The item format and an example are (Page 38 A and B)

Bog often does the work in this course require that you do
each of the,following things? Circle one fctLeach

question.

Often required
Screstimes required

3 Rarely required
4 Never has been required

Came nts

2 3. 4 01.- Recall frau memory specific facts
or ideas.

5.a
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Th(. complete set of items is:'
tit

7
Recall from memory specific facts or ideas

02. Repeat a given statement, response or acitiirity more than once.

03. txplein the underlying causes, principles or elements behind why
things happen or how they work.

c,
04. Judge the value or merit of something based on specific standards or

evidence.

05. Openly express your feelings and insights abmit things that are important
to you.

01. Restate the Content of a given item or idea in a different way (e.g. , water
=

02. Apply skills or ideas learned in one situation to a similar but different
situation (for example, applying the principles of the decimal system

r
to counting money).

03. Pull together a variety of facts or ideas into a new way of viewing their
relationship to each other.

04. Demonstrate an awareness of and sensitivity towards the world around
you and manis past achievement.

05. Do things well in &mit of others.
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7. A Set of Types of Class and Homework Activities

P-I

The item format and an example or the in-dlassroom activities are:

In term' (10) ordinary meetings ci\this course (a two- week, period

for a course that meets every day) , approximately wnat percentage
of class time is spent in each of the following activities,: settings.

Circle one number for each activity or setting.

Less than 10% of the time (less than bne class period every
two weeks, for a course. that meets daily)

Between 10% and 25% of the time (one or two'clar... periods
out of ten; or 10 -25% of every class period)

Between 25% and 50% of the time (tlume to five class periods
out of tens or 25 -50% of every class period

Between 50% and 75% of the time (five to eight class
periods out of tenvor 50-75% of average claps period:

More than 75% of the time (nearly every class period, or
nearly all of each class period)

Comments

3 4 5 1. Self-instructicn
writing assignments.

The complete set of items, split between Form A and Form B, is: (Page 39, A and B)

1.

2.

3.

Self-instruction (e.g., reading,' writing assignments)

Student-group instruction (e.g. , discussions, roleplays, games).

Machine-mediated instruction (e.g., movies, tape recJrdings, visieetanes).

4. Outside instruction (e.g. , field trips, work in businesses, etc. ).

1. Student-led instruction (e.g. , listening to reports; a student acting as
teacher).

2. Teacher-led instruction (e.g., lectures, total-class discussion).

3. Outsider-led instruction (e.g., talk by someone from the Chamber
of Commerce, League of Women Voters, etc.).

4. Working individually.

5. Working in small groups, four to ten.

5. Working in groups of two or three.

6. Working in large groups, eleven to full class.
61
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The out-of-classroom question format is similar, but with two additional
questions asking the total number of hours:

Think of the amount of time you have spent over the last two weeks

in out-of-class work for this class (doing assignments, homework).

Include time spent in study halls doing work for this class.

Mat is the approximate total nutter of hours you spent? Place
the number in the box helm. 1

.41111i.

hours

Approximately what pexcentage of this time did you spend on
each of the following activities? Circle one number for
each type of 'activity.

1 Less than 10% of the time
2 Between 10% and 25% of the time

Betuten 254 and 50% of the time
4 Between 50% and /5% of the time

13re than 75% of the time

1-------'
.

1 1 3 4 5 1. Stritir.g (e.g. , answering questions,

, writirg reports) .

Cularents

The complete set of items, split between Form A and Form B is:
(Page' 40, A and B)

1. Writing (e.g. , answering questions, writing reports).

2. Interviewing (e.g. , asking someone about something).

3. Doing acutual work (e.g. , helping a volunteer organization; trying a job
for which pay is usual).

1. Reading (e.g. , books, materials, newspapers, magazines).

2. Watching/visiting (e.g. , watching assigned TV program, going to an
exhibit, visiting a place of work).

3. Practicing (e.g., preparing for a speech the next day by practicing it.

4. Making something (e.g. , an exhibit, a poster, etc. ).
6')
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SOCIA Li ZATIION

Socialization involves the processes used for developing in persons those
attitudes, beliefs, expectations, values and affective capacities fir Fccessfully
performing roles in specified social systems. In school, the principal
socialization effort involves trying to get students to successfully perform the
role, "student." While in various schools there may be different degrees of
overlap between what is needed to be a "student" and what is needed to be
a successful adult outside, every school focuses basically on getting students to
conform to its view of how students ought to behave.

The questions in this section, 'therefore, involve a long list of statements ¶bout
how students should behave or wnat teachers or schools should be able to do with,
or to, students. The format and a sample item are:

Bar each of the fo sl t.r--.--7rt,M.rctenents le the lumber which
is most like the way things are in yo= schzol. to
onager with respect to your School. DO NOT just give your personal.
opinion of the statement.

-This is not stressed in my school.
2-This is stressed/ but no one mentions it. Everyone is use to

to doing It this way, and the way things are organized,

it's very difficult to cb anything else.
3-The staff wants this but students don't. This is stressed

by the staff of the schcol. They explain that
this is-W-lhey want or expect things to be.
Students tend to both and resist.

4 -The students want - 4 ---, t. is

stressed by the sents of the schcol. The

Way they act, or the way they explain things to

other students shows that this is how they want
or expect things to be. The staff tends to

both disagree and resist.
-Both students and staff want this.

This is stressed by the staff and the stur*-

of the schcol. They agree this is bad tE js
should be.

ilr V V
can is

l- -2 3 4 5

The school should have rules to cover almost all aspects
of a studentr behavior.

Through comparing those marked "1" across different schools, ,Afferent
conceptions of the student role can be identified. Responses 3, 4 and 5 indicate
points of strain or impending change (otherwise they probably would not be
conscious and response 2 would be chosen). Response 2 is the unconscious notion
of how students should behave.
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The full set of items below is grouped into categories according to the other four
functions. Schools perform each of those functions in a particular way. The
socialization mechanisms try to get students to conform to and accept the way in
which the other functions are performed, for that is what defines the student role.

1. Socialization Questions Related to Custody/Control

2. The school should have rules that covet almost all aspects of a student's
behavirr. (13,

30. Students ought to be involved in making up the rules which affect them
if they are expected to obey them. (B)

1. School rules should :Tell out exactly what a student is expected not to do.
(A)

2. The school rules should be limited to those which are necessary to
help students. (A)

13. 8+dents ought to obey only those rules they helped make.

16. Students ought to be consulted about all school rules before they
become official.

(A)

(A)

38. Students should obey the school's rules only If they have been convinced
that they are for their own good. (A)

39. Students should obey the scLool's rules tecause the consequences of not
doing so are severe. (A)

36. Students should not have to obey unreasonable school rule:... (B)

37. Students should obey the school's rules because the staff and administrators
who made them up are older and wiser than the students. (B)

6.' Students ought to obey any rule made up by school officials. (A)

13. Students ought to obey the school's rules without the need for someone
to watch over them. . .(B)

10. Someone ought to watch students all the time because they will break the
school's rules if they can get away with it. (B)

19. Students should not be expected to have enough self-discipline to obey the
rules all by themselves. (A)
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5. Students should be considered innocent of breaking a rule until prcven
guilty. (A)

11. Students should be able to appeal any punishment if they think they are
Innocent. (A)

28. A student should accept a punishment, even if he/she is innocent.
1A)

32. A student should refuse to accept a punishment and appeal his/her
case if he/she thinks he/she is innocent. (A)

9. All students who break the same rule should receive the same
punishment, regardless. (B)

20. Students who break the same rule should have their punishments
adjusted if their case has special circumstances.

15. Students who aretvcredit to tho school should receive a lighter,
punishment than usual if they break a rule.

26. Students are not supposed to try to get special treatment.

27. Regardless of the rules of the school, a student ought tn obey what
a teacher says.

8. Teachers should be able to discipline students and not have their
decisions questioned.

(B)

(B)

(A)

3. Teachers should have a lot of leeway in enforcing rules.
(B)

6. Teachers should have the right to make up whatever rules they want.

(B)

35. Students ought to be allowed to leave the school grounds whenever they
wish. (B)

24. A student's personal appearance and dress ought to be entirely his/her
choice. (B)

8. Students ought to be in class during class time.
(B)
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33. Students ought to ask permission to do things, even though they know
it's O.K. and will be allowed. (A)

5. Schools should have the kinds of rules found in society at large so
that students will become used to them.

(B)

2. Socialization Questions Related to Selection

9. Students should be able to help decide which courses are to be offered.
(A)

14. Students ought to take the courses their teachers or counselors tell
them to take.

4. Students should decide what courses they want to take ?aid when to
take them.

(A)

(A),
12. Students ought to'indicate what courses they want to take, but the final

decision should be make by the school staff.
(A)

34. Teachers should be able to limit the students who can take their course
to those who have the highest ability.

/ (A)

35. Teachers should be able to limit the students who can take their course
to those who have the best grades in other courses. (A)

36. Teachers should be able to limit the students who can take their course
to those who have taken certain prerequisite : 'Irises.

4 IA)

11. All students should have the same chance to take the courses they want,
regardless of who they are or what kind of record they have in school.

(B)

14. If more students sign up for a course than can be handled, the teacher
ought to be able to pick whichever students he/she wants.

(B)

21. If more students sign up for a course than can be handled, the selection
of students to be in the course should be dons at random.

(A)

22. If more students sign up for a '.curse than can be handled, new sections
of the course should be created to handle the demand.

(A)

18. If more students sign up for a course than can be handled, those with
better grades should get preference.

(A)
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7. Once a student begins a course, he/she should stick to it and not
try to switch to another course.

15. Students ought to be able to switch out of a course before it is over
if they have a good reason.

10. Students ought to be able to switch teachers or classes (within the
same course).

(A)

(A)

(A)

3. Socialization Questions Related to Evaluation/Certification

23. The same grades ought to be given to everyone, regardless of the level
of any one student's performance.

(B)

25. The final grade a student receives should be based on how well he/she
does in comparison to the other students in the class.

(A)

12. The final, grade a student receives should be based on everything
he/she does in the comae, not just on test scores.

(13)

18. The final grade tt student receives in a course should be adjusted for
his/her ability. Slow students should not be expected to do as well
as faster ones to get the same grade.

(B)

31. A student should graded on his/her overall qualities as a person,
not just on how well he/she does school work.

(A)

17. The final grade a student receives in a course should be based only
on his/her test scores.

40. Evaluations of students ought to be based on absolute standard of
performance.

45. Students should not be graded at all.
c.

21. Teachers should state ahead of time what has to be done to get any
particular grade.

23. Teachers should explain how they determined the grades for the
students in a course.

26. Teachers ought to grade students on whatever basis they wish.

(A)

(A)

(B)

(B)

(A)

(A)
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20. Evaluations ought to merely indicate whether the student did well or mt.

16. Evaluations ought to help students in Improving their work.
(B)

43. Teachers should use the evaluations of their students' work in planning
how to correct any problems students had. (A)

41. Once a student gets a grade in a course, he/she should have the chance
to get it changed later by extra work. (A)

42. If an assignment has a definite time period, every student should have
his/her work evaluated at the ft.'. of that time, regardless.

(A)

44. The only things worth learning are what the teacher' gives grades on

4P'
Teachers ought to do all the evaluating of student Work.

a

4. Socialization Questions Related to Instruction

(B)

28. Students are supposed to have assignments done on time, regaAless of
problems in their personal life that may make it difficult.

4. Students should ask questions when they don't understand.

(B)

(B)

25. A student should regard it as hi /her fault if he/she misunderstood an
an assignment and did the wrong thing. ' (B)

3. A student &A IM heliother'itudentr who are having trouble in a course.
-,,, (A)

19. i Studente ought to have a lot of influence over what material will be
covered in a course.

(B)

29. A student should not do something Just because teacher wants him/her to.
(A)

30. Students ought to offer an interpretation of the material that is
different from the teachers if they really believe their's is 'a good one.

(A)

29. Students ought to learn only the teacher's opinions of the material.
(B)

40. Students shoul be required to present t ieir own ideas and interpretations
of materials ey study. (B)

41. Students shoule memorize all of the important facts of the materal they study.

(B)

6.8
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42, Students should not have to study anything but, the textbook.
(B)

43. Students should be required to searci '71: many sources other than
the textbook when studying something

24. Teachers ought to spend their time teaching the subject and not get
all involved with students' learning problems. (A)

27. Teachers ought to be alert to problems students are having Icarr.ing the
material and find ways to help thai.

(A)

17. The teachers ought to decide what material will be covered in the_covise.
(B)

22. A course ought to.have a lot of flexibility in what materials are covered.
(B)

37. The school should recognize and encourage excellence in any activity.
(A)

32. The school ought to promote cooperation among students.
(B)

33. Students ought to be supported b, cne school for asserting their individuality.

(B)

1. A student should feel especially proud when his/her work Is better than
anyone else's.

(B)

7. A student should feel proud of anything that represents the b4st he can do.
(B)

31. Studentedought to have t...:erance of people different from themselves.
(B)

39. Students should view their studying as an opportunity to grow, not just
fulfilling a requirenVent to get a grade.

(B)
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CHAPTER III: THE INITIAL TEST OF THE INSTRUMENT

Individual Student Test

The initial draft was completed on December 10, 1974, submitted shortly
thereafter to the' Office of Management and Budget for approval. Meanwhile,
consistent with those regulations, this instrument was tested on six individual
students, two at a time, with the principal developer, Dr. Jerry Fletcher,
present, answering all questions and making notes on difficulties. Purpose
of this initial test was to identify problems in administration and clarity of
the questionnaire.

From these initial individual tests a number of needed changes were obvious.
The instrument was too long. It took nearly two and one-half hours for the
individual student to complete. Parts were too complex, particularly the
Socialization section. A number of items and sets cf. instructions presented
wording or comprehension.problems. Generally it did not seem the instrument
was ready to be used in its existing form with a classroom of students.

As a result, a decision was made to split the instrument into two parts so
that any one student would fill out only one-half of the instrument. This still
provided adequate numbers of students for statistical purposes within any
one classroom. A large number of wording changes in items and instructions
were made to eliminate words with which students had difficulty. The response
clap -ories the Socialization section were greatly simplified so that students
eoaid answer them easily. A set of administrative procedures and instructions
for teachers usirq the instrument in a classroom were written.

Classroom Tests

On January 23, 1975, using the classroom of 0E3 teacher in a suburban high
school, the instrument was tested ,using the written administrative procedures.
Purpose'of this test was to test the administrability and clarity of the revised,
instrument (now in two parts). The initial attempt revealed numerous problems.
The instrument still appeared to be too long and too difficult for some students
to read and answer. The administrative procedures were written assuming
that the class would stay together and that the teacher would read the instruc-
tions to each set of items before having students proceed, much, for instance,
as the College Board tests are administered. This proved to take far too
much time, and the variation in speed of the students meant that some
students had to sit as long as five minutes after finisuing a section while
other students were completing it. Also, the demographic information about
the student tiliNtnstituted the first section or the instrument had several
items that were too difficult to complete without assistance by the teacher,
which took an enormous amount of time. It took three full class periods on
three successive days to complete the instrument.

7i.
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As a result of these difficulties a decision was made to immediately test the
instrument on a second class taught by. the same teacher. This time the
attempt to keep the class together was abandoned. The teacher merely read
the instructions to the first set of items as a sample, and then allowed the
students to proceed at their own rate. A large number of the demographic
items were eliminated so that the remaining ones could be filled out quickly
and easily. This second trial worked in a far superior manner. Students were
able to Complete the instrument in only slightly more than one class period.
The item wording changes made after the initial individual students completed
the questionnaire had eliminated so many problems that students could work
through the instrument without continued instruction from the teacher.

Revisions After Review of the Data

After preliminary review of this data and discussions with the Project Officer
in Washington, a number of specific changes to make items more interpretable
were, identified and some changes in wording of instructions were also made.
In an eiiort to reduce respondent fatigue, a decision was made to try yet
another administrative procedure: splitting each half of the instrument into
three portions, one to be taken on three subsequent days, each one taking
approximately 20 minutes. These revisions were incorporated into the
instrument without necessitating a major retyping of the-instrument, and
the instrument was tried out by three additional classrooms, two in a high
school different from the first, which would allow between-school comparisons
on the items; and one class of seniors in the same high school as the original
classes which would allow analysis of the data between different age groups.

The data`was analyzed and the report of the findings, with the description of
the/analysis procedures, is provided in Part I of Volume II: Technical
Re Ports. A summary of the findlags is provided below. .

1. The procedure of running the test over three consecutive days is
wo2lcable but awkward-and it would appear 0...±:,,r4 r to reduce
the length of the test so that it could be filled o even by relatively
slow students in one period. It appears from analysis of the data
that a number of simplifications can be effected which would make
this possible. '

2. The data analysis procedures are more effective with some of the
items than with others. In particular, the Socialization section needs
et further simplification of the response categories and the

developing of them into a scale. Changes have been identified in all
sectirs to improve the instrument.
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3. Keypunch time is substantial and expensive. If the revised version
were to be used with several hundred students, as would be necessi-
tated in testing a whole school, some form of mark-sense answer
sheet would be essential.

4. It appears the items can be analyzed and interpreted clearly and the
results presented in a format that makes comparisons between
classrooms and between schools possible. It appears that these
interpretations are consistent with the initial theory.

The changes indicated above were incorporated into the new draft

Review by Outside Consultant Panel

A total of twelve individuals were identified in early January to serve as a
review panel to read and comment on the instrument, according to a set of
criteria. The instrument and these criteria were distributed to them on
January .15, 1975. Cu January 28 and 29, SiX of the individualsmet each day,
presented their comments, and discussed the instrument. Their comments
were extensive and constructive, identifying biases in the items, changes in
the response categories that would make the instrument applicable to a wider
variety of schools and suggestions about the possible utility of the information. .

A summary of these suggestions is included in Appendix B. These suggestions
provici62 significant assistance in the revision of the instrument.

Review of the Literature

One of the initial agreensInts of the contract was that a thorough review of the
literature would be conducted. AD initial review using the ERIC system was
conducted in July and August of 1974, based on SpadyJa functional categories.
This review turned vp so few references that seemed)?elevant that the initial
work on the instriment was done almost from scratch. hi September,
Fletcher and Spady collaborated on a proposal for a paper to be delivered
at the American Eaucational Resaarch AssociatIon annual meeting in Apri
which would describe this work in relation to other releiant research work.
This proposal was accepted for the annual meeting. By February the shape
of the inst -nt and the releyance of the work to various school change
efforts had come sufficiently clear that anew review of the literature appeared
appropriate, based this time not on the eutstantive categories of Spad7is
work but on the kind of instrumerilOan that the draft instrument represented
and whether 01 not this type of Lastrumentation had previously been used in
efforts to change and improve schools. This review was far more successful,
identifying through the ERIC system some 100 references of which approxi-
mately 30 were relevant Two weeks in March were spent, pricipally by
Dr. Fletcher, in synthecuzing this data and preparing the paper for AERA.
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As a result, the development work represented by this instrument is much
more precisely located within a set of a'number of other research efforts, and
the way in which it goes beyond the previous work is clearly identified.

Office of Management and Budget/Protection of Human Subjects Clearance

The instrument was submitted shortly before the middle of December 1974
and official clearance was not received from OMB until January 21, 1975.
Written approval was not received until the second week in February, although
on the strength of a phone call from the NIE officer in charge of clearance,
during which he provided the clearance number, classroom testing did proceed.
Protection of Human Subjects clearance took much less time as the committee
is a local committee, though some revisions wer necessitated by this.

Plan for Subsequent Testing

Part of the J.:itial agreement of the contract was that a plan for testing the
instrument would be developed and a plan would be developed for the subsequent
use of the irstrument including the potential use in a research and development
effort centering on Oregon's competency based educational system. An initial
draft of the plan for testing the instrument was prepared on December V.
These steps have to a large extent been followed. From a February visit
lo Washington, D. C. and the several substantial discussions with NIE statis-
ticians, some changes were made, They provided valuable advice in designing
procedures for item analyses, sampling for classroom within schools, and for
schools within the state.
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CHAPTER IV: THE SECOND TEST OF THE INSTRUMENT

Utilizing the findings from the tests of the instrument in January and
February, 1975; the input from the review panels in January; and the extensive
discussions with NIE statisticians in March and April; the instrument was
revised completely during the first two weeks of May. Items were created,
revised, or deleted until every section of the instrument was made upof
a set of scales and subscales, and virtually every item was part of one or
another scale. Every scale was tested .for interpretability, and the procedures
for combining items were 141 out before the items were included in the
instrument. The listing of the Items, by scale, is included in Volume II:
Technical Reports. .

Planning the Test

After extensive discussions with David Faulkenberry of the Oregon State
University Survey Research Center, during which the various suggestions of
NIE statisticians were reviewed, a plan for conducting the second test of
the instrument emerged.

.1--

In order to stay within the financial limitations of the contract, a sample
size of six high schools was selected. 'After consideration of numerous school
characteristics, two were selected over which to vary the schools: school
size, and an informal estimate of the degree to which the school had moved
to implement the state competency-based graduation requirements. The
following six cell table was to contain one school per cell.

Movement to
Implement
Competency-
Based Graduation
F quirement

HIGH

LOW

Table 1

Size of School

Smill (under 500) Medium (500 -1000) [arse (over 1000

1 1 1

1 1 1
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Within each ochool a set of eight classrooms were to be selected, from among
all of the classes within a certain time period that fell into each of the cells
of the following table:

Table 2

Freshman or Sophomore

Elective Required

Junior or Senior

Elective Required

Academic 1 1 1 1

Vocational 1 1 1 1

0

Academic = Language Arts
Social Studies
Mathematics
Science
Foreign Language

Vocational = Business Education
Practical Arts
Occupational Related
Occupational Exploration
Occupational Preparation
Fine Arts

The variables: grade level (freshman/sophomore vs. junior /senior), type
of class Academic vs. vocational), and degree of student choice (required
vs. elective), were selected because theoretically they would probably be
associated with variations in the results of the instrument. They also
appeared to be characteristics of classes that school personnel could readily
determine.

Selecting the Schools

Utilizing the list of all high schools in the State of Oregon provided by the
State Department of Education, all those within a radius of seventy-five
miles from Portland were listed and grouped ascending to size. From these,
three lists of ten were selected at random: ten small high schools (enrollment
under 500); ten medium sized high schools (enrollment 500-1000); and ten

' large high schools (over 1000).
;_:7----/
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Then, using information from members of the State Department of Education,
the schools in each list of ten were grouped as to the extent to which they
had made progress in implementing the State's new competency-based graduation
requirements and minimum standards. The three which were estimated to
have made the most and the three which were estimated to have made the
least in each group of ten were selected, and letters were sent to these
eighteen asking for their cooperation in testing the questionnaire. As it was
near the end of the school year, and securing cooperation of schools at that
time would be difficult, eighteen schools were selected to allow alternates.
The intent was to find one in eachset of three that would be willing to cooperate.
This is what we finally obtained. One school in each of the cells was willing
to permit the test.

Negotiating Dates and Procedures

Dates of administration and class selectiori were handled by telephone.
After the time-frame was determined, the local administrator classified
all classes into the cells_of Table 2. Then by\tclephone, using a randOm number
table, the eight classes were selected. In some, schools there were no classes
in some cells (most lien, upper-classmen required classes). In this case
two classes from the adjacent cell were selected (e:g., two upper- classme,n
electives).

Conducting the Test .

The questionnaires were delivered personally to each school. A meeting
was held with the cooperating teachers prior to the administration during which
the procedures of administration were outlined, code numbers were distributed,
and any questions were answered. Classes were coded, and the subject
matter was coded, to permit comparisons on these bases. Then, individual
classroom teachers administered the questionnaires, and NWREL personnel
stood by to handle any difficulties. For the most part there were none,
other than that it took longer for some students (about 25%) than the usual
45-minute period. This was handled by allowing students to stay late to
finish. The testing took place over the last two weeks of May, and into the
first days of June. Two major deviations from the planned administrative
procedures were necessary: in one school with modular scheduling the
periods were not long enough to permit a classroom administration of the
instrument, and there was not time to schedule extra long periods. To
minimize disruption in the school, 2r ) students selected at random were
brought into the cafeteria for the administration. The students were classified
as academic or vocational, and as freshmen/sophomore or junior /senior,
but the class with respect to which they answered t he question varied widely
(everyone used the first period class). As a result, no "classroom" analyses
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of this school's data were conducted (there were far more than eight). In

one other school it was not possible to schedule the testing until after the
seniors had graduated, so the data collected is or freshmen, sophomores, and
juniors only.

Each teacher administering the questionnaire was given a master copy on
Which to record all of the difficulties, if any, encountered in administering
the questionnaire. In this way-all of the needed revisions of items were
recorded in a single place. These suggestions were used in
revising the instrument for the final time. Each teacher also filled out a
simple questionnaire (five items) rating his or her class on the underlying
dimensions of the questionnaire, as a gross way of determining the fit between
the student responses, and the teacher's view of how the class is run,
Finally, the principal at each school answered a questionnaire on ho* far
his school had come in implementing the competency-based graduation
requirements, as a way of checking the accuracy of the estimates of the
State Department rating of each school.

Key Punching

Cards were keypunched directly from the questionnaire.

Computer Programs

The SPSS system programs were used in the analysis, principally the Cross-
!Tabs, ANOVA, and Guttman Scale Programs.

1

Data Analysis

Very limited data processing money precluded many analyses. : Fach school
was provided with the Means and Standard Deviations of each scale and subscale,
broken down by types of class and by various subgroups of students. Signifi-
cance tests were also provided (principally t-tests) between subgroups and
types of classes within each school.

An Analysis of Variance by item across schools or classes (depending on
the referent of the item), and a Guttman Scale analysis for each scale were
used to weed out redundant items, or those which did not differentiate schools
or classes. Since tilt classroom and the school were the unit of analysis,
ideal items are those with low within-class or within-school variance and
high between-class or between-school variance. Item -item and item-scale
correlations were also used to eliminate redundant items. A complete
Technical Report of the results of this second test appears in Volume II.
Included in the technical report is a description of the final revisions made
in the instrument. The final version of the instrument appears in Appendix D.

7!)
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CHAPTER V: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

The development and initial testing of the instrumentation described on the
praviotis gages provides a significant contribution to needed methodologies

r assessing manifestations of the ways in which schools carry out their
sociological functions. Equally important is the potential contribution to
methodologies for tracking the impacts of educational change efforts over time.

The limited funds available for this initial effort did not allow the developer
sufficient resources to fully test and refine the instrument. Therefore the
recommendations presented below suggest additional analysis work needed
prior to the use of the instrument as a valid relkaech and decision making
tool.

Theoretical Constructs

O

An external review panel has recommended that greater. attention needs ta,
be devoted to explicating the theoretical constructs related to each of the
five functions. It is therefore recommended that further explication of these
constructs is the essential next step in refinement' of the instrument. This
further explication may lead to further revision or refinement of questions
and items.

Analysis Procedures

the theoretical constructs are explicated and questions and items
r refined, additional tests and analyses of the instrument should be

ucted as follows.

Since the instrument collects data on student perceptions of how schools
cairy out the five functions, the ANOVA results should be further examined
in light of the question of consensus of perceptions which statistically
translates into small within cell (Le-. , classroom, school) variance. It
iz recognized that significant f-test results are not sufficient demonstrations
of consensus of perception. It is possible to have a high degree of consensus
and yet a nonsignificantf-test. Therefore further consensus analyses at
both the school and classroom levels need to be conducted.

Intraclass correlation coefficients should be utilized. Use of the intraclass
correlation coefficient can provide valuable data regarding: a) the consensus
of perceptions, and b) estimates of the magnitude of school effects relative
to effects of individuals or classrooms (and various intera.Mons therein).
If between-classroom effects are not evident; further anElyses shouts' be
based on within classroom data (e.g., frequency distributions, standard
deviations).
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Further analyses designed to examine correlates ofclivesityaarcept
should also be conducted. For example, to what extent are student perceptions
a function of: a) grade level or year in scIxol, b) sex, c) race or ethnic
group, d) school size, e) type of class, 1) academic record, g) socioeconomic status,
etc.

Analyses of test-retest stability and the consistency-of items v.tthin subscales
also needs to be conducted.

Finally, consideration should be given to designing techniques for assessing
the correlation between objective indicators of the five functions and student
and adult perceptions of how the five functions are carried out.

Potential Use After Further Refinement

After the above recommendations are carried out to the extent that questions
of validity and reliability are fully answered, the refined instrument will
have potential use both as a school assessment device at the local level and
a device .to measure the impact of large scale edticational change efforts on
school functions. This type of assessment is currently lacking but vitally
needed to provide local, state and federal decision makers with information
about the relative effectiveness and impact of various models of educational
change.
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FOOTNOTES

See Spady, W. G., "The Authority System of the Schoo! and Student Unrest:
A Theoretical Explanation," in C. W. Gordon (Ed.) Uses of the SociologY
of Education. Chicago: National Society for the Study of Education,
1974; Spady, W.G., "The Sociological Implications of Mastery Learning,"
in J. H. Block (Ed.) Schools, Society, and Mastery Learning. New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1974; and Sapdy, W. G., "Competency Based
Education As a Framework for Analyzing School Reform." Paper presented
at Third Annual Conference on the Sociology of Education, January 31-
February 2, 1975.

2. The discusfOon of these functions is adapted from Fletcher, Jerry and
Spady, William, "The Development of Instrumentation to Measure the
Alternative Operational Manifestations of Five Basic Functions of
Schooling." Paper presented at the American Educational Research
Association Annual Meeting, March 30 -April 3, 1975.

3. See Ibid.
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FORMA
i DRAFT: I/15/75

Form Approved
OMB No. 51-375001

PATTERNS OF

SCHOOL FUNCTIONING

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS -

In this questionnaire we are concerned with how things are

done in your school, Some of the questions refer to the school

as a whole. Some refer to a particular class. If a question
cl,

refers to a particular class, answer with reference to the class

you are in now (unless you have received other instructions).

In answering the questions think of your overall experience

in this school or class. Try to be fair. Try not to be overly

influenced by one particularly good experience, or one bad one.

Your responses swill be strictly confidential. Your name

. will not be associated in any identifiable way with your specific

ratings.

After each question space has been provided for you to

elaborate, explain, or qualify your responses as fully as you

wish.

Jerry L. Fletcher
Northwest Regional Fiitli.::1:i.;,nal Laboratory
710 S. W. Second Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97204

lifi
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PART A - QUESTIONNAIRE IDENTIFICATION

1. Name of your school

2. Your code number

3. Your course code eumher

4. Your teacher's code number

5. Date

Code Number

(3) (4) (5)

I (6) I (7) (8) I (9) I (10)

(11) (12) (13)

. (14) (15) (16)

I
I- I

rronth day year
(17-18) (19-20) (21-2/.)

PAW B - PEFSCNAL INFORMATION

What grade are you in in school? (check onp)

23-1. F-1 Grade nine (9)
Comments

2. n Grade ten (10)

3. Grade eleven (11)

4. j Grade twelve (12)



8. How many years have you been in this school?
This is my (check one)

24-1. ni First year

2. Second year

3. E=D Third year

4. Fourth year

5. [7:: More than fourth year

Comments

3

9. How old are you today? (check one)

25-1. C:= 13

2. 1111 14

3. 1111 15

5. 11111 17

6. 111. 18

7. ni 19

8. 1111 Older than 19

10. Your sex: (check one)

26-1. 1111 Male

2. Female



4

11. Cultural background: (check one)

27-1. 1 i Caucasian-American

. 2. Afro-American

3. Spanish American

4. II Native American

5. Q Asian American

6. 1I Other (specify)

7. 1 j Don't Know

ecir,:rtents

12. Generally, which language is spoken at home
most of the time? (check one)

28 -1. MI English

2. NI Spanish

3. 1111 French

4. I IA Native American langua-...c.

5. 1111 Chinese

6. Japanese

7. Other (specify)

Comments

(V)



13. Highest level of education of parents.
Check the highest level achieved for each parent.,

Mother Father

29 -1. 30-1. C:::

2. 2. r--1

3- :::1 3* =I

...==.1111

4.

5.

4.

5. fl

6. 6.

2.

7.

8.

9.

comments

Attended graduate
or professional
school

Graduated from
4-year college

Some
\
college

(including community
college, but less
than 4 years)

Technical, voca-
tional or business school
after high school

Graduated from
high school

Sate junior high or high
school, but did r, A gradu-

ate Fran high school

Completed grade school

None or some grade

Don't know

Answer the following with respect to your natural parents.

I

14. -Are your natural parents (check. onei

31-1. = Separated I

i

1

2. ED Divorced

3. = Neither of the above

15. If you checked 2 above, have

(check ale)

32-1. No

2. CJ Father has

3*
Mother has

4. Both have

either of your natural parents remarried?

remarried

remarried

remarried

9j
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16. Are either of your natural parents deceased? (check one)

33-1. n No

2. 0 Father deceased

3. Mother deceased

4. Both deceased

Answer the following questions with respect to your parents or present

legal guardians:

17. What are your parents' (guardians') present primary occupations?
Check one for each parent (guardian)

Comments
MDL:,er Father

34-35-01. 77 36-37-01. = Unemployed

02. E] .02. = Homemaker/Volunteer

03. 1::: 03. = Self - employed

t.........i
04. 04. = Manager or executiver--

05. = 05. = Professional (doctor, lawyer, etc.)

06. ::: s06. 1::] Artist

07. Q 07. = Politician

08. =' 08. jJ Clerical

09. = 09. = Tradesman (member of union)

10.=..1 10. ::: Salesman/Saleswoman
4

11. = 11. = Factory worker

12. E:1 12. = Laborer

13. n 13. L__, Public Service Employee.

14.
L....1

14. I Farm worker

15. = 15. L____; Restaurant worker

16. r-:::
16. = Other (specify)



lg. How much unemrlo,-,Inht, if any, have rl<Nsoeti
over the past 2 or 3 years? (Check one for eacr: parent/guardian).

Mother Father
Comments

38-1. 1111 39-1. 1111 Not applicable; not looking for work

2. 2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

None at all; employed continually

3. 1111 Once or twice for short deods

4. I Frequently for short periods

5. For long period of time

6. 1--1 Pbst of the time

19. What was your approximate total family income before taxes lait year?
(Include both parents (or guardians) and any brothers or sisters living
at home who worked) Check one.

If you know,
place your

in this

Xxdurml //

40-41-01.

02.

03.

04.

05.

06.

07.

CI

U

If you're not
sure, check
your best guess
in this column

08. ::] $4,99,or less

09. ED $5,000 - $10,999

10. [] $11,000 $14,999

11. C::1 $15,000 - $20,999

12. C::1 $21,000 - $24,999

13. $25,000 - $29,99

14. $30,000+

Check here if you
reallydon't know
.well ,ugh to even
make , pad guess

15. j

7



A 8

20. (42) 90

21. (43)

1

0

22. (44) n

2 3 4 5 6 70i

2

1

3

2

more

4 5 6 7 oz more

3 4 5 6 or more

Number of children
in your family
(ineluoing yourself)
living at home

Number of person's
in your family
(including parents
and yourseU)
livingAt borne

Total number of,
persons living In
household who are
a21 part of your
famili (neither
parents nor brothers
and sisters

23. What have your grades generally been in your last two years of school?
(Check one)

Comments
45-1. A's

2. 1111 A's and B's

3.

4. and C's

IIIII C's

6. C's and D's

7.

8. D's and F's

9.

9
I 1
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24. What are your present plans with respect to your future education?
(Check one)

46-i. -I I plan to quit soon

2. :::] I plan to finish high school only

3. I plan to take sane post -I gh school training (technical
school, vocational school); not college

4. 1 I plan to take sane college (including comunity or junior
college) but less than four years

5. n I Can to get a college degree

6. I plan to get more than a college degree (graduate school or
professional school)

ctr.mc. ^.t s

25. What was your attitude last year about going to college? (Check only one)

47-1. C1 Last year I didn't want to go

2. Last year I was uncertain whether I
wanted to go

3. Last year I wanted to go

Comments

26. How has your attitude about going to college changed in the past year?
(Check only one)

48-1. No change (still the same as above)

2. C This year I mm more certain I don't want to go

3. Li This year I am more certain I do want to go

Comments

9



PART C -"TRUENOT TRUF:HqUESTIONS`

For each of the following statements, rate how true it is
in your school. Circle one number for each statement.

,
-Definitely true

2-Tends to be true
- Tends not to be true

4-Definitely not true
5-Don't know

You need permission to do
anything around this school.

The principal is usually under-
standing if a student does some-
thing wrong, and will give him/
her the benefit of the doubt.

1 2 3 4 5 1.

1 2 3 4 5 2.

1 2 3 4 5 3.

1 2 3 4 5 4.

1 2 3 4 5 5 .

1 2 3 4 5 6.

1 2 3 4 5 7.

1 2 3 4 5 8.

1 2 3 4 5 9.

Teachers in this school feel
they need to accompany their
students from place to place
or check to see that they did
go where they said they were

going.

No matter where you are in
this school, someone is always
watching you to see that you
don't do something wrong.

As long as you're not harming.
anything, the teachers here
really don't bother much with
enforcing rules.

When you do something wrong,
the teachers are really under-
standing and sympathetic here.

Even though I've read or been
tad what the rules are, I'm
often unsure whether something
I do is against the rules or
not. ,

Nearly all the rules around
here are necessary.

Comments

If we do not do well in a course,
there are opportunities to im-
prove the grade later on, after
the course is over.

98



C-II

58

59

For each of the following statements, rate how true it
is in this class. Circle one number for each statement.

Definitely true
Tends to be true

3 --Tends not to be true

4-Definitely not true
-Don't mow

Cartnents

1 2 3 4 5 1. It is hard to predict what the
teacher will tell us to do next.
The way she/he reacts seems to Je-
rend an how she/he feels at the time.

1 2 3 4 5 2. The teacher doesn't expect us
to question what she/he wants
us to do.

60 1 2 3 4 5 3. The teacher has to try to per-
suade students to do things the
way she/he wants. She/he can't
simply threaten to punish then
if they don't go along.

1 2 3 4 5 4. Students don't feel confident that
what the teacher wants them to do
is in their own best interest.'

62 1 2 3 4 5 5. If the teacher's evaluation of
a piece of work is negative,
the teacher usually communicates
it to the-student privately.

63 1 1 2 3 4 5 6. The same grading standards are
applied equally to everyone.

(Question continued an next page)

9:J



1- Definitely true
1-51mds to be true

1 I

- Tends not to be true

1

1-
- Definitely not true

Don't know

64 1 2 3 4 5 7.

65 1 2 3 4 5 8.

66 1 2 3 4 5 9.

67 1 2 3 4 5 10.

68 1 2 3 4 5 11.

69 1 2 3 4 5 12.

70 1 2 3 4 5 ! 13.

71 1 2 3 4 5 14.

72 1 2 3 4 5 15.

73 1 2 3 4 5 16.

Comments

The teacher adjusts how hard
she/he grades according to
each student's ability.

Mien us have tests, us have as
much class time as us need to
was* an them. No one ever has
to rush to finish.

No or knows until the end of
the course how what they have
dare has been evaluated.

Everyone opal get an "A" if we
all did "A" quality work.

The only thing I learn from
evaluations in this course is

mY grade.

The level of each student's per-
formance is made public to other
students and used to compare one
pupil to another.

The process of evaluating learn-
ing in this course takes a great
deal of time and attracts a
great deal of attention.

The teacher seems to expect all
=most students to reach simi-
lar levels of perfonrance with-
in the same period 'of time.

Performance standards themselves,
as set by the teacher, seen to
be flexible. All students are
not expected to whirs the sane
levels of performmoe.

4

The teacher usually checks an our
progress while we are working on an
assignment, instead of just waiting
until us turn it in to see how
we did.

(Question continued on next )

1 u
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Definitely true

-Tends to be true
-Tends not to be true

-Definitely not true
-Don't know

74 1 2 3 4 5 17.

75 1 2 3 4 5 18.

76 1 2 3 4 5 19.

77 1 2 3 4 5 20.

78 1 2 3 4 5 21.

79 1 2 3 4 5 22.

80 1 2 3 4 5 23.

Ji

1-2
DUP
3-10

1.1 1 '2 3 4 5 24.

12 1 2 3 4 5 25.

13 1 2 3 4 5 26.

14 1 2 3 4 5 27.

15 1 2 3 4 5 28.

16 1 2 3 4 5 29.

1 2 3 4 5 30.

Comments

The teacher expresses delight in
the efforts or achievements of
students.

The teacher usually understands
what infornetion or help is needed
by students.

Its teacher frequently asks stu-
dents haw choir work is progres-
sing.

The teacher does not seem to be-
lieve in the value and imporbeloe
of what is being taught.

The teaser is good at explaining
and interpreting the subject matter.

Tile teacher likes re.

The teacher rarely notices when
something is bothering re.

The teacher usually understands re.

The teacher usually helps me when-
ever I need help.

Students have a lobof influence
over the kind of learning activities
the course will have.

A variety of learning activities
are provided from day-to-day.

Materials are plentiful and easily
available for use by students.

Class learning activities are ended
with a review or something that
sums upwhatimas covered.

Students have a lot of influence
on the physical atmosphere of the
room (color of the walls, type of
furnishings, etc.).
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.11.0
'OD This is not stressed in ray school.

2 This is stressed, but no one mentions it. Everyone is: used to

to inWwa the way things are organized,
it's very difficult to do anything else.

3-- The staff wants this but students don't. This is stressed

by the staff of the school. They explain that
this is how they want or expect things to be.'
Students tend to both disagree and resist.

--The students want this brit the staff doesn't. This is
stresserby the Students of the school. The

way they act, or the way they explain things to
other students Shows that this is how they want

or expect things to be. The staff tends to

both disagree and resist.
Both students and staff want this.

This is stressed by the staff and the students

of the school. They agree, this is now things

Should be.
Comments

V V V

26 1 2 3 4 5 38.

27 1 2 3 4 5 39.

28 1 2 3 4 5 40.

29 1 2 3 4 5 41.

30 1 2 3 4 5 42.

31 1 2 3 4 5 43.

32 1 2 3 4 44.

Students should obey the school's rules
only if they have been convinced thdt they

are for their an good.

Students Should obey the. school's rules because

the consequences of not doing so are severe.

Evaluations of students ought to be based on

Absolute standards of performance.

Once a student gets a grade in a course, he /she

should have the chance to get it changed later by

extra work.

If an assigner* has°a definite tine period, every

student should have his/her world eval,ited at the

end of that time, regardless.

Teachers should use the evaluations of their

students' work in planning had to correct Any

problems students had.

The only things worth learning are what the

teacher gives grades on.

102
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PART D - DEGREE OF PUNISHMENT QUESTIONS

D-I

011101W W YIN INN NNW

Below is a list of actions which some schools have rules against.
Fbr each action circle the response that best indicates what would
happen to a student in your school if one were caught doing it. If
your school has no rule against it, excle number 1.

Definitions:

Rule exists
but no punish-
ment is usual:

%rang:

Restriction of
privileges:

Suspension:

No one pays any attention to violations.

Yelled at, warned what will happen if the action
continues, told to stop. No long term consequences.
The incident is over quickly and generally for-
gotten.

Probation, detention after school, ineligi-
bility for athletics, extra assignments, monetary
fine, removal from class. Often counselor, vice-
principal or principal involved.

Denied permissias to attend school for several days.
Need to be formally reinstated.

Expulsion: Permanently denied permission to attend school.

1-No rule against this that I know of
-Rule exists but no punishment is usual

--ifausing

I - Restriction of privileges

1

5-Suspension
1.Bcpulsion Comments

1. Girls not searing bras to
school.

18 1 2 3 4 5 6 - Punishment for the first or
occasional offenses

19 1 2 3 4 5 6 -Punishment for repeated
offenses

2. Skipping school:
20 1 2 3 4 5 6 Punishment for the first or

occasional offenses

21 1 2 3 4 5 6 -punishment for repeated offenses

103
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22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

1No rule against this that I krlw of
Rule exists but no punishment is usual
3Warning

4 - Restriction of privileges
5Suspension=

1I IF IF 1

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 5

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

Carments

3. Fighting another student:
- Punishment for the first or
occasional offenses

- Punishment for repeated
offenses

4. Stealing frail the. school:

-Punishment for the first or
occasional offenses

-Punishment for repeated
offenses

5. Organizing students to pro-
test saithing:
-Punishnent for the first or

occasional offenses
- Punishment for repeated
offenses

6. Bringing in a speaker to ad:-
dress some students (without
first getting permission) who
says things that some teachers
or parents find objectional
or offensive:
-Punishment for the first or

occasional offenses
4unishment for repeated
offenses

7. Leaving the school grounds
during school hours:
-Punishment for the first or
occasional offenses

-Punishment for repeated
offenses

8. Damaging sdhool property:
-Punishment for the first or
occasional offenses

-Punishment for repeated
mffenses
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D-II
Fbr each of the following actions circle the response that test
indicates what would happen to a student yOur class if one were
caught doing it. Note the addition of number 7.

7

No rule against this that I know of
2-Rule exists but no punishment is usual

3-Warning
4-Restriction of privileges e

- Suspension

-ftPulPicri
7- Student's grade is lowered

Jr

34 1 2

35 1 2

36 1 2

37 1 2

38 1 2

39 1 2

40 1 2

41 1 2

42 1 2

43 1 2'

44 2

45 1 2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

1. Arriving late to :lass:

4 6 7 -Punishment for the first or
occasional offenses

4 5 6 7 -Polishes/It for repeated
offenses

2. COpying someone else's work:

4 5 6 7 -Punishment for the first or
occasional offenses

4 5 6 7 - Punishment for repeated
offenses

3. Cheating on an exam: .

4 5 6 7 -Punishment for the first or
occasional offenses

4 5 6 7 -Punishmeat for repeated
offenses

4. tbt turning in an assignment:
4 5 6 7 -Plilistmint forth. first or

occasional offenses

4 5 6 7 -Punishment for repeated
offenses

5. Talking bads to the teacher:
4 5 6 7 -Puniiahment for first or

occasional offenses

4 5- 6 7 -Punishment for repeated
offenses

6. Objecting to a teacher's
punishnentiof a student:

4 5 6 -Punishment' for first or
occasional offenses

4 5 6 7 -Punishment for repeated
offenses
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ART E - INFLUENCE ON THE RULES

Dor each category of rules below, circle the nurber which most
closely represents the amount of influence students in Your
school or in your class have ih making up the rules.

-Students have a great deal of influence
2-Students have some influence

I-Students have very little, if any, influence

46 1 2 3 1.

47 1 2 3 2.

48 I 2 3 3.

4y 1 2 3 4.

much influence do students hav1in
the rules that they would t expelled

17

much influence do s
making the rules that they would get

suspended forviolatir4?

How moth influence do students have in
making the rules that they would be
punished by a restriction of privileges
for violating?

In this class how much influence do students have
in making the rules that they would have their
grade lowered for violating?

C
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51

52

51

54

55

56

57

58

59

18.

ART F - EQUITY OF 'ENFORCEMENT OF THE RULES

In the following questions we want to know how equally rules are
enforced in your school. In each situation given below, indicate
whether the circumstances would cause the penalty to be less,
whether they would make no difference, or whether the penalty would
be harsher. Girls one number for each situation:

- The penalty would be less, lighter
2-It would make no difference

3- The penalty would be more, harsher

A student breaks a rule for which the usual penalty is
ion. *at difference, if any, would it make if

the t: Comments

2 3

2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2

1. Is a girl

2. Is non-white

3. Gets good grades

4. Is a leading athlete or cheerleader

5. Is not widely known in school

6. Is young

7. Has parents who are we thy or Wellknown
in the community

8. Is popular with other eudents

9. Has older brothers or sisters who had a
bad reputation in the school

10. Has a reputation for causing teachers
trouble

icy'



1- The penalty would be less, lighter
2-It te.luld make no

19

60

61

62

63

64

difference
The penalty muld be starer harsher

A student breaks s ruJe for which the usual penalty is a
restriction of ,privileges. What differ ice, if enY,
would it nuke if the student:

Comments

2 3

10 2 3

'1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

Al 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1. Is a girl

2. Is non-white

3. Gets good grades.

4-. Is a lailading athlete or deerleader

5. Is not widely known in schbol

6. Is young
7. Has parents who are wealthy or tell-known

in the ccamunity

8. Is popular with other students

9. Has older brothers or sisters who had a

bad reputation in the school

10. Has a reputation for causing teachers trouble

1 0 3
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70

71

72

73

74

PART G - KNOWLEDGE AND CLARITY OF THE RULES

Hai etearly do you know what you could be punished for in
sdhool or class? Circle one number for each type of rule.

,/ 1-Wry Clear - I know exactly what the .44 are that would
.tause thik to happen to Me

- In Between - I krira none or less what the actions are that
would cause this to happen to me

3-Very Unclear - ensure what the actions are that would
cause this to happen to me

1 2 3 1. 37.4 clearly do you know what actions could
cause you to be expelled?

1 2 3 2. How clearly do you know what actions could
cause you to be suspended?

,

1 2 3 3. Er*/ clearly do you knad what actions could
cause you to be punished by a restriction
of ?

1 2 3 4. HOW clearly do you know what actions cpuld
cause you to be warned?

41114

1 2 3 5., Had clearly do you know what actions in
your class could cause you have your
grade lowered?

1

1n
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15

16

17

18-

19

20

21

22

H-I. If a student has received a punishtrent of a restriction of privi-
and ye c thinks she/he is innocent

1. Can she/he appeal? (Check one)

14- 1. 0 No (Skip to next page)

2. 0 Don't law*/ (Skip to next page)

3 0 Yes (Go on)

2. If yes, to whan? (Ole& morethan one if appropriate)

0 School Board

0 Superintendent

0 Principal
0 Vice Principal

I
0 Oounselors

0 Teachew .

0 Other students

0 Others Mcplain):



PART I - DUE PROCESS

23

In the following questions we want to know what a student can
do if he/she has bt2an accused of committing an act (violating
a rule) that oouid lea tcr-71-*puniskirent, and thinks he/she is
innocent.

If a stuient is accused of curmit-ting an act (violating' a rule
that axe

)
d lead 176----jan, and thinks she/he is innocent

1. Is there (or man the student request) a hearing? (Check one)

23- 1. 0 No (Skito next page)

2. 0 Can't know (Skip to next page)

3. 0 Yes (Go on)

2. If yes, who cxxIducts the hearing? (Check note than one, if
appropriate)

24 0 School Board

425 0 Superintendent

26 0 Prinicpal

27 0 Vice Principal

2i 0 Counselors

29 0 Teachers

30 0 Other Students

31 0 Others (Explain):
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i-n. If a student is accused of committing an act (violating a rule)
that could lead iFENIng his/her grade lowered, and thinks she/he
is innocent

1. Is there (or can the student request) a hearing? (Check one)

32- 1. No (Skip to next page)

2. Don't know (Skip to next page)

3. Yes (Go on)

2. If yes, who cnducts the hearing? (Check more than one, if
appropriate)

33 School Board

34 Superintendent

35 Principal

36 Vice Principal

37 C:1 Counselors

38 0 Teachers

39 Other Students

40 Others (Explain) :

113



PAPT J - "EASY-DIFFICULT" CUESTICUS

Indicate how easy or difficult it is to do each of the
following things in your school. Try not to be influenoad.
by whether or not you personally would want to do,these
things. Just indicate how easy or difficult it would be if
same student in your school wanted to. Circle one number
for each question.

1 Very easy
2 Fairly easy

3 Fairly difficult
4 -Vary difficult or impossible

5-Don't know; to my knowledge no one has ever
tried it

41 1 2 3 4 5 1.

42 1 2 3 4 5 2.

43 1 2 3 4 5 3.

44 1 2 3 4 5 4.

45 1 2 3 4 5 5.

46 1 2 3 4 .5, 6.

47 1 4 5 7.

48 1 2 3 4 5 8.

49 1 7. 3 4 5 9.

Cannents

Take a course even if you haven't
had all of the prerequisites (the
courses you are supposed to have
had.which l'&i up to it).

Take a course by choice with
students at least a grade younger
than yourself.

Thke,a course that your parents
don't want you to take.

Not have to take a course over
again if you once fail it.

Participate'in some useful
out -of - school work activity during

school time and get credit for it.

Repeat just the part of a course
you had trouble with or need to
improve in.

Switch to a different course in the same
subject if the course you're in now
seems either too easy or too hard.

Switch to a, different subject once
the course has started if the course
seet uninteresting or inappropriate.

Create a new course if enough students
want it.

1 1
°
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PAW K GETTING INTO A COURSE

26

owing questions wi

are is right nad.

1. How did you come to take this course? (amok one)

i

skip to p-p1. 0
Qu estiara

6 2*

then skip to 6 4. 0Question 2
Answer 3. 0

. 0

I don't know. I just found this on my schedule.

It was required.

I wanted to take it; I selected it by myself.

I was advised to take it, and selected it for

that reason.

I selectedTa different course, but I'm here anyway.

oe tt am did you want to take?)

If your revamp was either 1 or 2, skip to question 6.-1

If ymur response was either 3 or 4, answer question 2;

them skin anrstion 6-

If your rear rase was 5, skip to question 3.

IM=.11111

. If you selected this coaxes, either because you wanted to or
because you ware advised to (responses 3 or 4 of auestion 1.

which of the following it true?

51.-1. 0 It was open to anyone.

2. 0 It was open to anyone who vet the prerequisites, and

I did, so I autaratically got in when I applied.

3* I was selected from those who applied.

4. 0 It required approval, which I got.

. If you selected a different course but are here anyway

(response 5, question 1), which of the following is true?

52 -1. 0 I couldn't schedule what I wanted.

2. 0 1 dian't meet prerequisites for the course I wanted.

3. 0 The course was full blithe time my name cane up.

4. 0 I was denied permission to. take the course I wanted and

'this was left.

5. 0 I was talked out of taking what I wanted.
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4. If you were talked out of taking wfin-: you sonted (mFirmse S,
question 3), who talked you out of it?

53-1. parents

0
2. 1:::1 Friends

3. Teacher

4. Counselor

5. 0 Other (Explain):

5. If you were talked out of taking what you wanted (response 5,
question 3), what argument was most convincing to you?

54.1. I would do poorly in the course

2..0 It wouldn't help me to be what I wanted to'be.

'3. Dion of my friends were taking it.

4. The teacher dislikes people like me.

5. People like me generally don't take courses like this.

6. Other (Explain) :
A

27

6. If Imildidn't take this course at this time, whehis it offered

again?

55-1. Next quarter

2. Next semester

3. Next year

4. Never

5. other (EXplain):

7. Would you be able to take it then or at some later time

if you didn't take it now?

56-1. (3 Yes

2. 0 No

1 Lb -
...11.1.1611111111.



57.

58

59

60

61

62

S

Indicate how each of the following circumstances would have
affected a student's chance of getting into this course.
Circle one number for each circumstance.

Note: If the course you are in now is required, answer this

question in terms of getting the particular teacher and
level of difficulty of the course you are in.

1--This would have made it easier for the student to get in
2.--This would have had no effect on whether the student got in

3--7bis would have made it harder for the student to get in

Consents

28

1 2 3

1 2 3

A. 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1. If the student were
a girl.

2. If the student were
white.

a boy rather than

non -white rather than

3. If the student were one of the less
intelligent students in the school, rather

than one of the more intelligent.

4. If the student's friends were well-regarded
by the staff.in the school, rather than not

well-regarded.

5. If the student had a more adult attitude
about school, rather than a childish one.

6. If the student's parents were wealthy,
rather, than poor.

11
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To what extent did each of the following persons or groups
affect whether you got into this course? Circle one number"
for each item.

Note: If the course you are in now is to what

extent did each of the following ect whether you

got this teacher and level of difficulty of this
course.

.70ne of these people (this person) adethujegilke
-2---Cne of these people (this person) had to =rove

3 --One of these people (this perscr) gave me advice
4--These people (this person) haamjejjance

5--1 ,don't know how much influence these people

Ir

(this person) had
;

63 1 2 3

64. 1 3

65 1 2 3

66 1 2 3

67 1 2 3

1 2 3

69 1 2 3

70 1 2 3

11/

4 5

A 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

1. Teacher

2. Principal or Vice Principal

3. School Board or Superintendent of

Schools

4. GUidance Counselors

5. Psychologists or Physician

6. Other Authorities Outside School

7. Other Students

8. Parents

Ccanents
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K-IV

Suppose you want to switch out of this course after the term is
well underway. If you asked permission to switch out and gave
each of the following reasons for switching, indicate for each
one how easy it would be. Circle one number for each reason.

Note: If the course you are in now.is 'red, answer this
question in terms of switching to a different teacher
or level of difficulty of the same course. If the

course you are in now is not required, answer this
question in terms of switaing to an entirely different
course.

1-Very
- Fairly

easy

-Fairly
4-Very

I

easy

-Don't

difficult
difficult or impossible

know; to my knowledca no one has ever tried it

Caments

71 1 2 3 4 5 1. Personality conflictiwith teacher.

72 1 2 3 4 5 2. Failing or nearly failing course.
es

73 1 2 3 4 5 3. Course too difficult.

74 1 2 3 4 5 4. Dislike the subject.

75 1 2 3 4 5 5. My friends are in another course.

7E. 1 2 3 4 5 6. Another course would better prepare me
for the type of occupation I eventually
want to have.
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PART L - WPAT IS GRADED

77

78

79

90

u

Indicate how important each of the following is in determining the
final evaluation (grade) you receive in this course. C. one

number for each aspect.

Mite: If you do not know how these are for the entire
course, answer the

leted.

with respect to the
unit of the course just

11

1Very important
-Saw imvortance

V V

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

3Little or no
-Don't knai

V

inportance

Caments

3 4 1. Quality of your written classwork

3 4 2. Grades on teacher-nade tests.

3 4 3. Quality of your' oral participation.

For example: answers to teacher
questions, taking part in discussions,dam.

3 4 4. Past rebord in school work

3 4 5. Willingness to help others

(Check one)

1. I ansviered this question with respect to the entire course.

2. 0 I answered this question with respect to the unit of the

course we just catpleted.
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PAPT M - DESERNINDIG A GRADE

1*d

13

14

15

16

tndicate how often ,each of the following ha- pens in this course.

Circle one. number for each statement.

Happens often
Happens sometimes

Happens rarely
Never has happened

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

Laments

1. Does your teacher ever ask you to
evaluate your own work?

2. Are you ever asked to evaluate the
work of other students?

3. Does the teacher ever have you talce.a
school-wide test as part of the
evaluation?

1 2 3 4 4. Does the principal ever evaluate your
work?
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If each of the folLoWing happens, indicate how important it is in
determining your final grade in the course.

17

/8

r

1 This never has happened
2This happens and has great imortancethe teacher gives it just,

as much or more consideration than if he/she had done the
rlluation
3This happens and has same inportance-the teacher does ti.ke it

into account
4--This happens, but has little or no :importance --the teacher

1
1

1

I

hardly even considers it
-This happens, but I don't know how important it is

2 3 4 5 1.

2 3 4 5
( 2.

2 3 4 5 - 3.

Camien ts

Does your teacher ever ask other
students in the class to evaluate
your work?

Does your teacher ever ask someone
outside the class to evaluate
your mirk?

Doee the teacher ever have you take a
department -wide test as part of the
evaluation of.yourwork in the course?
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PART N - CCMINICMING AND RECORDING AN EVALUATICN

How often does the teacher o! this course use each of. the following
to tell you his/he. evaluation of your work? Circle one number for

each statement.

often
2...Happens sometimes

3-Happens rarely
has happened

11,

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

3 4

3 4

3 4

3 4

Cam rents

1. Grades written on work.

2. Written oomments/notes.

3. Individual conferences, in privite

4. Comments to the whole class
(recognition or criticism) .

5. Posting of grades /rant in class.

$

6. Other (Explain):

0

/a

Doea your performance in this course get perminently redo

(Check one)

26-1- 0 Yes. There is a permanent recor1r1;;i by the school:

6 tS

2. No. There is permanent record, only my copy of any

evaluation.

12;3
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Haw is your overall evaluation (grade) for the course determined
froarall the imfonnatim that the teacher has available? ,

lhote: If you do now know how the decision will be made for the
entire course, answer the questions with respect to the
unit of the course just completed.

Who decides and in what way? (Check one)

27-1. 0 The teacher''decides

2. The teacher uses a formula and standards to decide.

3. I use a formula and standards to decide.

4. 0 I just decide.

I

If a. formula and standards are used, when are they determined?

(Co& one)

28-1. 0 The formula and standards are made up after all

the information. is in (at the end of the course).

2. 0 The formula and standards are established at the
beginning of the course.

(Check one)

29-1. 0- I answpred this question with resject to the
entire course.

2. C:] I answerea\this question with respect to the
unit of the course we just completed.

4.
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JN -IV In each of the following questions, check the one response
whiCh is most like this course.

Carments

HOW many different sets of activities are available as
alternative ways to get the same grade, or get credit
for a unit of work? (Check one)

30-1. 0 Usually there is only one set of activities (No
alternatives. Everyone Trust do the sane things).

2. C:] Usually there is more than one set of activities

(there are alternatives; there is some choice).

that is the relationship between the teacher and student
in the decision about your overall evaluation (grade)?
(Check one)

31-1. C:1 The teacher makes a final decision without consulting
the student

2. 71L-J The teacher makes a tentative decision and discusses
it with the student before making it final,

3. L The student makes a tentative' decision and discusses
it with the teacher. The teacher then makes final
what they, agree on.

4. 1:] The student makes the final decision without
consulting the teacher.

Catments

Catments

Who decides the amount and quality of work that has to be
done to get a particular grade, or credit for a unit of
work? (Check one)

32-1. E] Usually the' teacher decides.

2. 1 Usually the teacher discusses it with each student.
Each student's contract may be different.

3.' El Usually it is decided outside the class. The
teacher has very little power to decide anything,
or to change what has been decided.

4. 0 The students decide.
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-
P. 0 - CLASSROOM BEHAVIOR

Different teachers like different things to happen in their
classrooms. 1 want to know had this teacher feels about each
of the following kinds of activitigilbaking place in this class.
FOr each statement below, circle the minter which is most
like the way things are in this class.

Required ems teacher requires it)
2 Encouraged but not required (The teacher wants you bo do it)

Permitted but not encouraged (Doesn't matter one way
or the other to the teacher)

4 Permitted but discouraged (The teacher doesn't like it)
Not permitted

Does not apply to this-course

V V

33 1 2 3 4 5 6 1.

34 1 2 '3 '4 5 6' 2.

2.6 1. 2 3 4'5 6 3.

36 1 2 3 4 5 6 4.

37 1 2 3 4 5 6 5.

38 1 2 3 4 5 6 6.

39 1 2 3 4 5 6

40 1 2 3 4 5 6

Caments

Students offering an opinion of course

Material that differs from the teacher's.

Students raising questions about the way
the teacher assigns grades.

Students raising.questions about the
teacher's rules for class behavior,

Students raising questions about the way
the topic is being taught.

Students giving presentations or
demonstrations to the class.

Students writing reports about topics
that personally interest them.

Students learning more about a topic they're
studying by using resources outside the
school.

Students playing games which involve taking
the part of other people or characters.

11.
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42

43

44,

45

How often does the work in this course that you do

each of the following things? Circle one for each

queetion

1 Often required
2 Scott-Imes required

Rarely required
Never has been required

1 2 3 4 01.

1 2 3 4 02.

1 2 3 4 03.

1 2 3 4 04.

1 2 3 4 05.

Ccamenta

Restate the content of a given item
or idea in a different way (e.g.,
water zis H2O).

Apply skills or ideas learned in one
situation to a similar but different
situation (for example, 'applying the
-principles of the decimarsystem to
counting money) .

Pull together a variety of facts or ideas
into a ntw way of viewing their
relationship to each other.

Demonstrate an awareness of .and
sensitivity towards the world,
around you and man's past achievement.

Do things well in front of others.
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PART P - PEEN OF TIME IN VARIOUS ACTIVITIES

r-
In ten (10) ordinary meetings of this course (a twcrweek period
for a course that meats" every day), approximately what percentage
of class time is spent in each of the following activities or settings
Circle one number for each activity or setting.

1 Lest than 10% of the time (less than one class period every
two weeks, for a course that meets daily)

Btott!oln101A,pd 25% of the time (ore or two class periods
out tenstenvor 10-25% of every class period)

3 Between 25% and 50% of the time (three to five class periods

mit of or 25-50% of every class period
Between-50% and 75% of the time_(five to. eight class periods

out of ten; or 50-75% of average class period
Mare than 75% of the time (nearly every class period,

or nearly all of each class period)

46 1 2 3

47 1 2 3

48 1 2 3

49 1 2 3

50 1 2 3

1

4

15

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

Garments

1. Student -led

to rMpwts;
,

2. teacher -led

total-class

Instruction (e.g., listening
a student acting as teacher).

instruction (e.g., lectures)
discussion) .

3. Outsider-led instruction (e.g., talk by
someone from the Chanter of Commerce,
League of Women Voters, etc.).

4. Wbrking individually.

5. Wbrking in small groups, four to ten.

12d
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Think of the amount of time you have spent over the last two weeks
in out-of-class work for this class (doing assignments, Ickutmkuk).
Include the time spent in study halls doing work for this class.

What is the approximate total numbetkof hours you spent? Place

the number in the box below.

hours

Approximately what percentage of this time did .you spend on
each of the following activities? Circle one muter for
each- type of activity.

Less than 10% of the time
2 Between 10% and 25% of the time

3 Between 25% and 50% of the time
4 Between 50% and 75% of the time

More than 75% of the time

ONAlleTlta

'1 2 3 4 5 1. Reading (e.g., books, materials,
newspapers,.magazines).

1 2 3 4 5 2. Watching/visiting (e.g., watching
assigned TV program, going to an
exhibit, visiting a place of work)

1 2 3 4 5 3. Practicing (e.g.; preparing for a
speech the next day by practicing it).

1 2 3 4 5 4. Making something (e.g., an exhibit,
a poster, etc.).

What is the approximate total number of hours you should have
t to do a really good job on the out-of-class work?

Place the number in the box below.
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PAFil a - SOC:IALIZATICN

For each of the following statements, circle the one muter:which

is most like the way things ale in your school. Remember to

. answer with respect to your school. DO NOT just give your personal

inion of the statement.

This is not stressed in my school.
2--This is * but no one mentions it. EVeryon, is used to

to k ing it way, the way thingiOare organized,

it's very difficult to do anything else.-

The staff wants this but students don't. This is stressed

by the staff of the school. They explain that.

this is how they want or expect things to bd.

Students tend to both disagree and resist.

The students want this it the staff doesn't. This is

stressed by the students of the school. The

way they act, or thelway they explain things to

other students dhows that this is how they want

or expect things to be. The staff tends to

both disagree and resist.
--Both students and staff want tn./5.

This Is stressed by the staff and the students

of the school. They agree.thii is now things

should be.
Comments

59 2

60 2

61 2

62 2

63 *2

64 2

65 2

66 2

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

1. School rules.should spell out exactly what a

student is expected not to do.

2. The school rules should be limited to those
which are necessary to help students.

3. A student should help other students who are

having trouble in a course.

4. Students should decide what courses they want to

take, and when to take them.

5. Students should be considr=ed innocent of breaking

a rule until proven guilty.

6. Students ought to they any rule made up by school---

officials.

7. Once a student begins a course, he/she should
stick to it and not try to switch to another course.

8. Teachers should be able to discipline students and

not have their decisions quftstioned.

1jU
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.

This is not stressed in my_sChool.
2--This is stressed,.but no one gentians it. Everyone is used to

to doing it this way, and the way things are organized,

it's very diffidUlt to do anything else.

3--The staff wants this but students don't. This is stressed

o .. They explain that

this is how they want or expect things to be.

Students tend to both disagree and resist.

The students want this bit- the staff doesn't. This is

stressed by the students of the school. The

way they act, or the way they explain things to

other students dhows that this is how they want,

or expect things to be. The staff tends to

both disagree and resist.
Ir--Both students and staff want this.

This is stressed by the staff and the students

of the school. They agree.thii is now things

Should be.

v *

67 1 2 3 4 5 9.

68 1 2 3 4 5 10.

69 1 2 3 4 5 11.

70 1 2 3 4 5 12.

71 1 2 3 4 5 13.

72 1 2 3 4 5 14.

73 1 2 3 4 5 15.

74 1 2 3 4 5 16.

Cannents

Students should be able to help decide which

courses are tcrbe offered.

Studentsought to be able to switch teachers or
classes twithin the same course)

Students should be,able to appeal any punishment

if they thilik they are innocent.

Students ought to indicate what courses they. want

to take, but the final decision should be made by

the schail staff.

Students ought to obey only those rules they helped make

Students ought to take.the courses their teachers

or counselors tell them to tape.

Students ought to be able-to switch out of a

course before it is over if they have a good reason.

Studenti ought to be consulted about all'school
rules before they become official.
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--This is not stressed in nay sChool.
2--This is stressed, but no one mentions it. Bveryone is used to

to doing it this way, and the way things are organized,*

it's very difficult to ,do anything else.
--The staff wants this but students don't. This is stressed

by the staff of the school. They explain that
this is how they want or expect things to be.
StudentS tend to both disagree and resist.

--The students want this hit the staff doesn't. This is

V V

75 1 2

76 1 2

77 .1 2

78 1 2

79 1 2

SO 1 2

05

1-2

DUP
3-10

V

Stressed by the students astfiiEhool. The

way they act, or the way they explain things to
other students shows that this is how they want

dilexpect thins to be. The staff tends to

both disagree and resist.
--Both students and* staff want this.

This iS stressed by the staff and the students

of the school. They agree, this is now things

should be.
Moments

3 4 5 17. The final grade a student receives in a course should
based only on hii/her test scores.

3 4 5 18. If more students sign up for a course than can be
handled, those with better grades should get ,

preferende.

3 4 5 19. Students should not be expected to have enough

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

self-discipline to Obey the rules all by themselves.

20. Students who break a rule should have their
punishments adjusted if their case has special

circumstances.

21. If mcmerstudents sign up for a course than can be
handled, the seaection of students to be in the course

should be done at random.

22. If more students sign up for a course than can be
handled, new sections of the course should be created
to handle the demand.

11 1 2 3 4 5 23. Teachers should explain how they determined the grades
for the'students in a course.
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This is not stressed in my school.
This is stressed, but no one mentions it. Everyone is used to

to doing it this way, and the way things are organized,

it's very difficult to do anything else.

The staff wants this but staihts don't. This is stressed

by the staff of the school. They explain that

this is how they want or expect things to be.

Students tend to both disagree and resist.

The students want Ehis but the staff doesn't. This is

stressed by the studentstr'orthe school. The

vay they act, or the way they explain things to

other students shows what this is how they want

or expect things to be. The staff tends to

3

11, V

both disagree and resist.

Both students and staff want this.

It

This is stressed by the staff and the students

of the school. They agree this is now things

Should be. /
Comments

1 2 3 4. 5 24.

13 1 2 3 4 5 25.

14 1 2 3 4 5 26.

15 1 2 3 4 5 27.

16 1 2 3 4 5 28.

17 1 2 3 4 5 29.

18 1 2 3 4 5 30.

Teachers ought to spend their time teaching
the subject and not get all involved with
students' learning problems.

The fipal grade a student receives should be based
on hog well he/she does in comparisongto the

other students in the class.

Teachers ought to grade students on whatever basis they
wish.

Teachers ought to be alert to problems students are
having learning the material and find ways to halp
them.

A student Should accept a punishment, even if
he /she is innocent.

111.

A student should not do something just because the
teacher wants him/her to.

Students ought to offer an interpretation of the
material that is different from the teachers if they
really- believe theirs is a good one. %
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1 This is not stressed in my school.
2--This is airessed, but no one mentions it. Everyone isk used to

to doing it this way, and the way things are organized,
it's very difficult to do anything else.

3--The staff wants this but students don't.. This is stressed

by the staff of the school. They explain that
this is how they want or expect things to be.
Students tend to both disagree and resist.

--The students want this but the staff doesn't. This is
stressed by the students of the school. Ihe

way they act, or the way they explain things to

other students shows that this is how they want
or expect things to be. The staff tends- to

both disagree and resist.
IBoth students and staff want this.

This is stressed by the staff and the students

of the school. They agree, this is now things

should be.

V

19. 1 2 3 4 5

20 2 3 4 't

21 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

23 1 2 .3 4 5

24, 1 2 3 4 5

25 -1 2 3 4 5

Cants

31. A student should be graded on his/her overall
qualities as a person, not just an how well
be/she does school work.

32. A student Should refuse to-accept a punishment and ,

appeal his/her case if he/she thinks he/she is
innocent.

33. Students should a4k permission to do things
even though they know it's O.K. and will be allowed.

34. Teachers should be able to limit the students who can
take-their course t those who have the
highest ability.

35. Teachers should be able to limit the students who
can take their course to those who have the best
grades in other courses.

36. Teachers should be able To limit the students who can
take their course to those who have taken certain
Prerequisite courses.

.37. The School Should recognize and encourage excellence
in any activity.

w
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This is not stressed in my school.
--This is stressed, but no one Mentions it. Everyone is used to

to doing it this way, and the way things are organized,
it's very difficult to do anything else.

3--The staff wants this but students don't. This is stressed
by the staff of the school. They explain that
this is haw they want or expect things to be.
Students tend to both disagree and resist.

--The students want this bit the staff doesn't. This is
stressed by the students of the scoot. The

way they act, or the way they explain things to
other students shows that this is how they want
or expect things to be. The staff tends to

both disagree and resist»
Both students and staff want this.

This is stressed by the staff and the students

of the school. They agree, this is how things

dhouldbe.
Comments

v v

26 1 2 3 4 3 38.

27 1 2 3 4 5 39.

28 1' 2 3 4 5 40.

29 1 2 3 4 5 41.

30 1 2 3 4 5 .42:

31 1 2 3 4 5 43.

32 1 2 3' 4 5 44.

Students should obey the school's rules
only if they have been convinced that they

are for their own good.

Students should they the school's rules pecause
the consequences of not doing so arc cevere,----

Evaluations of students ought to be based on

absolute standards of performance.

Once a student gets a grade in a course, he/she

should have the chance to get it changed later by

extralmork.

If an assignment has a definite time period, every
student should have his/her stork evaluated at the

end of that time, regardless.

Teachers should use the evalUations of their
students' work in planning how to correct any

problems students had.

The only things worth learning are what the

teacher gives grades on.
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PATTERNS OF

SCHOOL FUNCTIONING

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

In this questionnaire we are concerned with how things are

done in your school. Some of the questions refer to the school

as a whole. Some refer to a particular class. If a question

refers to a particular class, anbwer with reference to the class

you are in now (unless you have received other instructions).

In answering the queptions think of your overall experience

in this school or class. Try to be fair. T.y not to be overly

influenced * one particularly good experieime, or one bad one.

Your responses will be stri".tly conftdehtial. Y-ar name

will not be associated in any identifiable way with your specific

ratings.

After a, ih question space has been provided 'for you to

elaborate, explain, orlqualify your responses as fully as. you

wish.

Jerry L. Fletcher
Northwest Regional Educ-iticnal Laboratory
710 S. W. Second Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97204 -
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.



, PART,A -- QUESTIONNAIRE IDENTIFICATION

2

.

,21 _(
-2 Code Number

1. lame of your school
I

(3) (4) (5)

2. Your co'e number

3. Your course c%..le number

. 4. Your teacher's code numLer

.16 - 5'. Date

(6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

(11) (12) (13)

-r-
(14) (15, (16)

north day year
(17-18) (19-20) (21-22)

PART B - PERSCNAL INFDR/STION.

7. What gade are you in in school? (Check one)

23-1. 11::±] Grade nine 9)
Comments

Grade ten (10)

3. Grade eleven (11)

4. 17.."3 Grale twelve (12)

141

13
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8. Haw many years have you been in .this school?
This is my (check one)

24-1. = First year
2. J Second year
3. 71 Third year

4. = Fourth year
E. ED More than fourth year

..
Comments

9. How old are you today (che: one) , .

25-1. I= 13

2. L14
3. 11111 15

4. =I 16
5. IJ 17
6. = 18
7. n 19
8. MI Older than 19

.........,.
. ,

0.... Your sex: (check one)

26-1. - Male

2. MI Female..
V

...........s......-^^.....
. . 13j
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"V

4/

1

11. Cultural background: (check gne)

27-1. I I Caucasian-American

2. I I Afro-American

3. MI Spanish American

4. = Native American

5. - Asian American

6. El Other (specify) .

7.. TIDon't Know
. /

.2-rnments-

\

,

°

12. Generally, which language is spoken at home
mbst oi the time? (check one)

Comments
. 28-1. all English

2. L:1 Spanish

3. = French
4. 1111 A Native American language i

5. MI Chinese

6. MI Japanese

7. MI Other (specify)

13:i
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13. Highest level of eckicaticn of parents.
Credo the highest lavel achieved for each parent.

Ybther Father

29-1 . 304. Attended graduate
or professional
school

2.

3. a
2.

Graduated from
4-year college

Comments

3. El Some college
(including cannunity
college, but less
than 4 years)

4. Eli Technical, voca-
tional or business school
after high school

Graduated from
high school

Some junior high or high
pdhool, but did not gradu-
ate from high school

Comple42d grade school

None or sane grade

Don't know p

[-Answer the following with respect to your natural parents.

14. Are your, natural parents (check one)

31-1. E:3 Separated

2. Oiliorced

3. Neither of the above

15. If you chedced 2 above, have lithe:, of your natural parents remarried?
(check ate)

32-1. No

2. ,Father has remarried

3. o Mother has remarried
4. Both have remarried



16. Are either of your natural parents deceased? (check one)

33-1. 0 No

2. = Father' deceased

3. = Mother deceasaed

4. = Both deceased

Answer the following questions with
legal guardians:

6

lx cur parents or presents

17. What are your parents' (guardians') present primary occupations? .

Check one for each parent (guarcUen)

Comments
Mother Father

34-35-01. 7736-37-01. = Unemployed

02. E:3 02. = Homemaker /Volunteer

03. E::: 03. = Selfremployed

04. r7
L-...1

04. = Manager or executive

05. C:: 05. = Professional (doctor, lawyer, etc.)

06.
E---;

06. j:=1 Artist

07. 07. = Politician

08. = 08. = Clerizal

09. = 09. = Tradesman (member of union)

10. = .10. = Salesman/Saleswoman

11. C::1 11. (_-1° Factory worker

12. E:1 12. = Laborer

, 13.
C:::

13. = Public Service Employee

14. = 14. = Farm worker

15. C::: 15. L; Restaurant worker

16. = 16. = Other (specify)
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i9. Had much tmer7or7-y-t, if any, ha774 ,,,-A7e-r, -1 -
over the past 2 or 3 years? (Check one for each parent/guardian).

Mother Father

38-1. 1111 39-1. 1111 Not applicable; not looking for work

2. 1111 2. None at all; employed continually

Comments

3. 1111 3. Cnce or %twice for si-ort periods

4. 11111 4. III Fregualt4 for shori periods

5. MI 5, Bor. long period of time

6. 1111 6. 1111 Most of the time

19. What was your approximate total family- income before taxes last year?
(Include both parents (or guardians) and arty brothers or sisters living
at home who worked) Check one.

If you know, If you're not Check here if you
place your sure, check really don't know
check in this your best.guess well enough to even
column in this column make a good-guess

40-41-01. LI 08. 1:2] $4,999 o 4.ess

02. [::] 09. ED $5,000 - $10,999

03. 0 10. E3 $11,000 - $14,999

04. 0 11. C::] $15,000 - $20,999

05. 0 12. I:=1 $21,000 - $24,999

06. El 13. 0 $25,000 - $29,999

07. 0 14. L1 $30,000+

15.

7

.1 2
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' 20. (42)

21. (43)

22. (44)

1

NI

1

NI

0

al

2

IN

1

NI

3

MI

3

1111
4

1111

2 3

C=1 IN

5

NI

4

NI

6

NI
Number of children

7 or more in your family= (including yourself)
, living at home

7 or

5 6

MI

more
MI

or more
NI

Number of persons
in your family
(including parents

.and yourself)
living at home

Total number of
persons living In
household who are
sat part of your
family (neither
parents nor brothers
and sisters

23. Mat have your grades generally been in your last two years of school?
(Check one) -

45-1. ri, As
2. - \A's and B's

3. NI B's .

4. OM B's and C's

5. IIII C's

6. all C's and D's

7. III D's

8. MN D's and F's

9. 11.1 F's

Comments,

143

1
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24. What are your present plans with respect to your future education?
(Check one)

46-1. I plan to quit soon

2. I plan to finish high school only

3. 7-7
Ietweei I plan to take some post -high school training (technical

.school, vocational schcol); not college

4. I plan to take some college (including cane unity or junior
college) but less than four years

5. I plan to set a college degree

6. I plan to get more than a college degree (graduate school or
professional school)

".7^nrien t s

25. What was your attitude last year about going to college? (Check only one)

47-1. Last year I didn't want to go

2. EI Last year I was uncertain
wanted,to go

3. Cl Last year I wanted to go

Comments

26. Hod has your attitude about going to college changed in the past year?
(Check only and)

Comments
48-1. E3 No change (still the same as above)

2. C This y e a r / macre certain I don't want to go

3. 'his* year I amnion certain I do want to go

0

14A
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PART C - 'TRUE- -NOT TRUE*QUESTIONS

rt.

C-I
Fbr each of the following statements, rate how true it is
in your school. Circle one number for each statement.

1- Definitely true
I 2-1bnds to be true

- Tends not to be true
Definitely not true
-Con't know

49 1 2 3 4 5 1.

50 1 2 3 4 5 2.

51. 1 2 3 4 5 3.

52 1 2 3 4 4.

53 1 2 3 4 5 5.

54 1 2 3 4 5 6.

55 1 2 3 4 5 7.

56 1 2 3 4 5 8.

57 1 2 3 4 5 9.

Once you've gotten into
trouble, people will always
suspect you when anything
goes wrong.

Most teachers seem to think
students are always up to
swathing, so they just wait
for sareone to do swathing
%gra*.

There don't seem to be many
rules in this school.

Most of the rules around here
actually help us learn.

Most of the time, I never
know there's a rule against
swathing until I get caught.

Teachers expect student leadeia
to be examples, and are much
harder on them if they do any-
thing wrong.

Most of the rules here are
very general and vague.

It is very important to most
teachers in this school that
students act and look right.

Students are expeatedtxiJwport
other students, if they see
than violating school rules.

Comments



.731

, For each of the following statements, rate how true it is 1

in this class. Circle one number for each statement.-
.

Definitely true
-Tenda to be true

Tends not to be true
4- Definitely not true

-Don't know

58 1 2 3 4 5 1. The teacher makes us do things
which are of more interest to
him/her than to the class.

59 1 2 3 4 5 2. The teacher can make the class

60

61

62

63

64

65

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5.

1 2 3 4 5

do what she/he wants. Anyone
who doesn't go,along will get
punished.

3. The teacher can be trusted to
do things that will help students
rather than harm them.

4. When the teacher wants us to do
something, she/he permits the
class to consider different ways
of doing what she/he wants, or
doing other things instead.

Comments

5. The teachers' standards for
evaluating work are seldom
known by students in advance.

6. If the teatimes evaluation of a
student's work is positive

ofeeservihgreccgnition) the teacher
usually lets it be known publicly.

7. If I do better than most other
students, I get a high grade.
If I do worse than most other
students, I get a low grade,
regardless of what my actual
level of accomplishment has
been.

8. The evaluations I receive in this
course are usually helpful; I
learn from than how to improve
my work.

(Question continued an next page)

14u
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1

- Definitely true

-Tends to be true
3-Tends not to be true

4-Definitely not true
-Dcm't know

66

67

68

,

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

5.

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

i

18.

1 19.

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

Comments

We all receive the same grade,
so how well I do depends on had
well others in the class do.

Every task we set has to be dome
within a specified amount of time.

If a student feels helehe needs it,
he/she can usually get additional
time to do any piece of work be-
fore he/she has to turn it i1 to
get evaluated.

The teacher does not alter a grade
because of a student's attitude.
Students are graded on performance.

The level of a'student's perform -
ance is used by the teacher to
show the student ways he /she can
do better.

Tbe teacher seems to expect all
or most students to achieve Bind-
lar levels of performance, but
within flexible time periods,
some taking Longer than others.

The teacher always determines
at which level we already can
perfizamtn a standard before
beginning a new unit of in-
struction.

A student's progress toward the
goals for student learning is al-
ways evaluated'afterinstruction.

The teacher rarely encourages and
supports the slower students in
their efforts to learn.

The teacher rarely shows concern
about students' personal problems.

The teacher is unenthusiastic about
what he/she is teaching.

(Question continued on next Da
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l.-'Definitely true

2-Tends to be true
3- ltsrls not to be true

I 4- Definitely not true

I

5- Don't know

la

77 1 2 3 4 5 20.

78 1 2 3 4 5 21.

79 1 2 3 4 5 22.

80 1 2 3 4 5 23.

22
1-2

CPP

1.1 1 2. 3 4 5 24.

12 1 2 3 4 5 25.

1 2 3 4 5 26.

1 1 2 3 4 5 27.

15. 1 2 3 4 5 28.

16 1 2 3 4 5 29.

17 1 2 3 4 5 30.

Comments

The ttacher brings in his/her own
experiences with the subject mat-
ter while teaching.

The teacher usually disciplines
me when I need to be disciplined.

The teacher is usually fair to me.

The teacher rarely pays attention
to my ideas and opinions.

The teacher rarely tries to find
out hod I feel about things.

Students have little influence
over what subject matter the
course will cover.

A variety of learning activities
are provided within any class
period so different students are
doing different things at the
same titre.

Stud2nts have little choice as to
wren, where, and how learning
activities may be pursued.

Class activities and assignnents
are explained clearly.

The materials and learning activi.-
ties used in this course rarely
hold my attention.

The teacher expects me to do only
a certain quality work, and
teaches me accordingly.

14d
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PART D - DEGREE OF PUNISHMENT QUESTIONS

=.4

Below is a list of Actions whidh some schools have rules against.
Fbr each action circle the response that best indicates what would
happen to a student in your school if one were caught doing it. If

your school has no rule against it, circle number 1.

Definitions:

11.
Rule exists but
no punishment
is usual:

Warning:

Restriction of

No one pays any attention to.violations.

Yelled at, warmilphatwill Aappen if the action
continues, told to stop.- No long term consequences.
Zhe incident is over quickly and generally for-

gotten.

privileges: Probation, detention after school, ineligi-
bility for athletics, extra assigrments, monetary
fine, removal from class. Often counselor, vice-
principal or pi4ncipal involved.

Denied permission to attend school for several days.
Need to be formally reinstated.

Expulsion: Pernmently denied permission to attend school.

Suspension:

w

I-14o rule against this that I know of

-Rule exists but no punishment is usual
3- Warning

4-Restriction of privileges
5-Suspension

- Expulsion. Comments

Boys wearing 1shoulder length
hair:

-18 1 2 3, 4 5 6 -Punishment for the first or
occasional Offenses

19 1 2 3 4 5 6 -Punishment for repeated
offenses

2. Smoking cigarettes (outside
any designated smoking area):

20 1 2 3 4 5 6 -Punishment for the first or

occasional offenses
21

----1

1 2 3 4 5 6 -Punishment for repeated
offenses

(Qmpstion continued

149

on next page)



- No rule against this that I Palcur of

2-Rule exists but no punishreit is usual,

ing
1r- Restriction of privileges

I:-Suspensicn

15- Expulsicn
Comment s

.
3. Taking something frau

another student either
by theft or pressure:

22 1 2 3 4 5 6 -Punishment for first or
occasional offensee

23 1 2 3 4 5 6 -Punishment for repeated
offenses

4. Striking/fighting with a
teacher:

24 1 2 3 4 5 6 -Punishment for the first or
occasional offence

25 1 2 3 4 5 6

5.

-Puniihment for repeated
offenses ,

Refusing to,salute the flag:
26 1 2 3 4 5 6 -Punishment for the first or

occasional offenses
27 2 3 4 5 6 Punishment for repeated

offenses

6. Being in the hall during class
time:

28 1

(.1

2 3 4 5 6 -Punishment/for the first or
occasional offenses

29 2 3 4 5 6 -Punishment for repeated
offenses

7. Being high on drugs:
30 1 2 3. 6 -Punistumnt for the first or

cccasional offenses
31 1 2 3 4 5 -Puhistmalt for repeated

'offenses

9% bistributing written materiel
critical of the school;

32 1 2 3 4 -5 6 -Punikihment for the first or
'occasional offenses

33 1 2 3 4 5 6 -Punishment for repeated
offenJes

15.0
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For each of the following actions circle the respans:, that best
D-II indicatei what would happen to a student inyour class'if cne

were caught doing it. Note the addition of -response number 7,

1- No rule against this that I know of
-Rule exists but no punishment is usual

-Warping
4 -Restricticn of priveleges

-Suspension
-Expulsion

- Student's grade is lowered

34 1 2 3 4

35 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

37 1 2 3 4

38 1 2 3 4

39 1 2 3 4

40 1 2 3 4

41 1 2 3 4

42 1 2 3 4

43 1 2 3 4

44 1 2 3 4

45 1 2 3 4

5 6

5 F

5 6

5 6

5 6

3 6

7

1. Arriving late to class:
- Punishment for the first or
occasional offenses

7 -Punishment for repeated
offenses

7

7

7

7

5 6 7

5 6 7

5 6 7

5 6 7

5 6 7

5 6 7.

2. Copying someone ei.oe's wort
Punishment for first or,
occasional offenses
- Punishment for repeated

offenses

3. Cheating cn
-Punishment
occasional
-Punishment
offenses

'4. Not turning
-Puhishment
occasional
-Punishment
offenses

an exam:
for first or
offenses
for repeated

in an assignment:
for the first or
offenses
for repeated

5. Talking back to the teacher:
-Punishment for the first or
occasional offenses
-Punishment for repeated
offenses

6. Objecting to a:teacher's
punishment of i student:
- Punishment :,:or first or

occasional offenses
-pInistmient for repeated

offenses

151

Comments
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PART E - INFIXEN,CE ON THE RULES

(
For each category of rules below, circle the number which most
close] 'representwthe amount. of influence students in your
solve. or in your class have in making up the rules.

1- Students have A great daal of influence
2-Students have sare influence

- Students have very little, if any, influence

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1. How math influence do students have in
making the rules that they would get expelled
for violating?

*gift.

2. How rauch influence do stUdeAs have in
making the rules that they would get
suspended for violating?

3. Hai much influence do .tudents have in
making the rules that they would be
punished by a restriction of privjleges
far violating?

4. In this class how much influence do students have

in making the rules that they Would have their

22.00 lowerbd for violating?

1
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PART F - EQUITY OF ENFORCEMENT OF THE RULES

In the following questions we want to know how equally rules are
enforced in your school. In each situation given beaw, indicate '

whether the circuastances would cause the penalty to be less,
whether they would make no difference, or whether the penalty would
be harsher. Circle one number for each situation.

1- The penalty would be : , lighter
1-It would make no diterence

3- The penalty would be rrore, harsher

car

A student breaks a rule for which the usual penalty is

Insian. What difference, if any, would it rake if

dent:

50 1 2 3

51 1 2 3

52 1 2 3

53 1 2 3

54 1 2 3

55 1 2 3

56 1 2 3

57 1 2 3

58 1 2 3

59 1 2 3

1. Is a girl

2. Is non-white

3. Gets good grades

4. Is a leading athlete or cheerleader

5. Is not widely known in school

6. Is young

7. Has parents who are wealthy or well-known
in the community

8. Is popular with other students

9. Has older badchers or sisters who had a tad

reputation in the school
10. Has a reputation for causing teachers

trouble



60

31

62.

53

64

65

56

67

68

69

19

In the following question we want to know how equally rules are en-
forced in your class. In each situation given below, indicate
whether the circumstances would cause the penalty to be less, whether
they would-make no difference, or whether the penalty would be harsh-
er. Circle one L.Imber for each situation.

1- Ile penalty would be less, lighter
2-It would make no difference

3- 'The penalty would be more, harsher

1 2 3

IT 2 3.

1 2 3

1 2. 3

1 2 3

1' 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

A student breaks a rule for which the usual penalty in
your class is to have his/her grade lowered. What dif-
ference, if any, would it make if the student:

Comments

1. Is a girl

2. Is nonwhite

3. Gets good grades

4. Is a leading athlete or cheerleader

5 . Is not widely known in school

6. Is young

7. Has parents who are wealthy or well-known
in the community

8. Is popular with other students

9. Has older brothers or sisters who had a
bad reputation in the school

10. Has a reputation for causing teachers
trouble

15,1
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PART G - =KEDGE AND CLARITY CF THE RULES

How clear are the rules in your school or class? Circle one number
for each type of xM -.7

1-Very Clear - The rules Nell out exactly what would cause this to happen
2-In Between - The rules spell out more or less what would cause

1

this to happen
3-Very Unclear-The rules are so general it all depends an who

catches you
--p-I don't knowl4hat the rules are concerning this

70 1

71 1

72 1

73 1

74 1

2, 3 4

2 3 4

2' 3 4,

2 3 4

2 3 4

1. How clear are the rules for which violation
usually leads to expulsion?

2. Has clear are the rules ,r which violation

usually leads to n?

3. Haw clear are the rules for which violation
usually leads to a restriction of privileges?

4. How clear are the rules for which violation
usually leads to a warning?

5. How clear'aie the rules in your class for which
violation usually leads to lowered grades?

15i
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76

77

78

79

,f.

23

T rli - TILE APPEAL PROCESS

In the following guesticns we want to lam what a student can do if_
be/she has received a punishirent and yet thinks he/she is innocent?

AP'

H-I. If 'a student has been suspended, and yet thinks she/he is innocent

1. Can she/he appeal.? . (Check cne)

75- 1. 0 No (Skip to next page)

2. Don't know (Skip to next page)

13

.

3. 0 Yes
. If yes, to whale (Check more than cne,

O School aoard

E Superintendent

O Principal

O Vice Principal

ri Counselors

O 1113,Fhers .

11, Othet Stiidents

O Others (Explain):

if appropriate)

-b

t
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H-II. If a student has received a punishment of having her/his grade
in a class lowered and yet thinks she/he is innocent

1. Can she/he appeal? (Check one)

14- 1: 0 No (Skip next page)

2. 0
.Don't know Skip to next page)

3. 0 Yes (Go on)

2. If yes, to whoa? (Check more than one if appropriate)

15 Ej School board

16 E.] Superintendent

17 principal

18 0. Vice Principal

19 0 Coxumplors

20 0 Teachers.

21 0 Other Students

22 0 Others (niaplain):

151
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PART I - DUE PROCESS

In the following questions we want to know what a student can
do if he/she has been amused of committing 'an act (violating
a rule) that could lead to a punishment, and thinks he/she is
innocent.

I-1. If a student is accused of committing an act.(violating a.rule)
that could lead 63-lireasion: and thinks the/he is innocent

1. Is there (or can the student request) a hearing? (amok one)

23 - 1,. ri No (Skip to next page)

2., L_J Don't know (Skip to next page)

3. 0 Yes (Go on)

2. If yes, who conducts the hearing? (Ow* more than one, if
- applicable)

24 C:] School Board

25 Superintendent

26 L_J Prinicpal

27 O Vice Principal

8 0 Counselors

29 Teachers

30 C-3 Other Students

31
Others (Explain):

156



I-II. If a student is accused of =omitting an act .(violating a rule),
, that could lead ro.--&-1,ng a punishment of a restriction of

privileges, and thinks sh, is innocent

1. Is there (or can the student request) a hearing? (Check one)

32 - 1. 0 No (Skip to next page)

2. 0 Don't knew (Skip to next page)

3. 0 Yes (Go on)

2. If yes, who conducts the hearing?
aPPrcPriate

33 0 School Board

34
)

0 Superintendent

35

:16

37

-38

39

40

r

Principal

O Vice Principal

O Counselors

Itachers

0' Other Students

Others (lain):

(Check rove than one, if

43

.<

F.....Mmr

159
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PART J - "EASY - DIFFICULT" QUESTICNS

J-I

Indicate how easy or difficult it,is to do each of the

following things in your school. Try not to be influenced

by whether or not you personally would want to do these

things. Just indicate how easy or difficult it would be if

some student in your school wanted to. Circle one number

for each question.

1-Very easy
,

12-r

Fairly
Fairly

easy
I difficult

- Very difficult or impossible
5-Don't know; to my knowledge no one has ever

tried it
cannents

41 1 2 3 4 5 1.

"42 1 2 3 4. 5 2.

43 1 2 3 4 5 3.

44 1 2 3 4 5 4.

-45 1 2 3 4 5 5.

46 1 2 3 4 5 6.

47 1 2 3 4 5 7.

48 1 2 3 4 5 '8.

49 1 2 3 4 5 9.

Take a course with students at'

least a grade Ahead of you (older).

-
Get into the same course

all friends are.where your

Take a course which is mostly taken

by students of the opposite sex.

Not have to take as course if you oan

show that you know all the material

which will be covered. For example,

get credit for the course if you pass

an exam, rather than taking the whole course.

Choose exactly the teacher you want in

each course.

Choose the content and the kind of teaching

that interests you in a course.

Take any coMbination of courses you like

in whatever sequence pleases you.

Have a new section of a course created

if enough students want it.

Take a course over again if you once

fail it (or do very poorly in it).

160
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,IMN.m1/
PAM' K - GETTING INTO A COURSE

Answer the Vollowing questions with respect to

are in right now.

1. Hag did you

Skip
Question

6

01.1=1.: 2

then skip to 6

course you

come to take this course? (check one)

0 I don't know. I just found this on my schedule.

2. 0 :Mims required.

3. 0 I wanted to take it; I selected it-by myself.

4. 0 I was advised to take it, and selected it for

that reason.

5. I selected a different course, but I'm here anyway.n
Mat else did you want to take?)

If your response was either 1 or 2, skip to questicn,6.i

III your response was either 3 or 4, answer question
then skip to Question 6.

/

If your response was 5, skip to question 3...

2. If you selected this course, either because you we rated to or

because you were advised to (responses 3 or 4 Question I.

whichpf the following is true?
y
/

51-1. 0 It was open to anyone. /

2. 0 It was open to anyone who met/the prerequisites, and

I did, so I automatically gift in when I applied.

3. 0 I was selected from those who applied.

4. 0 It required approval, which I got.

3. If you selected a different course but are here anyway
(response 5, question 1 ), which of the following is true?

52 -1. ID I couldn't schedule what I wanted.

2. 0 I didn't meet prerequisites for the course I wanted.

3. 0 The course was full by the time my name came up.

4. 0 I was denied permission to take the course I wanted and

this was left.

5. 0 I was talked out of taking what I wanted.

lEi



4. If youwere'talked out of taking what you wanted (response 5,

question 3), who talked you out of it?

53-1. '0 Parents

2. ra Friends

3. 0 Teacher

4. 0 Counselor

5. 0 Other (Explain) :

5. If you were talked out of taking what you wanted (response 5,

question 3), what argument was most convincing to you?

fl I would do poorly in the course

2. 0 It wouldn't help me to be.what I wanted to

3. 0 N one of my friends were taking it.

4. 0 The teacher dislikes people like me.

5. 0 People like me generally don't take courses li%e'this.

6. 0 O ther lExplain):

27

6. If you didn't take course at this time, when is it offered

again.

55-1. 0 Next quarter

2. 0 Next semester

3b 0 Next year

4. Never

5. 0 Other (Explain) :

7. Would you be able to take it then or at some later time

if you didn't take it now?

56-1. cl Yes

2. n No

162.
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57

58

59

60

61

Indicate how each of the following circumstances would have
affected a student's chance of getting into this course.
Circle one number for each cirminstame.

K-IT
Note: If the course you are in now is required, answer this

question in terms of getting the particular teacher and
level of difficulty of the course you are in.

1 This would have made it easier for the student to get in
This would have had no effect on whether the student got in

This would have made it harder for the student to get in

1 2 3 If the student were yogpger (freshman
or sophomore) rather dran older
(junior or senior).

Ca rents

1 2 3 2. If the student's parents were better known
in the community rather than unknown.

1 2 3 3. If the student's older brothers or sisters
had done well in school rather than poorly.

1 2 3 4. If the student's grades were pretty low,

rather than pretty high.

1 2 3 5. If the student were well known
in the school, rather than not
well known.

E2 1 2 3 6. If the student tended to Upset and antagonize
people, rather than get along well with
them.

1 CJ
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1

K-III

To what extent did each of the following persons or groups

affect whether you sot into this course? Circle one number

for each item.

Note: If the course you are in now is tcs what

extent did each of the following ect whethet you

got this teacher and level of eifficulty of this

bounce.

1- Cane of these people (this person) aumNIIftLailigq

2-Cne of these people (this person) had to =prove

3--Cne of these people (this person) cove me advice

4-These people (this person) hadmainflurNo
5 -I don'tigrad how much influence these people

(this person) had

TmilLi111LJIILJE.JIIEN,...m.....111
63 2 3 4 5 1. 'reacher

64 1 2, 3 4 5 2. Principal or Vice Principal

65 2 3 4 5 3. School Board or Superintendent of

Schools
-

66 2 3 4 5 4. Guidance'Counselors

67 1 2 3 4 5 5. Psychologlats or Physician

65 1 2 3 4 5 6. Other Authorities Outside School

69 1 2 3 4 5 7. Other Students

70 le 2 3 4 5 8. Parents

s

164
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71

72

73

74

75

76

-IV

Suppose you want to switch out oof=7CZEerursethetexmis
1 well underway. If you asked permission to switch out any -ave

each of the following reasons for switching, indicate fc, ch
one how easy it would be., Circle one number for each rt.1,

Note: -f the course you are in now is reg d, answer this
question in terms of switching to a different teacher
or level_of difficulty of the same course. If the
course you are in now is not required, answer this
question in terms of switTing to an entirely different
course.

Very easy
2--Fairly easy

3--Fairly difficult

1r

4--Very difficult or ispcssible .

--Don't know; f.mylclawledge no one has ever tried it

Convents

1 2 3 4 5

1 1 .J.2 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1. Can't get along with other students.

2. Course too easy.

3. Tbo much wore required.

4. 3omething else seems more interesting.

5. I want to leave school earlier in the day
to get a job.

6. My parents are upset with some of the things
we've been studying.

16.0_
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PART L - FAT IS GRADED
C.

Indicate how important each of the hollowing is in determining the

final evaluation (grade) you receive in this course. Circle, one

number for each aspect.

Note: If you do not know haw important these are for the entire

course, answer the questions with respect to the

unit of the course just =plated.

77

78

79

80

24
1-2

OUP

3-10

ll

12

A

1Very important
2 Saw importance

3Little or no importance
Don't know

CaruP_nts

1. 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1. Quality of your written homework.

2. Classroom attitude and behavior.

3. Quality of the projects you do.

4. Past record in extra-curricular --tivities.

1 2 3 4 5. '1t way you dress.

one

1.' 0 I answered this question with respect to the entire course.

2. :2 I answered this question with respect to the unit of the

course we just catpleted.
*.

A

.

r

" 011"'N. 1,1.-

Q.
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PART M - DETERMINING A GRADE

M-I
Indicate haw often each of the following happens in this course.
Circle one number for each statement.

-Happens often
2 - Happens sanetirres

- Happens rarely
4 -Never has happened

13 1 2 3 4 1.

14 1 2 3 4 2.

15 1 .2 3 4 3.

I

4

Caments.

Does your teacher ever ask other
students in the class to evaluate'
your work?

Does your teacher ever ask someona
outside the class to evaluate
your work?

Does the teacher ever have you take
a department-wide test as part of
the evaluation-of your work in the course?

1C

G
)
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If each of the following happens, indicate how important it is in
determining your final grade in the course.

1 This never has happened
2--This happens and has great incortanfm the teacher gives.it just

as much or more consideration than if he/she hae done the
evaluation
3--This happens and has some incortance--the teacher does take it

into account
4This happens, but has little or no.importance the teacher

hardly even considers it
This happens but I don't know how important it is

16 1 2 3 4 5 1.

17 4 5 2.

18 1 2 3 4 5 3.

19 1 2 3 4 5 4.

Caments

Does your teacher ever ask you to
evaluate your own work?

Are you ever asked to evaluate the work
of other students?

toes the teacher ever have you take a
schoolwide test as part of the
evaluation?

Goes the principal ever evaluate
your work?
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PAM - Ca44..INICATING AND BECOMING AN EVALLIA.TICN

What information about your work in the course is recorded
on the permanent record (if there is one?) (Check all

which apply)

0/1 20 1. C:1 my grade in the course

21 2. 0 Witten comments about me fran my teacher

22 3. ED HOW well I did on each of a set of competency

tests.

23 4. 0 My rank in the class

24 5. 0 Don't know

25 6. 0 Other (Explain:

e

N

Caments

If a student fails, is this recorded on his/he permanent

record? (Check one)

26-1. 0 Yes

2. C:] No
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N-117 In each of the following questions, check the one respOnse

which is most like the course.

Comments

What counts toward the final grade, or toward credit for

the unit of work? (Oleo_ me)

30-1. 0 Usually every piece of work we do counts.

2. 13 Only a few things count.

3. 0 Regardless of how many things we do, the final grade
(or whether or not we get credit) is usually
determined by only one thing (for example, a test
at the end of the term).

4

Comments

What is the relationship between the teacher and student
in the decision about your overall evaluation (grade)?
(Check one) .

0 The teacher makes a final decision without consulting
the student.

2. ED The teacher makes a tentative decision and discusses
it with the student before making it final.

3. 0 The student makes a tentative decision and discusses it
with the teacher. The teacher then makes final what they
agree

4. 0 The student makes the final decision without
consulting the teacher.

Comments

In determining the final grade, or credit, can poor
performance on one unit of work be offset by superior work

on another? (Check one)

32-1. 0 Usually yes.

2. 0 Usually no.

17J.
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PAW 0 - CLASSiu,X24 BEHAVIOR

Different teachers like different things to happen in their
classrooms. Va want to know how this teacher feels about
each of the following kinds of activities taking place in

this class. FOr each statement below, circle the number
which is most like the ray things are in this class.

1 Required (fie- teacher requires it)

2 Encouraged but not required (The tea'her wants you co do it)

3 Permitted but not encouraged (Doesn't matter one way
or the other to the teacher)

Permitted but discouraged (The teacher doesn't like it)

5 Not permitted
6 Does not apply to this course

4 * *

33 1 2 3 4 5 6

34 1 2 3 4 5 6

35 1 2 3 4 5 6

36 1 2 3 4 5 6

37 . 1 2 3 4 5 6

38 1 2 3 4 5 6

39 1 2 4 5 6

40 1 2 3 4 5 -6

Garments

1. Students asking for clarification cf
something the teacher has already said.

2. StudentS offering an opinion of course.
material that differs fran the textbook.

3. Students relating things that happen auricle
of class to topics they study in class.

4. Students raising questionstabout why they
are studying a certain topic.

5. Students raising questions about the kinds
or number of homework assignments.

6. Studenti writing reports about topics
studied in class.

7. Students speaking out and giving their
own opinions about things.

8. Students using computer terminals, tape

recorders, or other available machines.



How often does the work in this course asuire that you do
each of the following things? Circle one riLIEFer for each
question.

1

41 1

42 1

43 1

44 1

45 1

Often required
2 Sceetimes required

3 Rarely required

1

Never has been required

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

carreits

01. Recall Fran memory specific facts
or ideas.

02. Repeat a given statement, response or
activity mare than once.

03. EXplain the underlying causes, principles
or elements behind why things happen
or how they work.

04. JUdge the value or.merit of something
based on specific standards or evidence.

05. Openly express your feelings and
insights about thongs that are
important to riu.

fi

173
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PARE P - PERCENT OF TIME IN VARIOUS ACTIVITIES

P-I

46

47

48

49

50

51

In ten (10) ordinary meetings of this course (a two-week period
for a course that meets every day), approximately what percentage
of class time is spent in each of the following activities or settings.
Cirae-one number for each activity or setting:

Les:, than 10% of the the (less than one class period every
two weeks, for a course that meets daily)

Between 10% and 25% of the time (one or two class periods
out of ten; or 10-25% of every class period)

3 Between 25% and 50% of the time (three to five class..periods
out of ten; or 25-56% of every class period

Between 50% and 75%'of the time (five to eight class
periods out, of ten; or 50-75% of average class period)

Max.--e than 75% of time (nearly every class period, or
nearly all each class period)

Comments

w V V

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

1. Self-instruction (e.g., reading,
writing' assignments.

2. Student-group instruction (e.g., discussions,
roleplays, games) .

3. Machine-mediated instruction (e.g.,
movies, tape-recordings, video-tapes).

4. Outside- instruction (e.g., field trips,
work in businesses, etc.).

5. Working in groups of two or three.

6. Wbrking in large groups, eleven to
full class.

'14



52-53

54

55

-56

57-58

40

Think of the amount of time you have spent over the last tw- weeks
in out-of-class work for this class (doing assignments, homework).

Include time spent in study halls doing work for this class.

What is the approximate total number of hours you spent? Place
the number in the box below.

hours

Approximately what peltoentave of thii time did you spend On
each of the following activities? Circle one number for !

each type of activity.

1 Less than 10% of the time
Between 10% and 25% of the time
3 Between 25% and 50% of the time

4 Between 50% and 75% of the time
More than 75% of the time

1 2

1 2

1 2

3 4 5 1.

3 4 5 2.

3 4 5 3.

Eaments

Writing (e.g., answering questions,.
writing reports).

Interviewing (e.g., asking someone
about something).

Doing actual work (e.g., helping a
volunteer organization; trying a job
for which pay is usual).

What is the approximate total number of hours you should have
spent to do a really good job on the out-of-class work?
Place the number in the box below.

hours

17'0
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PAM' Q - SOCIALIZATION

For each of the following statments, circle the one number which

is most like the way things are in your school Remember to

answer with respect to your school. DO N6T just give your personal

opinion of the statement.

This is not stressed in my school.
2--This is stressed, but no one mentions it. Everyone is used to

to doing it this way, and the way things arelorganized,

it's very difficult to do anything else.

3--The staff wants this but students don't. This is stressed

by the staff of the school. They explain that

this is how they want or expect things to be.

Students tend to both disagree and resist.

4--The students want this but he staff doesn't. This is

stressed by the students of the sc1ool. The

way they act, or the way they explain things to

other students dhows that this is how they want

or expect things to be. The staff tends to

both disagree and resist.
Both students and staff want this.

This is stressed by the staff and the students

.
of the school. They agree. this is how things

should be.
.. Comments

VV

59 1 2 3

60 1 2 3

61 1 2 3

62 1 2 3

63 1 2 3

64 1 2 3

65 1 2 3

66 1 2 3

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

1. A student should feel especially proud
when his/her work is better than anyone else's

2. The school should have rules that cover almost
all aspects of a student's behavior.

3. Teachers should have a lot of leeway in

enforcing rules.

4. Students should ask guelations when they don't

understand.

5. Schools should have the kinds bf rules found in
society at large,so that students will become
used to then.

6. Teachers should have the right to make up
whatever rules they want.

7. A student should feel proud of anything that

represents the best he can do.

8. Students ought to be in class during class time.

1 7
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--This is not stressed in my school.
This is Stressed, but no one mentions it. Everyone is used to

to doing it this way, and the way things are organized,
it's very diffic.'1t to do anything else.

4The staff wants this but students don't. This is stressed

by the staff of the school. They explain that
this is how they want or expect things to be.
Students tend to both disagree and resist.

The students want this'btit the staff doesn't. This is
..tressed by the students of the school. The

way they act, or the way they explain things to

other students Shows that this is 11..m they want

or expect things to be. The staff ten& to
both disagree and resist.

Both students and staff want this.
This is stressed by the staff and the students

of the school. They agree this is now things

Should 1:e.
Cdmments

67 1 2 3 4 5 9.

68 1 2 3 4 5 10.

69 1 2 3 4 5 11.

70 1 2 3 4 5 12

71 1 2 3 4 5 13.

72 1 2 3 4 5 14.

73 1 2 3 4 5 15.

All students who break the same rule should receive

the same punishment, regardless.

Someone ought to watch students all the time because
they will break the school's rules if they can
get away with it.

All students should/have the same chance to take the
courses they want, regardless of who they are or
what kind of record they have in school.,

-The final grade a student receives should be based
on everything he/she does in the course, not just

on test scores.

Students ought to obey the sdhool's rules without
the need for someone to watch' over dam.

If more.students sign up for a course than can be'
handled, the teacher ought to be able to pick
whichever students he/she wants.

Students who are a credit to the school should receive
a lighter punishment than usual if they breaks rule.

171
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-- his is not striessed in school. ;

s is stressed, but no one mentions it. Everyone is .used to

to doing it this way, and the way things are orgmiied,

it's very difficult to do anything else.
A

3--The staff wants this but students don't. This is stressed

by the staff of the school. -Thdy explain that

this is how they want cr.. expect things to be.
Students tend to both disagree and resist. =

.--The students want Ehis buithe Staff doesn't.. This is
stresiid by the students of the sdhool. The
way they act, or the way they explain things to

other students shows that ,this is how theakWant

or expect things to ble,..The staff tends to

(both disagree and 'insist.
Both students and staff want trilh.

This is stressed by staff and-the-t6dents

of the.qo9ol. They gree this is now thingi

should iev of
COmments

74 1 1 3

75. 1 2 3

76 1,2 3

77 1 2 3

78 1 2 3

79 1 2 3

80 1 2 3

25

1-2

DCP
3-10

11 1 2 3

'V
'-

4 5 16. valuations ought to help students ia
improving their work. .

4 5 17. 'The teachers ought to decide what material will be
covered in the course.

4 5 18. The final grade a student receives in r course should

4 5

be adjusted for his/her ability. Slow students
should not be expected to do as well as faster ones
to get the same grade.

19. Students ought to have a lot of influence over what
material will be covered in a course.

4 5 20. Evaluaticas ought to merely indicate whether the
student did well or not.

4 5 21. Teachers should state ahead of time what has to be
done to' get any particular grade.

4 5 22. A course ought to have a lot of flexibility in what
materials are covered.

4 5 23. The same grades "ugh.. to be given to everyone,
regardless of the level of any one student's

performance.

1.7'd
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1.--Thit is not stressed in my school.

' 2This is stressed, but no one mentions it. Everyone is used to

to doing it this way, and the way things are organized,
it's very difficult to do anything else: .

The staff wants this but Students don't. This it; stressed

by tkiTIFSIT of the school. They explain that.
this is how they want or expect things to Pe.
Students tend to both disagree and resist/

i--The students wa t this but the staff doesn't. Thid is
stressed by the students of the school. The

way they act, or the way they explaia things to
other studentsshows that this is how they want
or expect things to be. The staff tends to

both disagree and resist.
r--Both students and staff want this.

This is stressed by the star` and the students 'N

of the school. They agree this is now things

should be.

v * *

12

13 1 2 3

14 1 2 3

15 .1 2 3

16

el

1 2 3

17 1 2 3

18 1 2 3

5

'4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

Ccrrrnents

24. A student's personal appearance and dress ought

to be entirely his/her choice.

25. A student should regard it as his/her fault if

he/she misunderstooll an assignment and did the

wrong thing.

26. Students are not supposed to try to get special

treatment. , 7

27. Regardlesi of the rules of the school, a student

ought to obey what a teacher says.

28. Students are suppos.A. to have assignments done on

time, regardless of problems in their personal
life that may make it difficult.

29. Students ought to learn only the teacher's opinions
of the material.

30. Students ought to be involved in making up the
-rules which affect then if they are expected to obey

them.

awrzteis-
179
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This is not stressed in school.
s is stressed, but no one mentions it. Everyone is use3 to

to doing it this way, and the way things are organized,
it's very difficult to do any else.

13--;ihe staff wants this but students don't. This is stressed

by the staff of the school. Iliey explain that

this is how they want or expect things to be.
Students tend to both disagree and resist.

The students want this but the staff doesn't. This is
stressed by the students of the school. The

way they act, or the way they explain, things tr.'
other students shows that this is how they want
or expect things to be. The staff tends to

both disagree and resist.
Both students and staff want this.

This is stressed by the staff and the students

of the school. They agree. this is now things

shield be.
Carr ants

19 1 2

20 1 2

21 1 2

22 1 2

23 - 2

24 1 2

25 1 2

3 4 5 31.

3. 4 5 32.

3 4 5 33.

3 4 5 34.

3 4 5 35.

3 4 5 36.

3 4 5 37.

Students ought to have 'tolerance of people
different from themselves.

The school ought to promote cooperation among

students.

Students ought to be supported by the school for ".

asserting their individuality..

Students ought to be permitted "to do their dac thing",

in school.

Students ought to be allowed to leave the school
grounds whenever they wish.

Students should not have to obey unreasonable

school rules.

Students should obey the school's rules because the
staff and administrators who made then up are older

and wiser thanithe students.
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For each of the following statements, circle the one number which
is most like the way things are in your school. Remember to
answer with respect to your school. -MINOT just give your personal
opinion of the statement.

1 Thi;""It not stressed in my school
This is stressed, but no one mentions it. Everyorie is used

to doing it this way, and the way things are organized,
it's very difficult to do anything else

The staff wants this but students don't. This is
stressed by the staff of the school. They explain that

-this is how they want or expect things to be.
Students tend to both disagree and resist.

The students want this but the staff doesn't.
This is stressed by the students of the school. The

way they act, or the-way, iiiRiolain things to other
students Shows that this is haa they want cr expect
things to be. The staff tends to both disc re

and tesist.

5 Both students and staff want tole.
.

This is stressed by the staff aril the st6gents of r
the school. They agree this is how things should be i

'*\
Comments

2t

.1

1

1

2 3J-4

2 '3 4

28. 1 2 e 3 4

29 1 2 3 4

30 1 2 3 4

31 1 2 4"

32 1 / 3 4

5

5

5

J

38. Teacher_ ought to do all evkuating of
student work.

4.0

39. Students should view their studying as an opportunity
to grow, not just fulfilling requirements to get
a grade.

40. Students should be required to present their own
ideas and interpretations of materials they study.

41. Students should memorize all of the important facts
of the material they study.

42. Students should not have to study anything but the
textbook.

436 Students should be required to search out many sources
other than the textbook when studying something.

44, Students should not be graced at alt

s.
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A SET OF FOW-AND CRITERIA FOR REVIEWING THE INSTRUMENT

In reviewing each section of the instrument, try to systematically
address each of the following questions:

/t If the Function has been divided into subcategories, are the
.

subcategories a good set?

(For example, do they cover he critical aspects of the

Function, are each of the sabcategories relatively discrete
ar.% independent of the oth-rs, etc?)

Try to identify ones which should be added, substituted, or
eliminated.

Record your comments-on Comment Sheet No. 1.

2. Are the Items (the Questions) a good set for each subcategory? .

For the Function as a whole?

(Foe example, do theyrcover the critical aspects of the
subcategory; will rccponses be interpretable, etc?)

Try to identify ones which should be added, substituted, or
eliminates

Record your comments on Comment Sheet No. 2 (six have been

provided).

3. Are there questions students will not be able to answer?

Record these on Comment Sheet No. 3.

4. Do the questions cover the widest possible range of situations?

To apply this criterion, ask of each item:

For the School Level Items

A. Does this question have a response relevant to the

best schools I know? (Record problem its on

Comment Sheet 4A.)

B. Does this question have a response relevant to
the woist schools I know? (Record problem items

on Comment Sheet 4B.)



t

For the Classroom Level Items

C. Does this question have a response relevant to the
best classes I know? (Record problem items on
Comment Shalt 4C.)

D. Doe6 this question have a response relevant, to the
worst classes I know? ,.(Record.prob',s items on
Comment Sheet 4D.)

4

5. Are the questions biased because some responses are more socially
than others, or less socially desirable than others?

To apply this criterion, ask of each item:

A. Does this item have a response that is more desirable or
socially acceptable than the other possible responses?
(Record such items on Comment Sheet 5A.)

B. Does this item have a response that is less desirable
or socially acceptable than the other possible resrnsest
(Record such items on Comment Sheet 5B.)

Feel free, of course, to make any other comments or observations you
wish.
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Comment Sheet No. 1 Name:

Subcategories of the Function

I suggest the following subcategories be:

Added:

Substituted:

Eliminated:

The subcategories into which the function has been
divided seem fine as is.



Comment Sheet No. 2

Items

In the set of items related to Function

Name:

Subcategory , I suggest

the following items be:

Added:

Substituted:

Eliminated:

Mark wording changes, etc., on the actual questionnaire
(Or on the analytic document).

The set of items seems fine as is.

13u.



Comment Sheet No. 3 Name:

In my opinion, students will not be able to answer the following
questions:

Page No. Question No.

Reason

I

Changes, if Any,
Which Would Make It

Answerable



Comment Sheet No. 4A game:

In my opinion, the following questions do not have a response relevant
to (and are therefore not applicable to) the best schools I know of:

,41

I

Page No. a \ton No.

Reason

Changes, if Any
Which Would Make It

Answerable



Comment Sheet rip. 4B Name:

In my opinion, the fpllowing questions do not have a response relevant
to (and are therefore not applicable to) the worst schools I know of:

1 , -

Reason

Page No. Question No.

Changes, if Any
Which Would Make It

Answerable

Jo'



Comment Sheet 4C Name:

In my opinion, the following questivas do not have a response relevant
to (and therefore are not applicable to) the beit classes I know of:

Changes, if Any
Which Would Make It

Reason Answerable

Page No. Question No.



Comment Sheet No. 4D Name:

In my opinion, the following questions do not have a response relevant
to (and therefore are not applicable to) the worst classes I know cf:

Change3, if Any
Which Would Make It

Cod- Reason Answerable

Page No. Question No.



Comment Sheet No. 5A Name:

In thqmpllowing items, the cited response is distinctly more desir^ble
(or sdFlally acceptable):

O

Page No. Question No.

Response That Is More , Changes, if Any

Socially Desirable To Elia.J.nate This Bias
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Comment Sheet 5B Name:

In the following items the cited response is distinctly less desirable
(or less socially acceptable):

Response That Is Less Changes if Any
Socially Desirable To Eliminate This Bias

Page No. Question No.

1 93



Panel Reactions to Questionnaire - Tuesday, School People

Custody/Control

1. Change phrase "Due Process" to "Hearing Process".

2. For adult version of instrument: ask about formal nature of
hearing or appeal process, regarding:

a. presence of parents
b. are students aware of they could have a lawyer present
c. are witnesses made public and are they confronted

3. Include an item on the presence of corporal punishment.

4. Some schools have large numbers of trivial rules--we should
include some of them in our set of offenses.

5. Include an 11 askign whether any attempts are ever made to
inform students of what the rules are.

Selection

6. The emphasis in our instrument is on course selection and not
career selection--one of the possible reasons for selecting a
course is if respondent intends to make a career of whatever
the subject matter covers.

Evaluation/Certification

7. We need to ask students directly whether or not their school
gives grades--some schools don't, and therefore some of the
items we've written are not very meaningful to students in
those schools.

a. we should reorganize this section so that the
first question asks students something like:,

"To demonstrate that you have Mastered or accomplished what
you set out to do, does your school give:

1. grades
2. credit
3. anecdotal records
4. competencies

b. then, for whichever one ele
)
school has, ask student

how the school decides on them

8. P. 36--there are other ways of assigning grades besides those
listed, e.g., negotiated.
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9. Series of questions on parents' role in evaluation/certification

a. 41itents are involved in how grades and other infor-
ion get used.

b. if school has any options in grading systems, par-
ents are often involved in decisions on which one
their child can select

c. parent conferences to discuss evaluations

.10., Question asking to what extent grades are important to the student,
or how important are the criteria one gets evaluated on to.the
respondent.

11. Form B, P. 12, #9--wording not clear; should read "...so the grade
I get depends on how well the others do.". P. 33, #5--not assessed
at all.

12. On our true-not true statements, we should remove all qualifica-
tions and modifiers from the statements.

Instruction

13. We should explore the facilities available to support instructional
activities, facilities which are not necessarily in the classroom
(learning centers, etc.) and also whether the size and design of
the classroom permits several activities to occur within it at once.

14. We need an item asking whether the teacher encourages students to
form their own opinion, speak their own mind, etc.

Socialization

15. The variety of students in any school is too great for respondents
to answer about what "students" in the school want. Responses
should read:

a. This is how I think things should be
b. This is how most students think things should be
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Panel Reactions to Questionnaire - Wednesday, Technical People

Custody/Control

1. Rule-enforcement: Most good schools will have enforcing techniques
which reinforce positive behavior. Additional response alternatives
are needed:

a. the teacher or principal works with me to solve the problem
so it won't happen again .

b. the teacher explains why ft wasn't a good thing to do
c. other techniques for enforcing rules:

1. contacting parents
2. distributing information

d. informal punishments-being ostracized, ignored, warned; given
busy work; given onerous tasks

e. turning student over to legal authorities

2. Change "first offense" to:

a. didn't do it on purpose
b. student had never done it before

3. Add to list of offenses:

a. accumulation of a lot of minor offenses
'b. personal vices; i.e., use of abusive language

4. Equity of enforcement--add responses:

a. student is "freaky " -- handicapped, deaf, messed up, etc.
b. student is new in school -- recent transfer
c. some legitimate reasons, such as extenuating circumstances

5. Add items which tap students commitment to rules and determine under
what circumstances and kinds of situations this varies.

6, Add items which get at who; or at what'level, a rule is enforced- -
at classroom or school level--by teachers or vice - principals.

7. Items worded about your "class" should be about your "classroom".

8. Ask about the presence or absence of hall passes.

9. Parents occupation ,see Coleman 1966 EEO item.

10. Nationality -- "With what cultural group do you identify yourself?"

11. Item "Generally what kinds of grades do you get?" should read "What
kind of student are you?".

a. aboire average

b. about average
c. below average

12. Add item reading "How well do you like school?".
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Selection

13. Required courses--why required:

a. at state level
b. at district level
c. at local school level

14. "Negative" requirements--if you score below a certain level on a
test, you must take a certain course.

15. Scheduling--preferences are sometimes given to athletes.

Evaluation/Certification

16. Expand the number and kind of evaluation systems we are focusing on:

a. interaction and.discusSion
b. grades
c. pass-fail
d. competencies

Ask students if they ever "rate the progress of your own work",
"assess your own performance", rather than whether they grade
their own work.

Socialization _

17. Qualify response options to read "most students believe...", "Most
of the staff believes...". .

18. Too much concern with school rules and regulations, and with re-
ward-punishment model of socialization not enough attention to
modeling as a socialization mechanism; also, not enough atten-
tion to informal, nonclassroom aspects of student role.

Instruction

19. Use these organizing categories:

a. Teacher behaviors

1. focused
2. diffuse

b. Student behaviors

1. student perceptions of teacher feelings about behavior
(encouraged, permitted, etc.)

2. student's perception of the learning tasks he's engaged in

19't



c. Procedures followed and materials used,:

1. open to student influence
2. options available

a) as to means
b) as to ends

3. approach or strategy teacher uses
4. activities engaged in

20. Need question about appropriateness of what goes on either to task
to be completed or to needs of students.

General Comments

21. School and classroom questions may be asked several times to the
same respondent:

a. identify and eliminate duplicate respondents.
b. separate class and school queitions.
c. instruct students not to fill out sohookitems more than once.

22. How many respondents per class do you need in order to generalize
to entire class ? -

.23. How many classes, selected in what way, do you need in order to say
things about a course, particularly if teachers are different?

24. How will we deal with subtle tracking difgerences within classes?

25. Develop a set of procedures for administration of questionnaire
within school, and test to see if procedures generate a repre-
sentative sample.

0

26. Include in instructions that respondents don't have to answer if
they don't want to.

27. Questions are not worded in the nay students would say them; i.e.,
use "often" rather than "frequently".

28. Questions are worded in first person plUral, second person, and
third person; these should be made consistent.

29. There is a mismatch between definitions of functions and the items
we've written.

30. There should be items dettgned to get at the interrelationships
among and overlap between the functions.
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APPENDIX C

THE SECOND TEST DRAFT OF THE INSTRUMENT
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FORM A

1
Form Approved

OMB No. 51-S75001

PATTERNS OF

SC110-0L FUNCTIONING

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

In this questionnaire we are concerned with how

things are done in your school. Some of the questions

refer to the school as a whole. Some refer to a partic-

ular class. If a question refers to a particular class,

answer with reference to the class you are in now (unless

you have received other instructions).

In answering the questions, think of your overall

experience in this school or class. Try to be fair.

Try not to be overly influenced by one particularly good

experience, or one bad one.

Your responses will be strictly confidential. Your

name will not be associated in any identifiable way with

your specific responses. Nevertheless, if you find any

question objectionable, you'may simply skip it and go on

to the next one.

Feel free to use the space in the margin to elabor-

ate, explain, or qualify your responses as fully as you

wish.

Jerry L. Fletcher
Northwest Regional Educational
710 S.W. Second Avenue
Portlaud, Oregon 97204

Laboratory

200
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PERSONAL INFORMATION

orm A

and 11

in

1-2)

1. School Code Number (to be provided by mike teacher)

2. Class Code Number (to be provided by the teacher)

3. Subject,Code Number (to be provided by the teacher)

L I
(5) (6) (7)

1 I I

4. What grade are you in in school? (check one)

12-1. Grade nine (9)

2. Grade ten (10)

3. Grade eleven (11)

4. Grade twelve (12)

5. How many years have you been in this school?.

This is my (check one):

13-1. 0 First year

2. Second year

3. Third year

4. '[:] Fourth year

5. Fifth year

6. Sixth year

7. More than sixth year
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6. How old are you I. day? (check one)

14-1. 0 13

2. 0 14

3. 0 15

4. 0 16

5. Q 17

6. U 18

7. 0 19

8. (:) Older than 19

7. Your sex: ,(check one)

15-1. 0 Hale

2. J ;Female

1,

8. With which cultural group do you identify yourself? (check one)

16-1. J Caucasian-American (White)

2. 0 Afro-American

3. 0 Spanish American

4. 0 Native American (Indian)

5. 0 Asian American

6. 0 Other (specify)

7. 0 Don't Know
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9. Check the higher -level of education achieved by each parent.

Mother Father

17-1. 0 18-1. 0 Attended graduate or professional school

2. 0 2. 0 Graduated from 4-year college

3. 0 n
..0* 0 Some college (including community college,

but less than 4 years)

4. 0 4. El Technical, vocational or business school
after high school

5. 0 5. 0 Graduated from high school

6. 6. o Some junior high or ligh school, but did
not graduate from high school

,..-

7. 0 7. 0 Completed grade school

8. 12 8. 0 None or some grade school

9. 0 9. 0 Don't know

lO. In general, how good has your record Ls a student (your "grades");.been
in the last two years of school? (check one)

19-1. 0 One of the best in the school

2. 0 Above average

3. 0 Average

4. 0 Below average

11. How much more schooling'do you presently plan to obtain? (check one)

20-1. 0 I plan to quit high school soon, before graduation

2. 0 I plan to finish high school only

3. 0 I plan to take some post-high school training (technical
school, vocational schooM not college

4. 0 I plan to take some college (including community or junior
college) but less than four years

5. 0 I plan to get a college degree

6. 0 I plan to get more than a college degree (graduate school
or professional school) 2 01
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9. Check the highest level of education achieved by each parent.

Mother Father

17-1. 18-1. LI Attended graduate or professional school

2. 0 2. G- raduated from 4-year college

3. 3. Some college ! including community college,
but less thin 4 years)

4. 4. Technical, vocational or buiinss school
after high school

5. 0 5. Graduated from high school

6. 6. S- r e junior high or high school, but dia

not graduate from high school,

7. 7. C- ompleted grade school

8, - 8. N- one or some grade school

9. El 9. D- on't know

10. In general, riow good has your record as a student (your "grades") been
in the last two year3 of school? (check one)

19-1. One of the best in tile school

2. . Above average

3. Average

4. Below average

11. Hew much'more schooling do you presently plan to obtain? (check one)

20-1. E.] I plan to quit high schcol soon, before graduation

2. I plan to finish high school only

3. I plan to take some post-high school training (technical
school, vocational school); not college

4. I plan to take some college (including community or junior
college) but less than four years

5. I plan to get a college degree-

6. I plan to get'more than a cefe degree (graduate school
or professional school)
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12. For each of the following indicate whether you agree or disagree with the
statement. (Circle one number or each question.)

4 Strongly agree

Tend to agree

I2 Tend to disagree

1 Strongly disagree

4 3 2 & 1 21-1. Good luck is more important than hard work for success
./

4 3 2 1 22-2. 'Every time I try to get ahead, something or soieone
stops le ,--

4 3 2 1 23-3. People like me don't have much of a chance to be
successful in life

4 3 2 1 24-4. When a persLn is born, the success he/she is going to
have is already in the cards, so he/she might as well

accept it and not fight against it

4. 3 1 25-5. Other people have more control over a person's future

than the person him /herself does 4 .

4. 3 2 1 26-6. Success in the occupational world depends more on luck
than on ability and willingness to work
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13.

6

rlw true are each of the following in thi's school? (Circle one number

for each statement.)

4-Definitely true

3-Tends to be true

I2-Tends not to be true

1-Definitely not true

4 3 2 1 30-1.

4 3 2 1 31-2.

4 3 2 1 32-3.

4 3 2 1 33-4.

4 3 2 1 34-5.

4 3 2 1 35-6.

4 3 2 1 '36-7.

4 3 2 1

Mosit teachers seem to think students are always up to

something, so they just wait for someone to do some-

thing wrong

Generally, students here break school rules any time
they think they can get away with it

You need permission to do anything around this school

In this school the principal or vice-principal
enforces the rules

Most of the time I never know I've done something water

until I get ."caught". Then I find out it was wrong

In ,this-school the teachers decide
0
what punishment a

student should receive for breaking a rule

There don't seem to be many rules in this school

The principal is usually understanding; if a student

does something wrong he will give him/her the benefit

of the doubt
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14.

7

How true are each of the following in this class? (Circle one number

for each statement.)

4 Definitely true

3 Tends to be true

j!

2 Tends not to be true

1 Definitely not true

4 3 2 1
/

38-1. At the beginning of this course, the teacher made it

, clear that we would have to,be able to perform a certain
number of tasks in order to pass

4 3 6

4, 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

39-2. 'pfery task assigned has to be done within a specified

amount of time

40-3. The teacher usually checks student progress while they
are working on an assignment, instead of just waiting

until they turn it in to see how they did

41-4. The students can influence what particular Aspecis

of the subject they want to study

42-5. If a student does poorly on a test or assignment, the

student is given a chance to learn the material before

he/she begins work on the next unit

43-6. The important thing in this cliss is that a student
can show he has learned something, not how long it

takes him to learn

44-7. The students can influence where (in what kind of physical

surroundings) they will do the work for the course

45-8. Students are required to take a test or complete an
assignment or project, but each student decides

when to complete it

46-9. The students can influence by when they will have

learned something for the course

47-10. If we do not do well in a course, there are oppor-
tunities to improve the graie later on, after the

course is over
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DEFINITIONS

For the next set of questions you will need to know these definitions.
As you are answering the questions you may turn back to look at them if
you forget.

1 Nothin& No rule against this, or if there is, no one enforces it

2 Discussion -- The teacher or principal would discuss the behavior
problem with the student (sometimes also with the
parents) and together they would work out a way to
keep it from happening again. This often involves

a warring

3 Penalty -- The student would be penalized; for example, detention
after school, put on probation, declared ineligible
for athlitics, fined, removed from class

4 Suspension -- The student would be denied permission to
attend school for several days. Often parents

have to come with the student to get him/her
back into school

5 Expulsion -- The student would be.permanently denied per-
mission to attend school

6 Grade Lowered -- Student's grade is lowered

208
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15.

FIRST OFFENSE

For each of the following, circle the response that best indicates, for
your schbol, what would happen to a student the first time he or she
were caught doing it.

1- Nothing

2- Discussion

3- Penalty

4-Suspension

5- Expulsion

-Grade Lowered

1 2 3 4 5 6 48-1. Skipping school

3 2 3 4 5 6 49-2. Fighting another student

1 2 3 4 5 6- 50-3. Stealing from the School

1 2 3 4 5 6 51-4. Organizing students to protest something

1 2 3 4 5 5 52-5. Damaging school property

1 2 3 4 5 6 53-6. Being high on drugs

1 2 3 4 5 6 Using obscene or profane language
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16.

10

. REPEATED OFFENSES

For each of the following circle the response that best indicates, for

your school, what would happen to a student who does it repeatedly, has

been caught several times, and now has just been caught again.

1- Nothing

2- Discussion

3-Penalty

4- Suspension

5--Expulsion

6.- Grade Lowered'

1r

1 2 3 4 5 6 55-1.. Skipping- school

1 2 3 4 5 6 56-2. Fighting another student

1 2 3 4 5 6 57 -3. Stealing from the school

1 2 3 4 5 6 58-4. Organizing students to protest something

1 2 3 4 5 6 59-5. Damaging school property

1 IQ 3 4 5 6 60-6. Being high on drugs

1 2 3 4 5 6 61-7. Using obscene or profane language
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FIRST OFFENSE - CLASSROOM

17. For each of the following, circle the response that best indicates, for

this clast. what would happen to a student the first time he or she were

caught doing it.

1- Nothing

2- Discussion

3-Penalty

4- Suspension

6 Grade Lowered

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

A

11

62-1. Arriving late to class

63-2. Copying someone else's work

64-3. Cheating on an exam

65-4. Not turning in an assignment

66-5. Talking back to the teacher

67-6. Refusing to participate in class activities
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18.

12

In the following questions we want to know how equally rules are enforced

in your school. In each situation given below, indicate whether the cir-

cumstance would ,cause the punishment to be less, whether it would make no

difference, or whether the punishment would be harsher. (Circle one num-

ber for each situation.)

1- The punishment would be less, lighter

2- It would make no difference

3 The punishment would .be more, harsher

1 2 3

1. 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

A student breaks a rule for which the usual punishment

is expulsion. What difference, if any, would it

make if the student:

68-1. Is a girl

69-2. Is non-white

70-3. Gets good grades

71 -4. Is a leading athlete or cheerleader

72-5. Is,not widely known in school

73-6. Is young (freshman or sophomore)

74-7. Has parents who are wealthy or well-known in the

community

75-8. Is popular with other students

76-9. Has older brothers or sisters who had a bad reputation

in the school

77-10. Has a reputation for causing teachers trouble
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19.

Card 12

in

(1-2)

!)up

3-11

In the following questions we want to know hou equally rules are enforced

in your school'. In each situation given below, indicate whether the cir-

cumstance would cause the punishment to be less, whether it would make no

difference, or whether the punishment would be harsher.. (Circle one num-

ber for each situation.)

1 The punishment'would be lessOighter

2 It would make no difference

.j The punishment would be,more, harsher

1

1

1

1

1

A student breaks a rule for which the usual punishment

in your class is to have his/her grade lowered. What

difference, if any, would,it make if the student:

2 3 78-1. Is a girl

2 3 79-2. Is non-white

2 .3 80-3. Gets good grades

2 3 12-4. Is a leading athlete or cheerleader

2 3 13-5. Is not widely known in school

2 3 14-6. 1$ young (freshman or sophomore)

2 3 15-7. Has parents who are wealthy or well-known in the
community

2 3 16-8. Is popular with other students

2 3 17-9. Has older brothers or sisters who had a bad reputation

in the school

2 3 18-10. Has a reputation for causing teachers trouble
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20. How clear are the rules in your school or class? (Circle one number for

each type orrule.) n

I.

4 -Very clear -- the rules spell out exactly what would cause this to happen

3 - Fairly clear -- the rules spell out pretty well what would cause this

to happen

2-Fairly unclear -- the rules hardly spell out at all what would cause

this to happen

1;-Very unclear -- the rules are so general it all depends on who

catches you

JF0-Don't know -- I don't know what the rules are concerning this

V IF

4 3 2 1 0 19-1.

4 3 2 1 0 20-2.

4 3 2 1 0 21-3.

4 3 22-4.

How clear are the rules for which violation usually

leads to expulsion?

How clear are the rules for which violation usually

leads ea suspension?

How clear are the rules for which violation usually

leads to a penalty?

How clear are the rules in your class for which

violation usually leads to lowered grades?

21. In this school, how many of the rules do students help make ?'

12 23 - 1. All

0 2. Most

0 3. Some

0 4. None
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22.

15

For each of the following a student has been accused of committing an act
which could lead to a punishment. Indicate for each whether in your
school there would be a hearing (or the student could request a hearing)
before the punishment was decided on. (Circle one number for each.)

1-Yes

Jr

2- Don't Know

3-No

i
1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

'1 2 3

24-1. A student has been accused of committing an act (violating
a rule) which could lead to expulsion. Would there be

(or could the student request) a hearing?

25-2. A student has been accused of committing an act (violating
a rule) which could lead to suspension. Would there be

(or could the student request) a hearing? (

26-3. A student has been accused of committing an act (violating
a rule) which could lead to a penalty. Would there be

(or could the student request) a hearing?

27-4. A student has been accused of committing an-act (violating
a rule) which could lead to a lowered grade. Would there

be (or could the student request) a hearing?
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23.

16

To which of the following people would a student be most likely to go to

first for help? (Circle one number for each question.)

1- School Board

2- Superintendent

3- Principal

4 -Vice-Principal

5- Counselors

6- Teacher

7- Other Students

*ir
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 28-1.

1 2 3 -4 5 6 7 29-2.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7. 30-3.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 31-4.

1

If a.student has been expelled and yet thinks
he/she is innocent

If a student has been penalized and yet thinks
he/she is innocent

If a student has been accused of committing an
act (violating a rule) which could lead to
suspension

If a student has been accused of committing an
act (violating a rule) which could ead to a

lowered grade 5

,216
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24. 1 How did you come to take this class? (Check one)

32-1. I don't know. I just found this on my schedule

2. It was required

3. I selected it by myself; I wanted to take it

4. I was advised to take it, and selected it for that reason

5. I selected a different course, but I was placed here

in spite of that
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25. Indicate how each of the following circumstances would have affected a
student's chance of getting into this class. (Circle one number for

each circumstance.)

1- Easier -- This would make it easier for the student to get in

2-No Difference -- This would make no difference on the chances of the

student getting in

3-Harder -- This would make it harder for L e student to get in

1 2 3 33-1. If thq student were younger (freshman or sophomore)
rather than older (junior or senior)

1 2 3 34-2. If the student's parents were better known in the

community

1 2 3 35-3. If the student's older brothers or sisters had done

well in school

1 2 3 36-4. If the student's grades were pretty low, rather than

pretty high

1 2 3 37-5. If the student were well known in the school

1 2 3 38-6. If the student tended to'upset and antagonize people,,
rather than get along well with them

21S
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26. j

1

Indicate how easy or difficult you think it would be for a student in your

1

school to sio each of the following. (Circle one number for each question.)

4 -Ve.y easy

1 3- Fairly easy

1 2 - Fairly difficult
i 0

1...Very difficult or impossible

4 3 2 1 39-1.

4 3 2 1 40-2.

4 3 2 1 , 4153.

4 3 2 1 4244.

4 3 2 1 43 -5.

4 3 2 1 44-6.

4 3 2 1 45-7.

4 3 2 1 46-8.

4 3 2 1 47-9.,

Take a course with students at least a grade ahead

of you (older)

Get into the same course where all your friends are

Take a course which is mostly taken by students of

the opposite sex

Not have to take a course if you can show that you
know all the material which will be covered. For

example, get Credit for the course if you pass an
exam, rather than taking the whole course

Choose exactly the teacher you want in each course

Choose the content and the kind of teaching that
interests you in a course

Take any combination of courses you like; in whatever

sequence pleases you

Have a new section of a course created if enough
students want it

Voluntarily take a course over again if you once fail

is (or do very poorly in it)

3

219, - ___.------------
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27. Suppose you want to switch out of this class after the term is well
underway. If you asked permission to switch out for each of the fol-
lowing reasons, indicate how easy it would be for each one.
(Circle one number for each reason.)

4 Very easy

3- Fairly easy

2-Fairly difficult

.1-Very difficult or impossible

4 3 2 1 48-1. Can't get along with other students

4 3 2 1 49-2. Course is too easy

4 3 2 1 50-3. Too much work required, even though I'm doing well
in the course

4 3 2 1 51-4. Another ccurse seems more interesting

4 3 2 1 52-5. I want to leave.,school earlier in theigday to get a jOb

4 3 2 1 53-6. My parents are upset with some of the things we've been
studying

220
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28. If you were unable to take this course at this time, would you be able to

take it at some later time? (Check one)

54-1. Yes

2. No

29. If you did not take this course now, approximately how much time would elapse'

before you could take it? (Check one)

55-1. Nine weeks (a quarter) or less

2. A semester

3. A year

4. I would never get another chance

221
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30. Have you ever wanted to take a course but been talked out of it?

56-1. Yes

2. Lo

31. If so, who talked you out of it? (If it has happened to you more than once,

pick one time and answer the question according to that one time.)

(Circle one number for each person below.)

1- Yes

ir 2-No

1 2 57-1. Parents

1 2 58-2. Friend

1 -2 59-3. Principal or Vice-Principal

1 2 i 60-4. Teacher

1 2 61-5. Counselor

1 2 62-6. Other (Explain)

32. If so, how convincing were the following arguments? (Circle one number for each

argument.)

1 Very convincing

1

2 Somewhat convincing

3 Not convincing

4 Not used

Ifr

1 2 3 4 63-1. I would do poorly in the course.

1 2 3 4 64-2. It wouldn't help me be what I wanted to be

1 2 3 4 65-3. The teacher dislikes people ''like me

1 2 3 4 . 66-4. 'People like me generally don't take this kind of course

1 2 3 4 67-5. The'teacher is not a good teacher

1 2 3 4 68-6. The courseris. not a good course

222
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33. In each of the following pairs of 'statements, check the one which Drat
nearly describes the way things work in this class.

69-1. The teacher expects everyone to do their best in this
class; even if you aren't very smart you will get a
high grade as long as you do the best work you possibly
can

2. Only the students who do the best work_in the class
will get high grades, even if they don't have to try
very hard to do their work

70-1. The teacher "grades on a curve"in this class so that a
certain percentage of students will get high grades, a
certain percentage will get low grades, and most students .

will get about average grades

2. The teacher doesn't "grade on a curve" in this class.
Evaryone whO does'good work will get a good grade, and
if no one does poorly there will be no low grades

71-1. The teacher grades students only on how well they learn
the course material; it doesn't matter how hard a student

'tries or whether other students do better or worse than

he/she does. Everyone who learns the course material
will-get a high grade

2. The teacher doesn't just grade on how well students
learn the course material. The teacher also takes into

account how hard the student works, and whether other

students did better.or worse

223
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34. Ho.; often do each of the following people assess or evaluate the quality of
the work a student dues for this course? Consider only thosmtimes when
such an assessment or evaluation affects a student's final grade. (Circle

the correct response.)

4-Nearly all the time

3- rften, regularly

2- Sometimes, occasionally

1- Never

4 3 Other students in the class

4 3. 2 1 73-2. The teacher

4 3, 2 1 74-3. A person or persons outside the school who is an
expert in the work the student has done

4 3 2 1 75-4. A panel of people from the school

4 3 2 1 The student himself/herself

4 3 2 1 77-6. Parents

224
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35. Regardless of who evaluates your work during the term, who decides what
your final grade'or evaluation will be in this class? (Check the correct

response.)

78-1. The teacher makes a final decision without consulting

the student

2. The teacher explains to the student the overall evaluation

of the student's work for the course before the decision

is made final. This allows for some modification if

appropriate

3. The teacher and the student both make tentative decisions

about what the student's final evaluation should be. Then

they discuss the matter until they agree

4. The student makes the final decision without consulting

the teacher

5. The decision is made by experts outside the class

6. The decision is made by a panel of other students in

the class

0 7. 'The decision is made by a group of teachers in the school
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36. How often does the teacher of this course use each of the following
to tell you their evaluation of your work? (Circle one number for

each statement.)

and 13

in

1-2)

Dup

3-11

4-Nearly all the time

3-Often, regularly

Jrii

2:-Sometimes or occasionally

1--Never-

4 3 2 1 79-1. Grades written on work

4 3 2 1 80-2. Comments or suggestions written on work

4 3 2 1 12 -3. Grades or rank in class posted in class

4 3 2 1 13-4. Examples of good or bad work distributed to class

4 '3 '2 1 14-5. Individual conferences, in private, where the quality
of the student's work is discussed

4 3 2 1 15-6. Each student's grade is read aloud for the class

4 3 2 1 16-7. The strengths and weaknesses of a student's work
are discussed in front of the whole class

I
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37. Indicate how important each of the following is in determining the final
,evaluation a student will receive in this class. (Circle the number

which best indicates ifs importance.)

4- Very important

1

3-Moderately important

2-Somewhat important

I1 -- Not important

1 I 0-Don't know

I

4 3 2 1 0 17-1. Quantity of the student's oral participation

4 ,3 2 1 0 18-2. Quantity of the student's writtgn homework

4 3 2 1 0 19-3. Quality of the student's special projects -- research
reports, term papers, etc.

4 3 2 1 0 20-4. How well the student gets along with the teacher

4 3 2 1 0 21-5. How the student behaves in class

4 3 2 1 0 22-6. How hard the student tries to learn the material

4 3 2 1 0 23-7. The student's previous record in school

4 3 2 1 0 24-8. What the student thinks he/she deserves

4 3 2 1 0 25-9 Scores on school-wide tests

227
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38. How frequently do each of the following activities take place as a part of

this class? (Circle one dumber in response-to each question.)

4-- Nearly all the time

3 -.Often, regularly

2- Sometimes, occasionally

1- New: has happened

4 3 2 1 26-1. Working in class on your own independent project

4 3 2 1 27-2. Having the teacher lead the instruction (lecture,
total, class discussion)

4 3 2 1 28-3. Having class field trips (visiting a museum,

a factory)

4 3 2 1 21-4. Doing homework assignments outside class (answering
questions, reading books or articles, making an

exhibit or a poster)

4 3 2 1 30-5. Experiencing or practicing adult behaviors in class
(pretending to be interviewing for-a job, role play-

ing a Civil War general)

4 3 2 1 31-6. Using Computer terminals, tape recorders, television,
film projectors, or other available machines

228
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39. Different teachers like different things to happen in their classrooms.
We want to know how you think this teacher feels about each of the
following kifids of activities taking place im-Ois class. For each

statement below, circle the number which you think best describes the

way things are in this class.

3 -Encouraged (the teacher really wants students to do it)

2-Permitted (the teacher allows this to happen, but doesn't encourage it)

1 Discouraged (the teacher doesn't like this to happen, gets upset if it does

0--Does not apply to this class

3 2 1 0 32-1.

3 2 1 0 33-2.

3 1 0 34-3.

3 2 1 0 35-4.

Students stating an opinion of course material
that differs from the textbook

Students raising questions about the way the

teacher assigns grades

Students questioning the way the topic is

being taught

Students raising questions about the kinds of

homework assignments
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40. How often do students do each of the following kinds of things during
this class?- (Circle one number for each question.)

4-Nearly all the time

3- Often, regularly

2-Sometimes or occasionally'

1-- Never has happened

4 3 2 1 36-1.

4 3 2 1 37-2.

4 3 2 1 38-3.

4 39-4.

4 3 2 1 40-50

Predict what would happen. and explain why you think
it would happen if something specific occurs (e.g.,

if the South had won the war; if a depression put
thousands of people out of work today)

Based on specific standards or evidence, tell why you

did or 'did not like something (e4., a book you read)

Recall specific facts or ideas from memory

Describe the historical development of some'aspect
of the subject (e.g., improvements in the Internal
combustion engine since World War II; changes in
the concept of "Civil Rights" since 1955, etc.)

Lay out a plan-for getting something done (e.g., turn
in an outline for a term project; list the steps to
be followed in repairing a punctured tire)
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31

How.often are these things emphasized in this class? (Circle one

response for each question.)

4- Nearly all the time

3-Often, regularly

2- Sometimes, occasionally

1-Never

Jr

4 3 2 1 41-12

4 3 2 1 42-2.

4 3 2 1 43-3.

4 3 2 1 44-4.

Be toleraniThf people who are. different

Alter your opinions when new facts contradict them

Pursue things of importance to you, even if others

think them unimportant

Choose the best alternative available even if aone

of them is ideal '.
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42. For each of the statements below, circle the number which best shows the

way people feel about it in your school.

1--Students are not encouraged to believe this in my_school

2-Many of the staff encouratm students to believe this, but the students

do AU expect others to believe it

3-Many of the students encourage other students to believe this, but

the staff does nat expect students to believe it

If V

4-Many (but not all). of the staff and students encourage other

students to believe this

5 -There is so, much encouragement and pressure to believe thi. that

.students never say they believe anything different

1 2 3 4 (5 45-1.

1 2 3 4 5 46-2.

1 2 3 4 5 47-3.

48-4.

1 2 3 4 49-5.

1 2 3 50-6.

1 2 3 4 5 51-7.

1 2 3 4 5 52-8.

1 2 3 4 5 53-9.

1 2 3 4 5 54-10.

The school should have rules that cover almost all
aspects of a student's behavior

A student should receive course grades on his/her
overall qualities as a person, not just on how well
he/she does school work

A student's grade should depend on how well the student
behaves in class

A student's grade should only depend on how -uch LleYshe

can demonstrate that he/she knows- .

If more students than can beshandled sign up for a

course, the selection of students for the course should

be done at random

Students who break the same rule should have their
punishments adjusted if their case has special

circumstances

Only the teacher'should evaluate a student's work

A student's grade should depend on how much he/she
participates in classroom discussion

If more students than can be handled sign up for a
course, the teacher ought to be able to pick the
students he/she wants

Students who are accused of something should be considered
innocent-and not punished until roven guilty

232
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42.

Y

For each of the statements below, circle the number which best shows the

way people feel about it in your'school.

1-Students are not encouraged to believe this in my school,, /

2-Many of 't staff encourage stuts to believe this, bUt the students

do not e,,Ject others to believe it

3-Many of the students encourage other students to believe this, but

the staff does lot expect students to believe it

4-Many (but not all) of the staff and students encourage other

students to believe this

5 -There is so much encouragement and pressure to believe this that

students never say they believe anything -different

12 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5.

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 i 4 5

55-11. Students should get high grades if they learn the course
materiP', regardless of how everyone else does

56-12. The evaluation of a student's work by ,the teacher should .

always show the student what the strengths and weak7

nesses of it are

57-13. The staff should have the right to make up whatever'

rules they want

58-14. If a student does poorly in a course, he/she should

have another chance to improve his/her grade,

59-15. All students should complete an assignment or piece

of work by the same time

60-16. The staff should be able to discipline students and not
have their decisions questioned by the stud.-nts

Students- should be informed at the beginning of the

course exactly what they have to do in order to get

a certain grae-

62-18. Students should have a say in-decidi g what and how

much they need to learn in order to get a particular
grade or course credit

63-19. There is something wrong with ttlir;..nts who don". obey rules

64-20. Evaluations of students' performance should be used to

help them find out what they haven't learned

65-21: Students should feel guilty when they break a rule,

even if they get away with it
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43. For,pach of the statements below, circle the umber which best shows the

way /people react to it in your school.

1- This is not expecAd or 'reViirded in my school

.11

2-This :1> expected or rewarded by many of the staff in my schbol,

butInot by the students

3-This is expected or rewardedlv many of the students in my
school, but not by the staff

1
4-This is1expected or rewarded many A the staff And

students in my school

5-This is expected or rewarded by everyone in this school
(no one ever questions it)

-1 2 3
i

4 5 66-1. Students ought to do a lot of memorizing

1 2 3. 4 5 67-2.

1 3 .4 5 68-3.

1 2 3 4 5 69-4.

1 2. 3 ' 5 "0-5.

1 2 3 4 5 71-6.

1 2 3 4 5 72-7

2 3 4 5 73-8.

Students ought to form an intelligent, well-justified
opinion about something s,Jdied.

Students ought to accept the teacher's opinion as
better than their own

Students should be willing to study whatever topip
the teacher wants them to study

Students should learn to consider things from many
points of view

Students should try to tnfluence how they will study
things in a particular conrse

Students should learn by doing the same kind of class

activities day after day

Students ought to learn through experiencing; not
just through rending or being told
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- 43. For each of the statements below, circle the number which best shows the
way people react to it in your school.

k

1- This is not expected or 'rewarded in my school

2-Tilis is expected or rewarded by mans of the staff in my school,

tout not by the students

3-This is expected or rewarded by many of the students in my
school, but not by the staff

4-This is expected or rewarded by many of the staff And
students in my school'

5-This is expected or rewarded .y everyone in this school'
(no one ever questions it)

V

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

3 4 5

2 .3 4 5

2 3 4'5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

74-9. Students ought to know what the rules are in the school

75-10. Students ought to obey any rule that the school has

76-11. Students ought to be involved in making up the rules
which a:fect them

77-12. /7cudents ought to ask permission to do anything in this
school, even though they know it's O.K. and will be
allowed

78-13. Students should decide what courses they want to take
and when to'take them

79-14. Students should try to get the school to offer the
courses they want to take

80-15. Once a student begins a class, he/she should stick to
it and not try to switch to another, even if he/she
is not satiVied
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Form Approved
OMB No. 51-S75001

FORM B

PATTERNS OF

SCHOOL FUNCTIONING

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

In this questionnaire we are concerned with how

things are dcne in your school. Some of the questions

refer to the school as a whole. Some refer to a partic-

ular class. If a question refers to a particular class,

answer with reference to the class you are in now (unless

you have received other instructions).

In answering the questions, think of your overall

experience,in this school 3r class. Try to be fair.

Try not to be overly influenced by one particularly good

experience, or one bad one.

Your responses will be stric4 confidential. Your

name will not be associated in an identifiable way with

your specific responses. Nevertheless, if you find any

questiOn objectionable, you may simply skip it and go on

to the next one.

Feel free to use the space in the margin to elabor-

ate, explain, or qualify your 'responses as fully as you

'4sh.

Jerry L. Fletcher
Northwest Regiioal Educational Laboratory
710.S.W. Second\ Avgnue

Portland, Oregon 97204
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2

PERSONAL INFORMATION

orm B

and 21

in

1-2)

1. SchooletIode Number (to be provided by the teacher)

2. Class Code Number (to be provided by the teacher)

3. Subject Code Number (to be provided by the teacher)

(5) (6) (7)-

(8) (9)

00) (11)

4. What grade are you in in school? (check one).

12-1. 0 Grade nine (9)

2. Grade tea (10)

3. Grade eleven (11)

4. , 0 Grade twelve (12)

3. "How many ears have you/been in this school?

This is my (check one):

13-1. 0 First year

2. 0 Second year

3. El Third year

4. 0 Fourth year

5. 0 Fifth year

0 Sixth year

r] More than sixth year
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6. How old arelpu today? (check one)

14-1. d 13

2. 0 14

3. 0 15

4. 0 16

5. 17

6. 18

7. p 19

8. 0 Older than 19

7. Your sex: (check one)

15-1. 0 Male

2. 0 Female

8., With which cultural group do you identify yourself? (check one)

16-1. 0 Caucasian -A,,Irican (White)

2. 0 'Afro- American

3. 0 Spanish American

4. 0 Native American (Indian)

5. 0 Asian American

6. El Other (specify)

7. 0 Don't Know
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9. Check the highest level of education achieved by each parent.

Mother Father

17-1. 18-1. 0 Attended graduate or professional school

2.

3.

4.-

5.

6.

2. 0 Graduated from'4-year college

3. Some college (including community college,,
but less than 4 years)

4. Technical, vocational or business school
.

after high school

5. Graduated from high school

6. Some.junior high or highischool, but did
not graduate from high school;

7. E.] 7. El Completed grade school

8: 1.--]
8. 'None or some grade school

9. 9. ID Don't k Aow

'10. In general, how good-has your record as a student (your "grades ") been
in the last two years of school?- (check one)

19-1 One of the best in the school

Above average

Average

Below average

2.

3.

4.

11. How much more schooling do you presently plan to obtain? (check one)

20-1. I plan to quit high school soon, before graduation

2. I plan to finish high school only

3. I plan to take some post-high school training (technical
school, vocational school); not college

4. I plan to take some college (including community or junior
college) but less than'four years

5. plan to-get a collage degree

6. (:] I plan to get sore than a College degree (graduate school
or professional school) 2 29
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12. For each of the following indicate whether you agree or disagree with the
statement. (Circle one number for each question.)

-4 Strongly agree

3 Tend to agree

2 Tend to disagree

1 Strongly disagree

. 4 3 2 1 21-1. Good lUck is more important than hard work for Auccess

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

22-2. Every time I try to get ahead, something or someone
stops me

23-3. People like me don't have much of a chance to be
successful in life

24-4. When a person is born, the success he/she is going to
have is already in the cards, so he/she might as well
accept it and not fight against it

4 3 2 25-5. Other people have more control over a person's future
than the person him/herself does

4 3 2 11 26-6. Success in the occupational world depends more on luck
than on ability and willingness to work
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How true are each,of the following in this schdol? (Circle one number

for each statement.)

4-Definitely true

3-Tends to be true

2--Tends not to be true

1-Definitely not true

30-1. As long as you're doing no harm, the teachers here

don't really enforce the rules

31-2. Generally, students do what they're told in this school

32-3. This school has rules to cover everything a student

might think of doing

33-4. In this school if teachers catch students breaking
rules, they send them to the principal or vice-

principal to be punished

34-5. Even though I've read or been told what the rules are,

I'm often unsure whether something I do is against the

rules

35-6. In this school the teachers are responsible for
enforcing rules. Only the most extreme cases are

handled by the principal or vice-principal

36-7. The only rules we have around hare are one that help

us learn

37-8. Students are expected to report other students, if

they see them violating school rules
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7

How true are each of the following in this class? (Circle one number
for each statement.)

4 Definitely true

3 Tends to be true

Jr2 Tends not to be true

l!F1.

Definitely not true

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

38-1. Students know in advance what they have to do in order
to show that they have mastered a skill

39-2. Sudents are required to take a test or complete an
assignment or project by a certain date. No
extensions are granted

411011.11111k-

40-3. Whenever we start a new unit of work, the teacher gives
us a "test" so students can find out what they already

know, and what they still have to learn

41-4. The students can influence when they will study for

this class, and when they will do something else

42-5. When students' work is evaluated in this class, the
teacher usesthe results to help each student find

out what he/she hasn't learned

43-6. Students can go about learning the course material in
-whatOr way is best for them, what matters is that
they learn the material, not how they do it

44-7. The students can influence how they will go abo..:t

learning the subject matter of the course

45-8. If students feel they need it, they can usually get
additional time to complete a piece of work

46-9. The student can influence the kind of materials

used in this class

47-10. Regardless of how many things we do, the final grade

(or whether or not we get credit) is usually determined

by only one thing (such as, a test at the end of the term)
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DEFINITIONS
For the next set of questions you will need to know these definitions.

As you are answering the questions you may turn back to look at them

if you forget.

1 Nothing. -- No rule against this, or if there is no one enforces it

2 Discussion -- The teacher or principal would discuss the behavior

problem with the student (sometimes also with the
parents) and together they would work out a way to

keep it from happening again. This often involves

a warning

3 Penalty. -- The student would be penalized; for example; deten-

tion after school, put on probation, declared-in-

eligible for athletics, fined, removed from class

4 Suspension -- The student would be denied permission to

attend school for several days. Often parents

have to come with the student,to get him/her

back into school

5 Expulsion -- The student would be permanently denied

permission to attend school

6 Grade Lowered -- Student's grade is lowered

243
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9

FIRST OFFENSE

For each of thegfollowing, circle the response that best indicates, for
your school, what would happen to a student tae first time he or she
were caught doing it.

1- Nothing

2- Discussion

3-Penalty

4- Suspension

5-- Expulsion

6- Grade Lowered

1 2 3 4 5 6 48-1. Smoking cigarettes (outside any designated smoking area)

1 2 3 4 5 6 49-2. Taking something from another student either by theft

or pressure

1 2 3 4 5 6 50-3. Striking/fighting with a teacher

2 3 4 5 6 51-4. Being in the hall during class time

1 2 3 4 5 6 52-5. Distributing written material critical of the school

1 2 3 4 5 6 53-6. Wearing clothes which are sloppy or unclean

1 2 3 4 5 6 54-7. Leaving the school grounds during school hours
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10

REPEATED OFFENSES

For each of the following circle. the response that bestt.indicates, for
your school, what would happen to a student who does it repeatedly, has ,

been caught several times, and now has just been caught again.

1- Nothing

2-Discussion

3- Penalty

4- Suspension

5-Expulsion

6-Grade Lowered

1 2 3 4 5 6 55-1. Smoking cigarettes (outside any designated smoking area)

1 2 3 4 5 5 56-2. Taking something from another student either by theft

or pressure

1 2 3 4 5 6 '57-3. Striking/fighting with a teacher

1 2 3 4 5 6 58-4. Being inthe hall during .clais time-

1 2 3 4 5 6 59-5. Distributing written materiaf critical of the school

1 2 3 4 5 6 60-6. Wearing clothes which are sloppy or unclean

1 2 3 4 5 6 61-7. Leaving the school'grounds during school hours

24z;
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11

REPEATED OFFENSES - CLASSROOM

For each of the following circle the response that best indicates, for

this class, what would happen to a student who does it repeatedly, ha;
been caught several times, and now has just been caught again.

1 Nothing

Discussion

3 Penalty

4 Suspension

5Expulsion

6Grade Lowered

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

4 5 6

4 5 6

\we

62-L1. Arriving late to class

63-2. Copying someone else's work

64-3. Cheating on an exam

65-4. Not turning in an assignment

66-5. Talking backto the teacher

67-6. Refusing to participate in class activities

24 ,
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' In the following questions we want to know how equally rules are enforced
in your school. In each situation given below, indicate whether the cir-

cumstance would cause the punishment to be ieaa, whether, it would make no
difference, or whether the punishment would be, harsher. (Circle one dum-

'ber fdr each situation.)

1- The punishment would be less, lighter ,

2--It would make no 'Terence

3- The punishment would be more, harsher

A student breaks a rule for which the usual punis
is suspension. What difference, if any, would it

make if student:

7

ent

1 7 3 68-1. Is a girl

1 2 3 69-2. Is non-white

1 2 3 70-3. Gets good grades

1 2 3 71-4. Is a leading athlete or cheerleader

4./ 3 72-5. Is not widely known in school

1 2 3 73-6, Is young (fresh-an'or sophomore)

1 2 3 74-7. Has'parents who are wealthy or well-known in the

community

1 2 I 75-8. Is popular with other students

1 2 3 76-9 Has older brolCrs or sisters who had a bad repuation

in school

1 2 3 77-10. Has a repuation for causing teachers trouble

2 4

c-

1
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19. In the following questions we want to know how equally rules are enforced
in your school. In each situation given below, indicate whether the cir-
cumstance would cause the punishment to be less, whether it would make no
difference, or whether the punishment would be harsher. (Circle one number
for each situatlon.)

and 2

In

1-2)

Dup

-11

1 The punishment would be less, .lighter

2 It would make no d. :ference

The punishment would be more, harsher

A student breaks a rule for which the usual pun-
_ ishment is a penalty. What difference, if any,
would it make if the student:

1 2 3 78-1. Is, girl

1 79-2. Is non-white

2 3 80-3. Gets good grades

2 3 12-4; Is a leading athlete or cheerleader

1 2 3 13-5. Is not widely known.in school

14 -6. Is young (freshman or sophomore)

15-7. Has parents' who are wealthy or well-known in the

1- 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 ' 3

1 2 3

community

16-8. Is popular with other students

17-9. Has older brothers or sisters who had a bad reputation
in the school

18- .J. Has a reputation for causing t,sachers trouble

24S
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20. How clearly do ye:. know what you could be punished for in your school or
class? (Circle one number for each type of action.

4-Very clear -- I know exactly what the actions are that 4rould cause this to
happen to me

3-Fairly clear -- I know pretty well what the actions are that would cause
this to happen to me

T

2--Fairly unclear -- I hardly knot it all what the actions are that would
cause this t appen to me

1-Very unclear -- I'm very unsure what the actions are that would cause
this to happen to me

Ilr

0-Don't know -- I don't think this punishment is used here. I've

never known of anyone who was punished this way

4 3 2 1 0

4 3 2 1 0

4 I 2 1 0

4 3 2 1 0

How clearly do you know what
to be expelled?

1:713:1::rilltdru know what

How clearly do you know what
to be-punished by a 22alla?

actions could cause you

actions could cause you

actions could cause you

22-b. How clearly do you know what Actions in your class
could cause you to have your gra lowered?

21. In this class, how many of the rules do students help. make? ,

23-1. All

2. Most

3. Some

4. None

249
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For each of the following a student has received a punishment. Indicate
for each whether astudent in your school could appeal to have the pun-
ishment changed or eliminated. (Circle one number for each.)

1 Yes

2 non' t Know

IL 3- No

1111F

1 2 3 24-1. A student has been expelled,"and yet thinks he/she iL
innocent. Is there an appeal process the student could
'use?

1 2 3 25-2. A student has been suspended, and yet thinks he/she is
innocent. Is there an .appeal process the student could-

use?

1 2 3 26-3. A student has been penalized, and yet thinks. he /she is
innocent. Is there an appeal process the student could
use?

-s

2 3 27-4. A Atpdent has had his/her grade lowered, and yet thinks
he/she 11 innocent. Is there an appeakprocess the
studerit could use?
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To which of. the following people would a student be most likely to go to

first for help? (Circle one number for each question.)

1- School Board

2-Superintendent

3--Principal

4 - Vice - Principal
4,

5-Counselors

6 - Teacher

7 -- Other Students

1 2 /3 4 5 - 6 7 28-14 '.

4

1 _2 3 4 5 -5 7 29-2.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 30-3.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 31-4.

If a student has been suspended end yet thinks
he/she 4d innocent

4411 a student Nas had a grade towered and yet'
thinks he/she is innocent

If a student has
'act (violating a
expulsion

If a student has
act (violating a
penalty

251

beep accused of committing an
rule) which cou]4 lead to

been accused of committing an
rule) which could lead to a



24. Ho, did you come to take this class? (Check one)

17

32-1. 'I don't know. I just found this on my schedule

2. It was required

0 3. I selected 'it `by myself;' I wanted to take it

4. I was advised to take it, and selected it for that reason

5. I selected a different course, but I was placed here

in sIgte of that

252
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25. how each of the following circumstances would have affected a
student's chance of getting into this class. (Circle one number for
each circumstance.)

1- Easier -- This would make it easier for the student to get in

2- No Difference -- This would make no difference on the chances of the
student getting in

. 3Harder -- This would Make it harder for the student to get in.'

IPr

1 2 3 33-1. If the student were a boy rather than a girl

1 2 3 34-2. If the student were non-white rather than white

1 2 3 35-3. If the student, were one of the'less intelligent students
in the school, rather than one of the more intelligent

1. 2 3 36-4. If the student's friends were well-regarded by the staff
. in the school, rather than not well-regarded

1 2 3 37-5. If the student had a more adult attitude about school,
rather than a childish one

1 2 3 38-6. If the student's parents were wealthy, rather than poor

253
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26. Indicate how easy or difficul: you think it would be for a student in your
school to do each of the following. (Circle one number for each question.)

4- Very easy

3- Fairly easy

2 - Fairly difficult'

1- Very difficult or. impoSsible

4 3 21 39-1. Take a course even if you haven't had all of thn pre-
requisites (the courses you are supposed to have had
which lead up to it)

.4- 3 2 1 40-2. Take a course by choice with students at least a grade
younger than yourself

4 3 2 1 41-3. Take a course that your parents don't want you to take

4 3 2 1 42-4. Not have to take a course over again if you once,fail-it

4 3 2 1 43-5. Participate in some useful out-of-school work activity
during school time and get credit for it

4 3 2 1 44-6. Repeat just the part of a course you had trouble with
or need to improve .n

4 3 2 1 45-7. Switch to a different course in the same subject if
the course you're it now.seems either too easy or too hard

4 3 2 1 46-8. Switch to a different subject once the course has
started if the course seems uninteresting

4 3 2 1 47-9. Create a new course if enough students want it

254
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27. ! Suppose you want to switch out of this class after the term is well
underway. If you asked permission to switch out for each of the fol-
lowing reasons, indicate how easy it would be for each one.
(Circle one number for each reason.)

4 - Very easy

3- Fairly easy

2 - Fairly difficult

1-Very difficult or impossible

4 3 2 1 48-1. Personality conflict with teacher

4 3 2 1 49-2. Failing or nearly failing course

4 3 2 1 50-3. The teacher is not doing a very good job of teaching

the course

4 3 2 1 51-4. Dislike the subject

4 3 2 1 52-5. My friends are in another course

3 2 1 53-6. Another course would better prepare me for the type
of occupation I eventually want to have

255
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28. If you were unable to take this course at this time, would you be able to
take it at some later time? (Check"one)

54-1. Yes

2. No

29. If you did not take this course now, approximately how much time would elapse
before' you could take it? (Check one)

55-1. Nine weeks (a quarter) or less

0 2. A 2emester

0 3. A year

4. I would never get another chance

251;
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30.- Have you ever selected a course but then not beed:able to take it?

56-1. Yes

2. No

31. If yes, which of the following was true? (If it has happened to you more than

once, pick one time and answer the question according to that one time.)

(Circle one number for each reason below.)
1- Yes

2- No

1 2 57-1. I couldn't schedule what I wanted

1 2 58-2. I didn't have the prerequisites for the course /wanted

1 2 59-3. She course was full by the time my same came/4

/

1

1

2

2

60-4.

61-5.

/I wanted,I was denied permission to take the course/

I was talked out of taking the course I/wanted

32. ! In what way did each of the following persons or groups aOect whether you i
got into this class? (Circle one number for each item.),'

3 Made the decision, or had to approve the decision, for me to.take the course

Gave me advice about whether or not to take this course

1 Pad no influence (or I don't know of any)

VI/
. 3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1,

3 2 1

62-1. The teacher of this class

63-2. Principal or Vice-Principal

64-3. Guidance Counselors

65-4. Other Students

66-5. Parents

67-6. Other Teachers

68-7. Other Adults

251
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33. In each of the following pairs of statements, check the one which most

nearly describes the way things work in this class.

6C-1. The teacher expects everyone to do their best in this

class; even if you aren't very smart you will get a

high grade as long as yoy do the best work you possibly

can

2. Only the students who do the best work in the class

.
will get high grades, even if they don't have to try

very hard to do their work

70-1. The teacher "grades on a curve" in this class so that a

certain percentage of students will get high grades, a

certain percentage will get low grades, and most students

will get about average grades

2. The teacher doesn't "grade ona curve" in this class.

Everyone who does good work will get a good grade, and

if no one does poorly there will be no low grades

1

71-1. The teacher grades students only on how well they learn

the course material; it doesn't matter how hard a student

tries or whether other students do better or worse than

he/she does. Everyone who learns the course material

will get a high grade

2. The teacher doesn't-just grade on how well students

learn the course material. The teacher also takes into

account how hard the student works, and whetheother

students did better or worse

2r.c.
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L
34. low often are each of the following used for determining which method of

evaluation a class will have? This method of deciding is used:

4-In virtually all the classrooms in the school

3--In most of the classrooms, but not all

2-In some classrooms

I1 - In very few classrooms

0-Not used at all

it At

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

U 72-1. The principal or the School Board determine the method
of evaluation. Teachers have no choice

0 73-2. Teachers decide which method of evaluation will be used

for all students in their class

0 74-3. All the courses of one type use one method and all the
courses of other types use other methods, regardless

of who the teacher happens to be (e.g., all shop courses
use letter grades, all academic electives use "pass-fail")

0 75-4. The students and teacher &n each class decide togetherC7
which method will be used for the entire class

0 76 -S.

0 77-6.

Students can decide by themselves how they want to be
evaluated in a particular course

Students can decide by themselves how their want to be

evaluated in a particular course, as lon§las their
parents approve

4Juor 11



35. r Which of the followin' best describes the way the decision is made in
this class about the amount and quality of work that has to be done
to get a particular grade (or credit for a unit of work)? Check one

only.

E..] 78-1. The teacher decides, and the decision holds for the whole class

[-] 2. The teacher decides, but the decision is often different for
different students

3. The teacher and the students negotiate the amount and quality of
the work to be done by the members of the class

El4. The teacher and each student draw up an agreement or contra, for
the student

'

CI 5. The students decide among themselves, and the decision holds
for everyone )

1=1 6. Eabh student decides for himself what he/he will do

1=.1
7. The decision is made outside the class. Neither the teacher nor

the ,tudents have the power to change what is decided

260
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36. At the end of this class, will your final evaluation be: (Circle the

letter for "Yes" or "No" to each question.)

1-Yes

2-No

and 231 1 2 . 79-1. A letter grade

in
1 2 80-2. A number grade

(1-2)

1 2 12-3. A grade of tither "pass" or "fail"

11 1 2 13-4. A record ,f either "pass" or "credit", or "no credit"

1
1 2 record or certificate of "competency" for each

skill you have mastered

1 2 15 -6. A writttn evaluation from the teacher

! Who decided which kind of evaluation you would receive in this class?

(Check the correct response.)

16-1. No one really decided; this is the only way things are done in

this school

2. The teacher decided -.his is the kind of valuation every student

in the class would receive.

3. The teacher and students discussed this at the beginning of the
class and decided on this kind of evaluation together

4. I decided by myself .hat this is the kind of evaluation I vox& in

this class; other students in the class may be receiving different

-kinds of evaluation

5. I decided with my parents what kind of evaluation I would get in

this class; they had to approve my choice before it would be

acceptable to the school (teacher)

261
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37. Indicate tow imr -Lsnt each of the following is in determining-the final
evaluation a sf-_lant will receive in this class. (Circle the number

which best indicates its. importance.)

4-- Very important

3-Moderately important

2- Somewhat important

1-Not important

0- Don' t know

4 3 2 1 0 17-1.- Quality of the stuaent's written classwork

4 2 1 0 18-2. Grades on-tests the teacher makes uif

4 3 2 1 0 19-3. Quality of the student's oral participation

, 4 3 2 1 0 20-4. Quality of the student's written homework

4 3 2 1 0 21-5. Demonstrated mastery of specific skills by the student

4 3 2 1 0 22-6. The student's willingness to help other students

4 3 2 1 0 23-7. The student's attitude toward this class

4 3 2 1 G 24-8. How popular or important the st .ent is in scu...)1

4 3 2 1 0 25-9. Scares on department-wide tests

2 6 2
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38. Uow frequently do each of the following activities take place as a part of

this class? (Circle one number in response to each question.)

4- Nearly all the time

3-Often, regularly

25ometimes, occasionally

1-Never has happened

ll 11FliF

4 3 2 1 26-1.

4 3 2 1 27-2.

4 3 2 1 28-3.

4 3 2 1 29-4.

4 3 2 1 30-5.

4 3 2 1 31-6.

.

4

Wofking in class

Working in class
a group activity
committee work)

alone on work the teacher assigns

in a small group of students on
or assignment (discussions,

Having one student lead a learning activity during

class time (giving a report, acting as teacher)

Having guest speaker come to class (talk by someone
from the Chamber of Commerce)

Gathering information from people or places in the

community_other than the library (interviewing
someone, visiting an exhibit, attending a public

meeting) r\

Experiencing adult activities in the community
(working for a company, being a volunteer in an

organization)

263
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39. Different teachers like different things to happen in their classrooms.
We went to know how you think this teacher feels about each of the
following kinds of activities taking place in this class. For each
statement below, circle the nmber which you think best describes the
way things are in this class.

3-Encouraged (the teacher really wants students to do it)

2--Permitted (the teacher allows this to happen, but doesn't encourage it)
*

i

1Discouraged (the teacher doesn't like this. to happen, gets n,,set if it does

/
0-Does not apply to this class

Ilr

,

3 2 1 0 3z -1.

3 2 1 0 33-2..

3 2 1 0 34-3

3 2, 1 0 35-4.

Students stating an opinion of course material tnat
differs from the teacher

Students raising questions about the teacher's
rules for class behavior

Students raising questions about why they are
studying a certain topic

Students raising questions about the a ount of
homework assigned

26.4
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40. How often do students do each of the following kfads of things during
this class? (Circle on number for each question.)

4-Nearly all the time

3 - Often, regularly

2-Sometimes or occasionally,

1-Never has happened

4 3 2 1 36-1.

4 3 2 1 37-2.

4 3 2 1 38-3.

39-4.

4 3 2 1 40-5.

Tell how an expert in the field would go about
solving a problem (e.g., how a TV repairman
identifies what's wrong with the TV set)

Apply skills or ideas learned in one situation
to another, different situation (e.g., applying
something you learned in history to current
events; tpplying principles of electricity to

house wiring)

Analyze the techniques people use to get you to
believe something (e.g., analyze a political
speech or an advertisement for various office
machines)

State a problem in your own words

Define technical terms (e.g., congruent, iambic
pentameter, ledger, solenoid)

265
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(

__

41. How often are these things emphasized in this class? (Circle one
response for each question.)

4- Nearly all the time

I3-Often, regularly

2 Sometimes occasionally

/ 1-Never

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

41-1. Consider something from more than one point of view

42-2. Follow through on something 5,.41 said you would do

43-3. Identify the things in life that are important for you

44-4. Know clearly one's own values and ethics

26t
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42. For each of the statements below, circle the number which best shows the

way people feel about it in your school.

.

i-Students are not encouraged to believe this in my school

2-Many of the staff encourage students to believe this, but the students

do expect others to believe it

3-Many of the students encouraee other students to believe this, but

the sluff does Qgs expect students to believe it

4-Many (but rot all) of the staff and students encourage other

students to believe this

i* I

'5-There is so much encouragement am' pressure to believe this that

students never say they believe anything different

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

45-1. The school rules should be limited to those which

are_necessary to help students

46-1. Teachers ought to grade students on whatever basis

they wish

47-3. A student's grade should depend on how well he/she

gets along with the teacher

48-4. If a Ltudent doei poorly on a test to assignment,

'he/she should have another chance to learn the

material before he/she goes on to the next unit

49-5. If more students than can be handled sign up for a

course, those with better grades should get preference

50-6. A student's personal appearance and dress ought to

be entirely his/her choice

51-7. Students who try very hard to learn the material

should get a. high grade, even if their work isn't

all that great

52-8. A student's grade should depend on how well he/she

does the homewort

53-9. The only thing that should determine a student's grade

in a course is how much he/she can show he/she can do

54-10. If more students than can be handled sign up for a

course, new sections of the course should be created

to handle the demand

267
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42. For each of the stateme.ts below, circle the number which best shows the
way people feel about it in your school.

1 - Students are not encouraged to believe this in my school

2 -Many of the staff encourage-students to believe this, but the students

do ga expect others to believe it

.
3-Many of the students encourage other students to believe this, but

V

the staff, does Dia expect students to believe it

4-Many, (but not all) of the staff and students encourage other
students to believe this

5-There is so much encouragement and pressure to believe this that

student_ never say they believe anything different

1 2 3 4 5 55-11.

1 4 5 56-12.

1 2 3 4 5 57-13,e

1 2 3 4 5 58-14.

1 2 3 4 5 59-15.

1 2 3 4 5 60-16.

1 2 3 4 5 61-17.

1 2 3' 4 '5 62-18.

1 2 3 4 5 63-19.

1 2, 3 .4 5 64 -20.

1 2 3 4 5 65-21.

All students who break the same rule should receive
the same punishment

If everyone does poorly in a class, the grades should

be edjusted so that those who did best get "A's"

Evaluations ought to merely indicate whether the
student did well or not

All students should have the same chance to take the

courses they want, regardless of who they are or what

kind of record they have in school .1

Students who are a credit to the school should receive

a lighter punishment than usual if they break a rule

A student should :le able to decide what kind of eval-

uation he/she will receive at the end of a course or

unit of study

A student should be able to take as much time as he/she

needs to learn material or complete a project

TeaChers should explain how they determine the grades
for the students- in a course

Only the teacher should decide how much a student

needs to learn

Teachers should use the evaluations of their students'

work in planning how to correct any problem.. students had

Only the teacher should uecide what a student's final grade

is; the student shouldn't have anything to say about it \

'268
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43. For each of the statements below, circle the number which best shows the

way, people react to it in your school.

1 -This is not expected or rewarded in my school

2-This is expected or rewarded by many of the staff in my school,

but not by the students

3-This is expected or rewarded by many of the students in my

school, but no by the staff

4 - This is expected or rewarded by many of the staff and

2tudents in my school

5-This is expected or rewarded by everyone Ft this school
(no one ever questions it)

1 2 3 4 5

1

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

66-1. Students ought to learn to restate things they've
learned into their own words

67-2. Students should develop the ability to apply something
learned in one situation to a new and different situation

68-3. Students should not question the teacher's authority

69-4. Students ought to pursue what is 1-1portant to them,
even if others think those things unimportant

70-5. Students should try to influence what they study in a

particular course

71-6. All students ought to be doing the Same activity during

class time .

72-7. Students ought to direct their own learning, not just

do what the teacher wants
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43. For each of the statements below, circle the number which best shows the

way people react to it in your school.

1- This is not expected or 'rewarded in my school

2--This is expected or rewarded by many of the staff in my school,

but not by the students

3-This is expected or rewarded by many of the students in my

school, but not by the staff

4-This is expected or rewarded by many of the staff and

students in my school

5-,This is expected or rewEtded by everyone in this school

(no one ever questions it)

1 2 3 4 5 73-8. Students ought to know what is not allowed in their school

1 2 3 4 5 74-9. Students ought to try to change school rules that they

don't think are fair or right

1 2 3 4 5 7J-10. Students should appeal any punishment if they think

they are innocent

1 2 3 4 76-11. Students should discourage other students from breaking

rules

1 2 3 4 5 77-12. Students ought to obey the rules even though there is

no one around to catch them if they don't

1 2 3 4 5 78-13. Students always ought to take the courses the school

Staff tells them to take

1 2 3 4 5 79-14. Students ought to try to switch out of a class before

4 it_ is over if they think they have a good reason

270
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Form Approved

OMB No. 51-S75001

Revised 7/31/75

PATTERNS O F

SCHOOL FUNZTIONING

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

In this questionnaire we are concerned with how

things are done in your scnool. Some of the questions

refer to the school as a whole. Some refer to a partic-

ular class. If a question refers toss particular class,

answer with reference to the class you are in now (unless

you have received other instructions).

In answering the questions, think of your overall

experience in this school or class. Try to be fair.

Try not to be overly influenced by one particularly good

experience, or one bad one.

Your responses will be strictly confidential. Your

name will not be associated in any identifiable way with

your Specific responses. Nevertheless, if you find any

question objectionable, you may simply skip it and go on

to the next one.

Feel free to use the space in the margin to elabor-

ate, explain, or qualify yodr responses as fully as you

wish.

Jerry L. Fletcher
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
710 S.W. Second Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97204
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PERSONAL INFORMATION

orm A 1. School Code Number (to be provided by the teacner)\
Caid 11 (5)

in 2. Class Code Number (to be provided by the teacher)

(1-2)

3. Subject Code Number (to be provided by the teacher)

4. What grade are you in in school? .(check one)

12-1. 0 Grade nine (9)

2. El Grade ten (10)

3. 0 Grade eleven (11)

4. 0 Grade twelve (12)

5. How many years have you been in this high school?

This is my (check one):

13-1. 0 First year

2. 0 Second year

3. 0 Third year

4. 0 Fourth year

5. El Fifth year

6. 0 Sixth year

7. 0 More than sixth year

273
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6. How old are you today? (check one)

14 -1. 15 or under
wa

2. El 16

3. 0 17

4. 0 18

5. 19 or older

7. Your sex: (check one)

15-1. El Male

2. 0 Fenale

8. With which one of the, following gtoups do you most closely identify

yourself? (check one)

16-1. D Caucasian-American-:(Whito).

2. 0 Afro-American (Black).

3. D Spanish American (Chicanc?. Puerto Rican, etc.)

4. El Native American (Indian)

5. 0 Asian American (Japanese, Chinese, etc.)

6. c:3 Other (speCify)

7. Don't Know
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9. Check the highest level of education achieved by each parent.

".other Father

17-1. 0 18-1. 0 Attended graduate or professional school
(for example, to become a doctor lawyer,

scientist, psychiatrist, etc.)

2. 2. Graduated from 4 -year college

3. 3. Completed technical, vocational,. military
or business school after high school; may
include some college or community college,
but less than 4 years

4. 4. Graduated from high school, or received a
high school diploma by other means

5. 5. Completed some junior high or high school,
but did not graduate from high school

41

6. 6. 0 Completed grade school (through grade 6)

7. 0 7. None or some'grade school

8. 8. [:] Don't know

10. In general, how good has ycar record as a student (your "grades")
been in the last two years of school? (check one)

19-1. One of the best in the school

2. Above average

3. CD Average

4. Below average

11. How much more schooling do you presently plan to obtai9 (check one)

20-1.

2.

3.

4.

I plan to quit high school erxin, before graduation

I plan to finish high school only

I plan to. take some post-high school training (military
school, technical school, vocational school, community or
junior college) but less than a four year college degree

I plan to get a college degree

I plan to get more than a college devec (graduate school
or professio.lai 860,1 to become, for exampAs, a doctor,
lawyer, scientist, plrititrist, etc.)



12. Indicate how easy or difficult you think it would be for you to do,eaCh of

the following. (Circle one number for each qUestion.)

4 - Very easy

3 - Fairly easy

2 - Fairly difficult

1 - Very difficult or impossible

4 3 2 1 21-1.

4 3 2 1 22-2.

4 3 2 1 23-3.

4 3 2 1 24-4.

4 3 2 1 25-5.

4 3 2 1 26-6.

4 3 2 1 27-7.

Take a tOurse with students at least a grade
ahead of you (older)

Get into the same course where all your friends are

Not have to take a course if you can show that you
know all the material which will be covered. For

example, get credit for the course if you pass an
exam, rather than taking the whole course

Choose exactly the teacher you want in each course

Choose the content and the kind of teaching that
interests you in a course

Take any combination of courses you like, in
whatever sequence pleases you

Have an additional class of a course created if
enough students want it

276
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13. Suppose a student wanted to switch out of a class after the term was well
underway. If he/she asked permission to switch out and used each of the
following reasons, indicate how easy it would be to get the request
approved. (Cir:le one number for each reason.)

4 - Very easy

3 - Fairly easy

IF I

2 - Fairly difficult

1 - Very difficult or impossible

4 3 2 1 2 8- 1. Can't get along with other students

4 3 2 1 29-2. Too much work required, even though I'm doing
well in the course

4 3 2 30-3. Anothr course seems more interesting,

4 3 2 1 31-4. I want to leave school earlier, in the day to

get a job
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14.

15.

Haveyou ever wanted to take a course but been talked out of it?

32 -1. Yes

2. No (Skip to page 8)

If so, did any of the following people talk you out of it? (If it has happened to yo

more than once, pick one time and answer the question according to that one time.
(Circle one number for each person below.)

1- Yes

11, 2-No

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

33-1. Parents

34-2.. Friend

35-3. Principal or Vice-Principal

36-4. Teacher

''37-5. Counselor

16. If so, how convincing were the following arguments? (Circle one number for each

r argument.)

1 Viiy convincing

I 2 Somewhat convincing

3 Not convincing

lir4 Not used

lir

i 2 3 4 38-1. I would do poorly in the course

1 2 3 4 39-2. It wouldn't help me be what I wanted to be

l 2 3 4 40-3. The teacher dislikes people like, me

1 2 3 4, 41.4. People like me generally don't takethis kind of course

1 2 3 4 42-5. The teacher.is not a gOod teacher

1 2 3 4 43-o. The course .s not a good course

276
16
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DEFINITIONS

For the next few sets of questions you will need to know these defini-
tions. As you are answering the questions you may turn back to look
at them if you forget.

1 Nothing -- No rule against this, or is. there is, no one enforceti5

2 Discussion.-- The teacher or principal would discuss the behavior
problem with the student (sometimes also with the
parents) and together they would work out a way to
keen it from happening again. This often involves
a darning

3 Penalty -- The student would be penalized; for example, the
student's grade might be lowered; he/she might
receive detention after school, be put on proba-
tion, declared ineligible for athletics, fined,
removed from class

4 Suspension -- The student would be denied permission_ to
attend school for several days. Often
parents have to come with the student to
get him/her back into school'

5' Expulsion -- The ..dent would be permanently denied
per Lesion to attend school

:79
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17. How clear are the rules in this school?
each type of rule.)

(Circle on, number for

4-Very clear -- the rules spell out exactly what would cause this to happen

3 Fairly clear, the rules spell out pretty wall what would cau,= this
to hapPia

2-Fairly unclear -- the rules hardly spell out at all what would cause
tb4- to happen

1-Very unclear -- the rules are so general it all depends on who
catches you

0-Don't knot, -- I dolt know what the rules are concerning this

iv v v
4 3 2 1 0

4 3 2 '1 0

4 3 2 1 0

44-1. How clear are the rules for which violation usually
leads to expulsion?

45-2. Hov clear are the rules for which violation usually
leads to suspension?

46-3 How clear are the rules for which violation usually
leads to a en2si.lx?

18. In this school, how many of the rules do students help make?

0 47 - A. All

3. Most

2. S ne

1. None

28U
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19. In the following questions we want to know how equally rules are
enforced in your school. In each situation given below, indicate
whether it would cause the student to be dealt with more leniently,
whether it would make no difference, or whether the student would
be dealt with more harshly. (Circle one number for each situation.)

1.- The student would be dealt with more leniently, easier

2 - It would make no difference

3 - The student would be dealt with more harshly, harder

V V

* k * * 4

A student breaks a rule. The usual method o
handling it is expulsions What difference,
if any, would it make if the student:

* * * *---*--k-4-1.

1 2 3 48-1. Is a girl

1 2 3 49-2. Is non-white

1 2 3 50-3. Gets good grades

1 2 3 51-4. Is a leading athlete or cheerleader

1 2 3 52-5. Is not widely known in^school

1 2 3 53-6. Is young (freshman or sophomore)

1 2 3 54-7. Has parents who are wealthy or well-known
in the community

1 2 3 55-8. Is popular with other students

1 2 3 56-9. Has older brothers or sisters who had a bad
reputation in the school

1 2 3 57-10. Has a reputation for causing teachers trouble
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In the following questions we want to know how equally rules are enforced
in your school. In each situation given below, indicate whether it
would cause the s udent to be dealt with.mcre leniently, whether it

163
would make no d f ence, or whether the student would be dealt with
more harshly. ( r .e ove number for each situation.)

1

- The student would be dealt with more leniently, easier

2 - It would make no difference

3 - The student would be dealt with more harshly, hardcr

1

1

1

A student breaks a rule. The usual method of
handling it is for the teacher or principal to
discuss the behavior problem with the student
and work out a way to keep it from happening
again. What difference, if any, would it
make if the student:

2 3

2 3

2 3

1 2 3

2 3

2 3

2 3

2 3

2 3

2 3

58-1. Is a girl

59-2. Is non-white

60-3. Gets good g-ades

61-4. Is a leading athlete or cheerleader

62-5. Is not widely known in school.

63-6. Is young (freshman or sophomore)

64-7. Has parents who are wealthy or well-known
in the community

65-8. Is popular with other students

cs 66-9. Has older brothers or misters who had a bad
reputation in-tke school

67-10. Has a reputation for causing teachers trouble
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For each of the following a student has been accused of committing an act
which could lead to a punishment. Indicate for each whether in your
school the student could request a hearing before a higher authority or
committee to present his side of the case before the punishment was set.
(Circle one number for each.)

1- Yes

2- Don't Know

1 2

1 2 3

1 2 3

68-1. A-student has been accused of committing an act (violating
a rule) which could lead to expulsion. Would there be
(or could the student request) a hearing?

69-2. A student has
a rule) which
(or could the

70-3. A student has
a rule) which
(or could the

been accused of committing an act (violating
could lead to suspension. Would there be
student request) a hearing?

been accused of committing an at (violating
could lead to a penalty. Would there be
student request) a hearing?
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13

To which of the following people would a student be most likely to go to

first for help? (Circle one number for each question.)

- School Board or Superintendent

2 - Principal or Vice-Principal

3 - Counselors

4 - Teacher

5 - Other Students

1 2 3

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

71-1. If a student has been expelled and yet thinks
he/she is innocent

72-2. , If a student has been suspended and yet thinks
he/she is innocent
ti

73-3. If a student has been penalized and yet thinks
he/she is innocent
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23.

FIRST OFFENSE

For each of the following, circle the response that best indicates, for
your school, what would happen to a student the first time he or she
were caught doing it.

1- Nothing

2- Discussion

3-Penalty

4-Suspension

5- Expulsion

1 2 3 4 5 74-1. Skipping school

2 3 4 5 75-2. Fighting another student

1 2 3 4 5 76-3 Organizing students to protest something about the school

1 2 3 4 5 77-4. Damaging school property

1 2 3 4 5 78-5. Being high on drugs
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REPEATED OFFENSES

24. For each of the following circle the response that best indicates, for
your school, what would happen to a student who does it repeatedly, has
been caught several times, and now has just been caught again.

1- Nothing

2 - Discussion

3- Penalty

4- Suspension

5- Expulsion

1 2 3 4 5 79-1. Smoking cigarettes (outside any designated smoking area)Card 12

in

(1 -2)

1 2 3 4 5 80-2. Taking something from another student either by theft
or pressure

Dup 1 2 3 4 5 12-3. Writing or passing out material critical of the school

3-11
1 2 3 4 5 13-4. Wearing clothes which are sloppy or unclean

1 2 3 4 5 14-5. Leaving the school grounds during school hours

286
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FIRST OFFENSE - CLASSROOM

25. For each of the following, circle the response that best indicates, for
this class. what would happen to a student the first time he or she were
caug#t doing it.

1- Nothing k

2- Discussion

3- Penalty

4-- Suspension

5- Expulsion

vy TIP

1 2 3 4 5 15-1. Arriving late to class

1 2 3 4 5 16-2. Copying someone else's work

1 2 3 4 5 17-3. Cheating on an exam

1 2 3 4 5 18-4. Not turning in an assignment

1 2 3 4 5 19-5. Skipping class

1 2 3 4 5 20-6. Refusing to participate in class activities
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26.-

1

How true are each of the 'following in this school? (Circle one number

for each jiatement.)

4 Definitely true

1 3 Tends to be true

2 Tends not to be true

1 Definitely not true

4

4

4

4

4

4

3 2 1 11 -1.

3 2 1 22-2z

3 2 1 23-3.

3 2 1 24-4.

3 2 1 25-5.

3 2 1 26-6.

Most teachers seem to think students are always up to
something, so they just wait for someone to do some-
thing wrong

Generally, students here break school rules any tii
they chink they can get away with it

You need permission to do anything around this school

In'this school the princip..1 or vice-principal enfrices

the rules

Most of the time'I never know I've done something wrong
until I get "caught". Then I find out it was wrong

In this school the teachers decide what punishment a
student should receive for breaking a rule
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27. How true are each of the following in this class? (Circle one number for
i each statement.)

C4 Definitely true

3 Tends to be true

2 Tends not to be true

1 Definitely not true

V
4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

27-1. At the beginning of this course, the teacher made it clear
that we would have to be able to perform a certain number
of tasks in order to pass

28-2. Every task assigned has to be done within a specified
Amount of time

29-3. The teacher'usually checks student progress while they are
working on an assignement, instead of just waiting until
they turn it in to see how they did

30-4. The students help decide what particular aspects of the
subject they want to study

31-5. If a student does poorly on a test or assignment, the
student is given a thence to learn the material before
he/she begins work on the next unit

32-6. In this class it does not matter much how long it takes
students to learn something

33-7. The students help decide where (in what kind of physical
surroundings) they will do the work for the course

34-8. The students help decide the length of time they will have
to learn aomething for the course

35-9. If we do not de well in a cours2, there are opportunities
to improve the grade later on, after the course is over
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'28.

29.

How did you come to take this class? (Check one)

36-1. I don't know. I just found this on my schedule

2. It was required

3. I selected it by myself; I wanted to take it

4. I was advised to take it, and selected it for that reason

5. I selected a different course, but I was placed here
in spite of that

Indicate how each of the following circumstances would have affected a
student's chance of getting into this class. (Circle one'number for

each circumstance.)

1- Easier -- This would make it easier for the student tc get in

i

2-No Difference -- This would make no difference on the chances of the
student getting in,

3-Harder -- This would make it harder for the student to get in

1 2 3 37-1. If the student's friends were well-regarded by the staff
in the school, rather than not well-regarded

1 2 3 38-2. If the student were non-white rather than white

1 2 3 39-3. If the student's grades were pretty low, rather than
pretty high

1 2 3 40-4. If the student tended to upset and antagonize people,
rather than get along with\them
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30. How frequently do each of the following activities take place as a part of
this class? (Circle one number in response to each question.)

4-Nearly all the time

3-Often, regularly

2- Sometimes, occasionally

1- Never has happened

4 3 2 1 I 41-1. Working in class 9n your own independent project

4 3 2 1 42-2. Having the teacher lead the instruction (lecture,
total class discussion)

4 3 2 1 43-3. Doing homework assignments outside class (answering
questions, reading book%or articles, making an
exhibit or a poster)

4 3 2 1 44-4. Experiencing or practidIng adult behaviors in class
(pretending to be interviewing for a job, role play-

ing a Civil War general)

4 3 2 1 454. Using computer terminals, tape recorders, television,
film projectors, or other available machines
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31. How often do students do each of the following kinds of thinking during
this class? (Circle one number for each question.)

4- Nearly all the time

3- Often, regularly

2- Sometimes or occasionally

1- Never has happened

4 3 2 1 46-1.

4 3 2 1 47-2.

4 3 2 1 48-3.

4 3 2 1 49-4.

c.

Predict.what would happen ,and explain why you think
it would happen if something specific occurs (e.g.,
if the South had won the war; if a depression put
thousands of people out of work today)

Based on specific standards or evidence, tell why you
did or did.not like something (e.g., a book yt,u read)

Describe the historical development of some aspect of
the subject (e.g., improvements in the internal com-
bustion engine since World War II; changes in the
concept of "Civil Rights" since 1955, etc.)

Lay out a plan for getting information, or for getting
something done (e.g., turn in an outline for a term project;
list the steps to be followed in repairing a punctured tir,)
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32. How often are these attitudes emphasized in this class? (Circle one

response for each question.)

4- Naarly all the_time

3--Often, regularly

1,

4

4

4

4

2- Sometimes, occasionally

1- Never

3 2 1 -50-1.

1 2 1 51-2.

3 2 1 52-3.

3 2 1 53-4.

Be tolerant of people who are different

-Know clearly your own values and ethics

Pursue things of importance to you, even if others

think them unimportant

Choose the best alternative available even if none
of them is ideal
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33. Different teachers like different things to happen in their classrooms.
We want to know how you think this teacher feels-about each of the
following kinds of activities taking, place in this class. For each
statement below, circle the number which you think best describes the
way things are in this class.

-Encouraged (the teacher really wants students to do it)

V

2-Permitted (the teacher allows this to happen, but doesn't encourage it)

1--Discouraged (the teacher doesn't like this to happen, gets upset if it does

0-Does not apply to this class

2 1 0 54-1.

2 1 0 55-2.

2 1 0 56-3.

Students raising questions about
homework assignments

Students raising questions about
teacher assigns grades

Students questioning the way the
being taught-

294
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34.

,1
Indicate how important each or the following is in determining the final
evaluation a student will receive in this class. (Circle the number
which best indicates its im'ortance.)

4- Very important

3 - Moderately important

2-Somewhat important

1-Not important

0-Don't know

1r V 1r IF

Alb

4 3 2 1 0 57-1. Quantity of the student's oral participation

4 3 2 1 0 58-2. Quantity of the student's written homework

4 3 2 1 0 ,59-3. Quality of the student's special projects--research
reports, term papers, etc.

4 3 2 1 0 60-4. How well the student gets along with the teacher

4 3 2 1 0 61-5. What the student thinki he/she deserves

4 3 2 1 0 62-6. How hard the student tries to learn the material

4 1- 2 1 0 63-7. Scores on school-wide tests
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35. How often do each of the foilowing people assess it evaluate the quality of

the work a student does for this course? Consider only those times when

such an assessment or evaluation affects a student's final grade. (Circle

the correct response.)

4- Nearly all the time

3- Often, regularly

2-Sometimes, occasionally

1-Never

4 3 2 1 64-1. Other students in the class evaluate a student's work

4 3 2 1 65-2. The teacher evaluates a student's work

4 3 2 1 66-3. A person-(or persons) outside the school who is an expert
in the work the student has done evaluates a student's
work

4 3 2 1 67 -4. A panel of people from the school evaluates a student's
work

4 3 2 1 68-5. The student evaluates his/her own work

4 3 2 1 69-6. Parents evaluate their children's work
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36. Regardless of who evaluates your work during the trm, who decides what
your final grade or evaluation will be in this class? (Check the correct
response.)

70-1. The teacher makes a final decision without consulting
the student

2. The teacher explains to the student the overall evaluation
of the student's work for the course before the decision
is made final. This allows for some modification if
appropriate

3. The teacher and the student both make tentative decisions
about what the student's final evaluation should be. Then
they discuss the matter until they agree

4. The student makes the final decision without consulting
the teacher

5. The decision is made by experts outside the class

6. The decision is made by a panel of other students in
the class

7. The decision is made by a group of teachers in the school

2T/
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I

37. How often does the teacher 'f this course use each of the following
to tell you his/her evaluat Jn of your work? (Circle one number for

each scacemenc.)

4-Nearly all the time

3-Often, regularly

2-Sometimes or occasionally

1- Never

4 3 2 1 71-1.. Grades written on work

4 3 2 1 72-2. Comments or suggestions written on work

4 3 2 1 73-3. Grades or rank in class posted or read alodd in class

4 3 2 1 74-4. Examples of good or bad work distributed and discussed
with the whole class

4 3 2 1 75-5. Individual conferences, in private, where the quality
of the student's work is discussed
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38. Below are a set of statements that some schools think students should
believe. Circle the number which best shows how m..ch your school tries
to get students to believe each statement.

1 The staff as a whole tries to get students not to believe this

The staff as a whole does not care one way or the other whether students.
believe this. No one tries very much to get others to change one way or
the other

The staff disagrees openly among themselves about whether students
should believe this or not

4 The staff tries to get students to believe this in this school

5 Everyone already believes this so completely that almost no one
ever questions it

1 2 3 4 5 76- 1. The school should have rules that cover almost all aspects

44 of a student's behavior

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

77- 2. A student should receive course grades on hisiher
overall qualities as a person, not just on how well
he/she does school work

78- 3. A student's grade should only depend on how much he/she
can demonstrate that he/she knows

79- 4. Only the teacher should evaluate a student's work

80- 5. A student's grade should depend on how much he/she
participates in clAroom discussion

12- 6. If more students than can be handled sign up for a
course, the teacher ought to be able to pick the
students he/she wants

13- 7. Students who are accused of something should be considered
innocent and not punished until proven guilty

14- 8. Teachers ought to grade students on atever basis
they wish

15- 9. Students who are a credit to the school should receive
a lighter punishment than usual if they break a rule
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38. Below are a set of statements that some s.lhools think students should
believe. Circle the number which best shows how much your school tries
to get students to believe each statement

1. The staff as a whole tries to get students not to believe this

2. The staff as a whole does not care one way or the other whether students,
believe this. No one tries very much to get others to change one way or
the other

3 The staff disagrees openly among themselves about whether students
should believe this or not

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

4 The staff tries to get students to believe this in this school

Jr

5 Everyone already believe- e s so completely that almost no one
ever questions it

3 4 5 16-10,

3 4 5 17-11.

.

3 4 5 18-12.

3 4 5 19-13.

3 4 5 20-14.

3 4 5 21-15.

3 4 5 22-16.

3 4 5 23-17.

3 4 5 24-18.

3 4 5 25-19.

Students should get high grades if they learn the course
material, regardless of how everyone else does

The evaluation of a student's work by the teacher should
always show the student what the strengths and weak-
nesses of it are

The staff should have the right to make up whatever
rules they want

If a student does p5orly in a ccurse, he/she should
have another chance to improve his/her grade

Students should be informed at the beginning of the
course exactly what they have to do in order to get
a certain grade

There is,something wrong with students who don't obey rules

Students ought to do a lot of memorizing

Students ought to form an intelligent, well-justified
opinion about somethinz studied

Students 'should be willing to study whatever topic the
teacher wants them to study

Students should learn to consider things from many
points of view
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-s k

Below are a set of statements that some schools think students should
believe. Circle'the number which best shows how much your school tries
to get students to believe each statement.

4

1 The staff as a whole tries to get student's not to believe r"

2 .The staff as a whole does not care ohe way or the' other whether students
believe this. No one tries very much to get others to change one way or
the other

- The staff disagrees openly among themselves about whether students
should belive this or not

4 The staff tries to get students to. believe this in this school

5 Everyone already believes this so completely that almost- O one
ever questions it

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1, 2. 3' 4 5
1

1 2 .3 4, 5.

s

1. 1 4 5

't .

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

26-20. Students should learn by doing the sa-e kind of class
activities day after day

27-21

4428-22

Students, ought to learn through experiencing, not
just through reading, or being told

Students ought to know what the rules are in the school
and -what is not allowed

29-43. Students ought to obey any rule that the school'has

30-24'; ptudenes ought to be involved is making up the rules
I Sthich affect them

31-25.. Students ought to ask permission to do anything -in this
school, even though they know it's O.K. and will be
allowed

32-26. Students should decide what courses they want to take
and when to take them

33-27. Studenti should try to get the schoeto offer the
"ourses they want to take

34-28 Once a student begins a class, he/she should.stick to
it and not try to switch to another, even if he/she
is nor satisfied ,

4.0
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FORM 1
. .

Form Approved
OMBNo. 51-S75001
Revised 7/31/75

PATTERNS OF

SCHOOL FUNCTIONING,

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

In this questionnaire we are concerned with how

th1ngs are done in your school. Some of the questions

refer to the school a,..a whole. Some refer to a partic-

x

ular class. If a question refers to a particular class,

answer with reference to the class you are in now (unless

jou have receive, other instructions).

In answering the questions, think of your overall

experience in this-school or class. Try to be fair.

Try not to be overly ,influenced by one particularly good

experience, or one bad one.

Your. responses will be strictly confidential. Your

name will not be associated in any identifiable way with

your specifidlresponses. Nevertheless, if you find any

question objectionable, you may simply skip it and go on

/

to the next one.

Feel free to use the space in the margin to elabor-

ate, explain, or qualify yRur respOnse'S as fully as you

wish.

Jerry L. Fletcher
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory '

710 S.W. Second Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97204

302 'I

Draft Questionnaire for
Research Purposes Only
Not to be Used Without
Written Permission of
Dr. Jerry L. Fletcher
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PERSONAL INFORMATION

Form B

III

1. School Code Number (to be provided by the teacher) I

ard 21 (5) (6) (7)

in 2. Class Code Number (to be provided by the teacher)

(1-2) (8) (9)

3. Subject Code Number (to be provided by the teacher)

10) (11)

4. What grade are you in in school? (check one)

12-1. 0 Grade nine (9)

2. 0 Grade ten (10)

3. 0 Grade eleven (11)

4. Grade twelve (12)

I

5. How many years have you been in this high school?

This is my (check one):

13-1. 0 First year

2. 0 Second year

3. (3 Third year

4. 0 Fourth year

5. (3 Fifth year

6. 0 Sixth year

7. Ei More thin sixth year
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6. How old are you today? (check one)

14-1. 15 or under

2. 16

3. 17

4. 18

5. 19 or oPier

7. Your sex: (check one)

15-1. 123 Male

2. Female

8. With which one of the following groups do you most closely identify

yourself? (check one)

16-1. Caucasian-American (White)

2

3..

4.

5.

6.

7.

Afro-American (Black)

40,
0 Spanish American (Chicano, Puerto Rican, etc.)

Native American (Indian)

Asian American (Japanese, Chinese, etc.)

-Other (sp4cify)

Don't Know
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9. Check the highest level of education achieved by each parent.

Mother

17-1.

2.

3.

4.

5. 0

6.

7.

a.

Father

18-1. Attended graduate or professional school
(for example, to become a doctor, lawyer,
scientist, psychiatrist, etc.)

2. Graduated from 4-year college'

3. Completed technical, vocational, military
or business school after high school; may
include some college or community college,
hit less than 4 years

4. E.] Graduated from high school, or received a
high school diploma by other means

5' CD
Completed some junior high or high school,

. but did not graduate from high school

6. Completed grade school (through grade 6)

7. None or some grade school

8. Don't know

10. In general, how good has your record as a student (your "grades")

been in the last two years of school? (check one)

19-1. One of the best in the school

2. Above average

3. [] Average

4. Below average

11. How much mor

20-1.

3.

4.

5.

305

e schooling do you presently plan toobtain? (check one)

I plan to quit high school soon, before graduation.

I plan to finish high school Only

I plan to take some post-high school training (military
school, technical school, vocational school, community or
junior college) but less than a four year college degree

I plan to get a college degree

I plan to get more' -than a college degree (graduate school
or professional school to become, for example. a doctor,

lawyer, scientist, psychiatrist, etc.)
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1._

12. Indicate how easy or difficult you think it would be for you to do each of
the following. (Circle one number for each question.)

- Very easy

3 - Fairly easy

2 - Fairly difficult

1 - Very difficult or impossible

3 2 1 21-1.

4 3 2 1 22-2.

4 3 2 1 23-3,

4 3 2 1 F, 24-4.

4 3 2 1 25-5.

4 3 2 1 26-6.

4 3 2 1

Take a course even if you haven't had all of
the pre-requisites (the courses you are supposed
to have had which lead up to it)

Take a course by choice with students at least
a grade younger than yourself

Participate in some useful-out-of-school work
activity during school time and get credit for it

;

Repeat just the part of a course you had trouble
with or need to improve in

Switch to a different course in the same subject
if the course you're in now seems either too
easy or too hard

Switch to a different subject once the course has
started if the course seems uninteresting

Create a new course if enough students want it
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13. Suppose a student wanted to switch out of a class after the term was well
underway. If he/she asked permission to switch out and used each of the
fallowing reasons, indicate how easy it would be to get'the request
approved. (Circle one number for each reason.)

4 - Very easy

3 - Fairly easy

2 - Fairly difficult

11"

1 - Very difficult or impossible

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

2 1

28-1. Personality conflict with teacher

29-2. Failing or dearly failing course

30-3. My friends are in..another course

31-4. Another course would better prepare me for the
type of occupation I-eventually want to have
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I14. Have you tux selected a course but then not been able to take it?

1.5.

32 -1. Yes

2. No (Skip to page 8)

If so, which of the following was true? (If it has happened to you
more than once, pick one time and answer the question according to that one time.)

, (Circle one number for each reason below.)
1-Yes

2-No

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

33-1. I couldn't schedule what I wanted

34-2. I didn't have the prerequisites for the course I wanted

35-3. The course was full by the time my name came up

36 -4. I was denied permission to take the course I wanted

37-5. I was talked out of taking the course I wanted,

1

16. In ghat way did each of the ollowin: persons or groups affect whether you
got into this class? (Circl one num er for each item

3. Made the decision, or had to approve the decision, for me o take the course

2

3 2

3 2

3 2

3 2

3 2

Gave me advice about ther or not to take this course

1 Had no influence (or don't .know of any)

1

1

1

1

1

S 2 1

38-1. The teacher of this class

39-2. Principal or Vice-Principal

40-3. Guidance_ Counselors
s.

41-4. Other Students

42-5 Parents

43-6. Other Teachers
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DEFINITIONS

For the next few sets of questions you will need to know these defini-
tions. As you are answering the questions you may turn back to look
at them if you forget,

1 Nothing -- No rule against this, or if there is, no one enforces it

2 Discussion -- The teacher or principal would discuss the behavior
problem with the student (sometimes also with the
parents) and together they would work out a way to
keep it from happening again. This often involves
a warning

3 Penalty -- The student would be penalized; for example, the
student's grade might be lowered; _he/she might
receive detention after school, be put on proba-
tion, declared ineligible for athletics, fined,
removed from class

4 Suspension -- The student would be denied permission to
attend school for several days. Often
parents have to come with the student to
get him/her back into school

5 Expulsion -- The student would be permanently denied
permission to attend school

ik
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17. How cledrly do you know what you could be punished for in this schohl?
(Circle one number for each type of action.)

4-Very clear -- I know exactly what the actions are that would cause this to
happen to me

3-Fairly clear -- I know pretty well what the actions arc that would cause
this to happen to me

-Fairly unclear -- I hardly know at all what the actions are that would
cause this to happen to me

r ' .

I.'' Very unclear -- I'm very unsure what the actions are that would cause
this to happen to me

TV i Ir

0-Don't know -- I don't think this puniihment is used here. I've

4 3 2 1 0 44-1.

4 3 2 1 0 45-2.

4 3 2 1 0 46-3.

never known of anyone who was punished this way

How clearly do you know what,
to be expelled?

How clearly do you know what
to be suspended?

How clearly'do you know what
to be punished by a penalty?

actions could cause you

actions could cause you

actions could cause you

18. In this class, how veiny of the rules do students help make?

0 47-4. All

3. Most

2. Some

1. None
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19. In the following questions we want to know how equally rules are
enforced in your school. In each situation given below, indicate
whether it would cause the student to be dealt with more leniently,
whether it would make no difference, or whether the student would
be dealt with more harshly. (Circle one number for each situation.)

1 - The student would be dealt with more leniently, easier

- It would make no difference

3 - The student would be dealt with more harshly, harder

* * * *' * * * * * * *

A student breaks a rule. The usual method of
handling it is suspension. What difference,
if any, would it make if the student:

1 2 3 48-1.

1 2 3 49-2. Is non-white

1, 2 3 /50-3. Gets good grades

1 2 3 51-4. Is a leading athlete or cheerleader_

1 2 3 52-5. Is not widely known in school

1 2 3 53 -6. Is young (freshman or sophomore)

1 2 3 54-7. Has parents who are wealthy or well-known
in the community

1 2 3 55-8. Is popular with other students
-31,411.

1 2 3 56-9. Has older brothers or sisters who had a bad
reputation in the school

1 2 3 57-10. Has a reputation for causing teachers trouble
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20. In the following questions we want to know how equally rules are enforced
in your school. In each situation given below, indicate whether it
would cause the student to be dealt with more leniently, whether it
would make no difference, or whether the student would be dealt with
more harshly. (Circle one number for each situation.)

1 - The student would be dealt with more leniently, easier

2 - It would make no difference

3 - The student would be dealt with more harshly, harder

* * * * * 4 * * * * sir

A student breaks a rule. The usual method of
handling it is to give the student a penalty.
What difference, if any, would it make if the
student:

1 2 58-1. Is a girl

1 2 .3 59-2. Is non -white

1 2 3 60-3. Gets good grades
4

1 2 3 61-4. Is a leading athlete or cheerleader

1 2 3 62-5. Ts not widely known in school

1 2 3 63-6. Is young (freshman or sophomore)

1 2 3 64-7. Has parents who are wealthy or well-known in the
community

1 2 3 65-8. Is popular with otner students

1 2 3 66-9. Has older brothers or sisters who had a bad
reputation in the school

1 2 3 67-10. Has a reputation for causing teachers trouble
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21.
For each of the following a student has received a punishment. Indicate
for each whether a student in your school could appeal to a higher
authority'or committee to have the punishment changed or eliminated.
(Circle one number for each)

1-Yes

2 - Don' t Know

3- No

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

A student has
innocent. Is

use?

69-2. A student has
innocent. Is

use?

70-3. A student has
innocent. Is

.

been expelled, and yet thinks he/she is '

there an appeal process the student could

been suspended, and yet thinks he/she i3
there an appeal process the student could

been penalized, and yet thinks he/she is
there an appeal process the student could
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13

To which of the following people would a student be most likely to go to
first for help? (Circle one number for each question.)

1 - School Board or Superintendent

2 - Principal or Vice-Principal

3 - Counselors

i

4 - Teacher

5 - Other Students

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

71-1. If a student has
act violating a
exptlsion

72-2. If a student has
act (violating a
suspension

73-3. If a student has
at (violating a
penalty

J

3'14

been accused of committing an
rule) which could lead to

been accused of committing an
rule) which could lead to

been accused of committing an
rule) which could lead to a

v
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FIRST OFFENSE

.For each of'thetyllowing, circle the response that best indicates,,for
your school, what would nappen,6 a student the first time he or she
were caught doing it. /0

1- Nothing

2 - DisCussion.

3-Penalty

4- Suspension

5-Expulsion

111,

1 2 3 4.5

1 2 *3 14 5'

1 2' 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5

74-1. Smoking cigarettes (outsidE any designated smoking area)

75-2. Taking something from another student either by theft
or pressure

76-3. Writing or passing out material Critical of the achool

77-4. Wearing clothes which are sloppy or unclean

78-5. Leaving the school grounds during school hours

*ft
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24.

REPEATED, OFFENSES

For each of the following circle the response that best indicates, fOr
your school,, what would happen to it.tudentwho does it repeatedly, has
be caught several times, and now has just been caught again.

1- Nothing

2- Discussion

3-Penalty

4- Suspension

5-Expulsion

II

-0

1 2 3 4 5 79-1. Skipping school
,ard 22

in
1 2 3 4 5 80-2. Fighting another student

(1-2) 1 2 3 4 5 12-3. Organizing students to protest something about the school

Dup
1 2 3 4 5 13-4. Damaging school property

3-11
1 2 3 4 5 14-5. Being high on drugs
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REPEATED OFFENSES - CLASSROOM

For each of the following circle the response that best indicates, for,
this class, what would happen, to a student who does it repeated1, has
been caught several times,, and now has just been caught again.

1- Nothing

2 -.Discussion

3-Penalty

4- Suspension

5-Expulsion

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 1 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

ght

a

N,

15-1. Arriving late to class

16-2. Copying someone else's work

17-3. Cheating on an exam

18-4. Not turning in an assignment

19-5. Skipping class

20-6. 'Refusing to participate in class activities
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26. How true are each of the following in this school? (Circle one number

for each.statement.)-

4 Definitely true

3 Tends to be true

2 Tends not to be true

1 Definitely not true

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

21-1. Generally, students do what they're told in this school

22-2. This school has rules to cover everything a student
might think of doing

23-3. In this school-if teachers catch students breaking
rules, they send them to the principal or vice-
principal to be punished

24-4. Even though I've read or been told what the rules are,
I'm often unsure whether something I do is against the
rules

25-5. Students are expected to report othir students, if
they see them violating school rules

26-6. The principal is usually understanding; if a student
does something wrong, he will give him/her the benefit
of the doubt
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27. `How true are each of the following in this class? (Circle one number for
each statement.)

Definitely true

3 Tends to be true

'1

2 Tends not to be true

1 Definitely not true

4 3- 2 1

3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2

4 3

27-1. Students know in advance what they have to do in order to
show that they have mastered a skill

28-2. Whenever we start a new unit of work, the teacher gives
us a "test" so students can find out what they already
know, and what they still have to learn

29-3. The students help decide when they will study for this
class, and when they will do something else

31-4. When students' work is evaluated in this class, the teacher
uses the results to help each student find out whathe/she
hasn't learned

31-5. In this.class it does not matter Much how Students learn.
They can go about learning the course material in whatever

\\, way is best fQr them.

32-6. The students help decide how they will go about learning
the subject matter of the course

33-7. Students are required to take a test or complete an
assignment or project, but each student-decides when
to complete it

le

34-8. The student helps decide the kind of materials used in
this class

35-9. Regardless of how many things we do, the final grade (or
whether or not we get credit) is usually determined by
only one thing (such as, a test at the end of the term)
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28. I How did you come to take this class? (Check one)',

I

36-1. I don't know. I just found this on my schedule

2. It was required

3. I selected it by myself - I wanted to take it

4. I was advised to take it, and selected it for that reason_

5. I :elected a different course, but I was placed here

in spite of that

29. Indicate how each of the following circumstances would have affected a

student's chance of getting into, this class. (Circle one nuMber for

Ieach circumstance.)

1- Easier' -- This would make it easier for the 'student to get in

2-No Difference -- This would make no difference on the chances of.tve

student getting in

37-Harder -- This would make it harder for the student to get in

1 2 3

1 2 3
.9

1 2 3

37-1. -If the student were younger (freshman or sophomore)

- rather than older (junior or senior).

38 -2. If,the stveent were one of the less intelligent students

in the school, rather than one of the more intelligent

39-3. If the student had a more adult attitude about school,

rathet than a childish one

40-4. If the student's parents were wealthy, rather than poor
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30. How frequently do'each of the following activities take place as a part of

this class? (Circle one number in response to each question.)

4- Nearly all the time

3-Often, regularly

lir i

2-Sometimes, occasionally

1-Never has happened

4 1 2 1 41-1.

4 3, 2 1 42-2.

4 3 2 1. 43-3.

4 3 2 1 44-4.

4 3 2 1 45-5.

Working in clads alone on work the teacher assigns

Working in class in, a small group of students on

a group activity or assignment (discussions,

committee work)

Having guest speaker come to class (talk by someone
from the Chamber of Commerce),

Gathering information from people or places in the
community otter than the library (interviewing
someone, visiting an exhibit, attending a public

meeting)

Experiencing adult activities in the community
(working for a wmpany, being a volunteer in an
organization)
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31: How often do students,do each of the following kinds of thinking
during this class? (Circle one number for each question.)

4-Nearly all the time

3-Often, regularly

2-Sometimes or occasionally

1-.Never has happened

4 3 2 1 46-1.

4 3 2 1 47-2.

4 3 2 1 48-3.

4 3 2 .1 49-4.

Explain or show how an expert in the field would go
about solving a problem (e.g., how a TV repairman.
_identifies what's wrong with the TV set)

Apply skills or ideas learned in one situation
to another, different situation (e.g., applying
something you learned in history to current
events; applying principles of electricity to

house wiring)

Analyze the techniques people use to get you to
believe something (e.g.-, analyze a political
speech 0: an advertisement Sor various office
machines)

. State a problem in your on words
411
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How often are these attitudes emphasized in this class? (Circle one

response for each*, question.)

4-kNearly all the time

3- Often, regularly

i

2-Sometimes, occasionally

1 -Never
.

4 3 2 1 50-1. Consider something from more than one point of view

4 3 2 1 Follow through on something you said you would do

4 3 2, 1 52-3. Identify the things in life that are important for you

4 3 2 1 53-4, Alter your opinions when new facts contradict them
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33. Different teachers like different things to happen in their classrooms.
We want to know how you think this teacher feels about each of the
following kinds of activities taking place in this class. For each =

statement below, circle the number which you think best describes the
way things are in this class.

i

3-Encouraged (the teacher really wants students to do it)

2-Permitted (the teacher allows this to happen, but doesn't encourage it)

1-Discouraged (the teacher doesn't like this to happen, gets upset if it does)

0-Does not apply to this class

3 2 1 0 54-1.

3 2 1 0 55-1

3 2 1 0 56-3.

Students stating an opinion of course material that
differs from the teacher

4
Students raising questions about the teacher's
rules for class behavior

Students raising questions about why they are
studying a certain topic
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Indicate how important each of the following is in determining the Wel'
evaluation a student will receive in this class. (Circle the number-

which best indicates its importance.)

4--Very important

3 - Moderately important

-Somewhat important

1-Not important

I0-Don't know

4 3 2 1 0 57-1. Quality ofthe student's written classwork

4 3 2 1 0 58-2. Grades on tests the teacher makes up

4 3 2 1 0 59-3. Quality of the student's oral participation

4 3 2 1 0 60-4. Quality of the student's written homework

4 3 2 1 0 61-5. Demonstrated mastery of specific skink by the student

4 3 2 1 0 62-6. The student's willingness to help other students

4 3- 2 1 0 63-7. How, popular or important the student is in school
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35. At the end of this class, your final,evaluation will be (check each box

which shows what you will receive (you may check more than one)):

64-1, A letter grade

65-2. A number grade

.66-3. A grade of either "pass" or "fail"

67-4. A grade of either'"pass" or "credit", or "no credit"

68-5.. A record or certificate of "competency" for each

skill you have mastered

69-6. A written evaluation from the teacher
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36. Which of the following best describes the way the decision is made in
this class about the amount and quality of work that has to be done
to get a particular grade (or credit for a unit of work)? Check one ,

only.

70-1. The teacher decides, and the decision holds for the whole class

2. The teacher decides, but the decision is often different for
different students

3. The teacher and the 'students negotiate the amount and quality of
thework to be done by the members of the class

4. The teacher and ea:h student draw up an agreement or contract for
the student

5. The students decide among themselves, and the decisiOn holds
for everyone

6. Each student decides for himself what he/she will do

7. The decision is made outside the class. Neither the teacher nor
the students have the power to change what is decided

Alf
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37. In each of the following pairs of statements, check the one which most
nearly describes the way things work in this class.

*71-1. The teacher expects everyone to do his/her best in this
class; even if you aren't very smart you will get a
high grade as long as you do the best work you possibly
can

2. .Only thestudents who do the best work in t e class
will get high grades, even if they don't ha try very
hard to-do their work

72-1. -The teacher "grades-on a curve" in this class so that a
certain percentage of students will get high grades,,a
certain percentage will get low grades, and most students
will get about average grades

2. The teacher doesn't "grade on a curve" in this class.
Everyone who does good work will get a good grade, and
if no one does poorly there will be no low grades

73-1. The teacher grades students only on how well they learn
the course material; it doesn't matter how hard a student
tries or whether other students do better or worse than
he/she does. Everyone who learns the course material
will get a high grade

2. The teacher doesn't just grade on how well students
learn the course material. The teacher al'.) takes into
account how hard the student works, and whether other
students did better or worse

38. Who decided which kind of evaluation you would receive in this class?
(Check the correct response)

El74-1. No one really decided; this is the only way things are done in
this school

2 The teacher decided this is the kind of evaluakion every student
in the class would receive

0 3 The teacher and students discussed this at the beginning of the-.
class and decided on this kind of evaluation together

4. I decided by myself that this is the kind of evaluation-I want in
this class; other students in the class may be receiving different
kinds of evaluation

1.]
5. I decided with my parents wilat kind of evaluation I would get in

this class; they had to approve my choice before it would be
acceptable to the school (teacher)

328
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Below are set of statements that some schools think studelos should
believe. Circle the number dhiCt best shows how much your school tries
to get students to believe each statement; '

1 The staff as

2 The staff as a
believe this.
the other

de tries to get Students not to believe this

whole does not care one way or the-other whether studente'
No,one tries wry much to get others to cJange one way or:

3 The staff disagrees openly among themselves ut whetAr students
should believe this or not

O

"V

4 The staff tries to --get studenW'to belleve this in this school

11'

,

5 Everyone already believes this so dhmpletely that almost'no one
ever questions it

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

rd 13 1 2 3 4 5

1.-2)

p .1 *2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3

1 2 3 4 5

76-1. A student's grade should depend on how well,he/she
gets along wfth the teacher

77-2'. If a student oes poorly on a test or assignment,
he/she should eve another chance to learn the
material before he/she goes on to ..:he next unit

78-3. If more Students than can be handled sign up for a
course, those with better grades should get preference

79-4. A student's personal appearance and dress ought to
be entirely his /her choice

Students who try very hard to learn the material should
get a high grade, even if their work isn't all that great

12-6. A student's ,rade should depend on how well he/she dc's
the homework

13-7. The only thing that should determine a student's grade
in a course is how much he/she can show h 'she can do

14-8. The staff should Le able to discipline students and not-
have their decisions oolestioned by the students

15-9. All students who break the same ule snould\receive
the same punishment
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19.

.
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Below are a set of statements that some schools think stut.ents should
believe. .Circle the nu.iber which best shows how much-your school tires

to get students to believe each statement.

1 The staff as a whole tries to get students not to believe this

2 The staff as a whole does not care one way or the other whether students
believe this. No one tries very much toget others to chanie,one way or

the other

3 The staff disagrees openly awing the , ves abut whether students

should believe this or not

.4 The staff tries to get students to believe this in this school

5 Everyone already.believes this So completely that almost no one
ever questions it -

1 2 .4. 5' 16-10. if ev.lryone does poorly in a class, the grades should
be adjusted so ,that those who did best get "A's"

1 2 3 4 5 1.7.'11- All students should have the same chance to take the
courses they want, 'regardless of vt.o they ,.re or what

,kind 'of record they have in s*ol

3 18-12. A student should be able to decide what kihd of evaluation,
he/she will receive at the end of a course o'. unit of, study

1 2 3' 4 5 34-12L.

... ,.

A student should bitable to take as mach time as ,fie/she

needs to learn material or complete a project
. .. .

1 23'4 5, 20-14. -Only the teacher should decide how Much a student needs ..,

to learn.

4

1 2 3 4 5 21415. Teachers should use the evaluatiOns of their students'
-,work-in planning how to correct any problems students had

/

1 2 3 4 5 22-16.- Ohly the teacher should decide what a student's final
grade is; tte student shouldn't have anything to say

`about it
0

'4 5 23-17:- Students should develop the ability to apply something,
Leirned .in one situation to a new and different situation

1 2 3 4 24-18. Students ould not question the teacher's aathority

1 2 3 4 5 d-19. Students ought 0 puriue what is importalt to them, even
if others think those things unimportant



30

Below are set of statements that some schools think students should
believe. Circle the number which best shows how much your school tries
to get students to believe each statement.

mMIIMINO

1 The staff as a whole tries to get.students not to believe this

2 The staff As a whole does not care one way or the other whether students
believe this. No one tries very much to get others to change one way or
the other

3 The staff dis,grees openly among themselves about whether students
should belie this or not

'I

4 The staff tries to get students to believe this in this school

1JF

5 Everyone alr dy believes this so completely that almost no one
ever questions it.

1 -2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

5

5

5

5

5

3

5

5

26-20. Students should try to influence what they study in a
particular course

27-21. Students ought to direct their own learning, not just
do what the reacher wants

28-22. Students ought to try to change school rules that they
don't think are fair or right

29-23. Students should appeal any punishment if they think
they are innocent

30-24. Students should discourage other students from breaking
rules

31 -25. Students ought to obey the rules even though there is
no one around to catch them if they don't

32-26. - Students always oght to take the courses the school
staff tells them to take

33-27. Students ought to try to switch out of a class before
it is over if they think they have a good reason
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